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a

business character to

! and kneel down and ask God that he
may be
helped to teli mamma the truth about this?”
He was greatly grieved, but went away and
came back with the same assertion,
given with
still greater hesitation.
Our lieart3 were all
but
he
was
sent
to
with
the exhorheavy,
play
tation to think it over.
The understanding
was clear iu lib mind that the
thing expected
of him was to say that ho did meddle with the
XV hat a temptation to lying had been
pen.
put in the dear child’s way!
•‘Do you know anything about my pen being injured so?” I asked carelessly, ol a little
eoiored girl, who came into the room in the
course of the afternoon,
l had no expectation
of learning anything about it from her, but
asked, as 1 thought, by mere accident, though
it proved to be providential.
“Why, yes’m,” she said; “Mary brushed it off
the desk and stepped on is, and then she tried
to make it round again with her teeth.”
I felt
as if a mountain was removed from
my heart,
and X did not wait many minutes before I took
the load off from Eddie’s spirits.
With a face
and heart all sunshine, he wont to his play
hut
mother
could
not lieip calling him
again,
back for one more kiss.
As often as X look at
the dents in the case 1 hold, I think of that
unhappy morning when I almost pressed my

littie boy into telling

zine.

tho “Pud-

JOB PRINTING, of
every description, executed with dispatch; and all business puravinin^ to
the Ollioo or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Sunday Reading.
Scripture Illustrated by Eastern Life.
Much interest lias been taken of late years
in the every-day life of tlie lowest elasfes in
England, Ireland, and Scotland; and, through
tlie many books which have bccu published
oil this subject, “ragged life” in tlie large cities
has been portrayed in living characters leading to practical, well-directed efforts in behalf
ol those who need Christian
sympathy and
help. An English lady, Mbs Whately, daughter of the late Archbishop Whately. went to
Cairo, Egypt, for the purpose of establishing a

ragged-school

for girls hi that city. In a little
volume called “Ragged Life in Egypt,” she
sketches with both a skillful pen and pencil
the ways and manner of life of the lower classes.
Dwelling among the poor, she learned
not only from personal visitation, but from
daily observation, their mode of life; for now,
as in ancient time, the “house-tops” are constantly used for domestic toil mid social enjoyment.

Her little hook famishes many illustrations
scripture texts which, to those ignorant of
Eastern life, now seem strange or raneiful, but
which are beautiful and suggestive when tak-

of

in their original meaning.
“The roofs are usually in a great state of litter, and were it not that an occasional clearance is made, they would assuredly give way
under the accumulation of rubbish.
One
thing seemed never cleared away, however,
and that is the heap of old broken pitchers,
sherds, and pots that are piled up in some
comer; and here there is a carious observation
to be made. A little before suu3et, numbers
of pigeons suddenly emerge from behind the
pitchers and other rubbish, where they have
been sleeping in the heat of the day, or pecking about to find food. They dart upwards,
and career through the air in large circles,
their outspread wing3 catching the bright glow
of the sun’s slanting rays, so that they really
resemble shining ‘yellow gold;’ then, us they
wheel around, and are seen against the light,
they appear as if turned into molten silver,
most of them being pure white, or else very
light-colored. This may seem fanciful, but
the effect of light hi these regions can hardly
be described to those who have not seen it.
Evening after evening we watched the circling
flight of the doves, and always observed the
same uppearance.
‘Though ye have lain
among the pots, yet shall ye bo as the wings of
a dove covered with silver, and her feathers
with yellow gold.’ Psa. 68:13.
“It was beautiful to see these birds rising,
clean and unsoiled as doves always do, from
the dust and dirt in which they had been hidden, and soaring aloft hi the sky till nearly
out of sight among the bright sunset clouds.—
Thus a believer, who leaves behind him" the
corruptions of the world, and 13 rendered
bright by the Sun of righteousness shining
upon his soul, rises higher and higher anti
nearer and nearer to the light, until, lost to
the view of those who stay behind, he has
passed into tlie unknown brightness above.”
With reference to the “street cries,” Miss
Whately writes, “Perhaps no cry is more
striking, after all, than the short, simple cry of
the water-carrier: ‘ino gut 01 ttod,' ;ne says,
as he goes along with liis water-skin on liis
shoulder. It i3 impossible to hear this cry
without thinking of the Lord’s words to the
‘If thou knowest the
woman of Samaria:
gift of God, and who is it that saitli unto thee,
Give me to drink, thou wouldest-have asked of
him, and he would have given thee living water.’ It is very likely that water, so invaluable and often scarce in hot countries, was
then as now spokun of as ‘the gift of God.’ It
so, the expression would be forcible to the
woman, and full of meaning.
“The water-carrier’s cry in Egypt must always rouse a thoughtful mind, and make the
Christian wish and pray for the time when
the sonorous cry of “Za-aatce Allah 1” shall be
a type of the cry of one bringing the living
water of the gospel to the poor Moslems, and
saying, ‘Behold the gift of God!’ ’’[—Am. Mesen

a
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and

vv e receive

memorandum

on

always responded to such with choice
flowers, and satisfactorily in all particulars.
In fact we have never been equally well situated
With the present time fer handsomely and satisfactorily furnishing the rarest of exotics and the choice*
ol indigenes, notwithstanding our facilities heretofore
have been considerably extensive.
A trivial investigation will bring the conviction
that our system of management must secure signal
excellence in quality ami beauty of design as well as

nothing.
This, which had a certain air of philosophy
and show of wisdom, came to a head in
the writings of lluckle, which would always
secure a large amount of acceptance.
It was
welcome to small men by the assurance it
seemed to give, that great men did not really
contribute to shape and mould the world more
than themselves—that there are none really

certainty of punctuality and dispatch where necessary. Orders by telegraph, express, mail or messenger are attended to with promptness and precision—
the sender may rely npon instructions being closely
and thoroughly followed.
Persons at a distance, who choose to intrust us with
their orders, may ieel sure that their comm unications

wiil obtain the same attention as if the matter was
verbally recited in a personal interview.
IJouqu is and nosegays lor transient demand may
always be found displayed lor sale in our window.
HARRIS & CHAPMAN,
Apothecaries and Dealers in
Perfumery and Foreign and Domestic Herbs.
“FLOWLii AGENCY,” 180 Trcniont Street, facing the Common, and diagonal with Park St. Church.
Nov 3—d3t

great men after all—that men do not mould
event;', but that events mould men. But who
could aliirm that there would have a free
Holland,except for YVilliam the Silent ? or a re-

Flowers,

vival of Imperial France, with all the
mighty
iscues with which this revival was
pregnant,
both to our generation and generations to
come, except tor Napoleon 111?
Alexander
the Great, Julius Caesar.
Charlemagne, each
fashioned the world, or a very large portion of
it, for long successive ages. One stands in
awe of the
world-shaping influence which
some single men have exercised.
It is a solemn, and it would lie a terrible tiling to contemplate, if we did not believe that a mightier
than man rules over all; that those mightiest,
not less than the smallest, are in his hands.
Helpers or hinderers of liis kingdom are aiike
raised up by him to work out his plans, and to
bring about in the end, by strange and diverse
ways, that kingdom which shall Anally rule

TH K

Bradbury’s

Last Woik.

The Key Note*—A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music for Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury’s last previous work in this department, “The Jubilee,” has
a,ready had a sale ol over 209,030 copies, showing a
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
tfind. The Key Note is complete in all its departments, and is printed on clear, large lype, one part
on a staff.
Price, $1 50.

Dr.

Mason's Last Work.

; Or the Chair Book*—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music f
Choirs, Singing
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, l)r.
of Music, and William Mason. The Elements of
Musical Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, &c. The
Tune Department contains mostly new music, and
provides for every m~ter; and the Anthem Department is full and attractive. Price $1,50.

s'

HOOP SKIRTS,

Mr.

Roots Last Work.

The Diapason*—A Collection of Church Music,
to which are prefixed a new and comprehensive view
of Musfr* and its Notation; Exercises tor
eading
Music, and Vocal Training; Son s, Part Songs,
&c, For Choir3, Singing Schools, Conventions,By George F. Boot. Price, $1,50.

HOOP SKIRTS,

Bounds,

HOOP SKIRTS,

The Neiv Hook for this Season•
Singing Schools, Ch Its and Musical Conventions;
consisting of, I. A System ot Musical Notation. II.
A variety of Exorcises and Glees for Singing Schools.
III. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
for

Wilder and Frederics. Davenport.
The publishers invite attention to this new book,
with great confidence that it w ill prove, very attract
ivo and useful to Singing Schools.Choirs and Conventions. The authors have had at their command
many
new compositions by the most popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A feature ot this work is the presentation of a number of
hitherto
unpublished compositions of Charles
Zeunek, as well as some by Novelli and Neukomm, now first published from their manuscripts
in addition to the rich contributions of living Au
t *ors. The contents of the Praise of Zion are char
acterized by freshness, variety and practicability,
and the publishers c onfidently predict lor it a
very
wide popularity and use. Price, $1.50.
MASON BBOTHERS are also pu Ushers of* the
New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,50.—
Tbe JudUce. by William B. Bradbury, $1,50.
The
Sabbath Bell, by George F. Boot, $1.50. The Shawm,
by Bradbury, Boot and Hastings, $1,50.
Wets’s
Church Mime (lor the Episcopal Service,) by Charles
Weis, $3.<»0: and also of many other Music Books in
all departments.
Copies by mail pest paid at the
MASON BROTHERS
prees.
ocl4 Tli&s6w&w3w
59G Broadway, New York.
By Solon

SKIRTS,
SKIRTS,
m

SKIRTS,

KEMOVAL!

SKIRTS,

Frotn

IS Exchange Street to 74
Middle Street.

OPENING

WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,

E,

removed from Exchange to No. 74 Middle
ALL THE NEW STYLES! HAS
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having
received his

son, J. H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
they will insure the various classes of risks against
lire, at as reasonable rates as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage.

-AT-

ANDERSON’S,

ELIPHALET WEBSTER Sc SON.

Sept 18—edlw

—

Dr. Chalmers.

*1'e'v

Novel' and Beautiful!
Has just returned
ami

OF THE

To which she invites the attention of her frends and
the public, at her rooms,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
Cut Flowers and Boquets constantly
and famished to order.
Oct 14—eodlw

IXUrRA^f.,,,^.
Nov.

Portland,

2.1865

following is statement of cl,.
THE
(. onipaoy, rendered
pursuance of tlie
K S%?a:ne*.Se0- “* ^ ^
a

m

prepared

CARPET

Capital Stock, paid in,

Bank and other stocks,
Loans On Mortgage* of Real
stud Stock*,

Estate

Premium Notes, and Bills Receive
b'e

on

band,

f

.,.

140 non oo
123 800 00
14 903 80
6

expense.

PLEASE

CALL AND

constantly

on

THOMPSON

3 00

SHOES,
DARNING NEEDLE,
OLD HOUSE,
UGLY DUCKLING,

THE RED

65

THE

75

THE
THE

Miscellaneous.

put

JACK AND HIS PETS.
Howitt.
LITTLE

Mary

By Mary

DICK AND THE
and John Howitt.

Only

hand

one

or

and John

ANGEL.

By

Business Cards.

^

ment,
LIFE-BOAT.

150

THE

A Tale

“Di unimci

Boy,

REDSKINS,

1 50
1 so

THE PRINTER BOY.

(Benj. Franklin.)

1 50

each.

1 oo
1 00

Call and

Empress Cloths,
All Wool

STORY'-YELLING AT THANKSGIVING,
CHRISTMAS STORIES,
TALKS ABOUT OLD TIMES,
These four volumes are elegantly bound in
muslin, with illustrations, in library box
THE ASHTON BOOKS. 4 Volumes,
FRANKIE’S ROOK OF BIBLE MEN,
SUSAN AND FRANKIE,
SABBATH TALKS ABOUT JESUS,
SABBATH TALKS on the PSALMS OF
DAY

Saxony Plaids,

52
C3

Mourning

Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

MMuie Street, lormerly occupied by

S.

B.

TXD?

large and beautiful Halls over the
Boston and Maine Pa-senger Station
Ilayiuarkrt Square,
where wo have opened with a new and fresh stock of

and

Our stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most fhlthful manner, of the Latest Designs.cnmprising DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING

ROOM and CHAMBER

TOWN

NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO
COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, <Sc.

found one of the be^t selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and KUBBEKS that can bo
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near (Jreen St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Octal—dtf
be

CAN

B.

H.

No.

Ill

Federal

POBTLANP,

CUSTOM

gardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experienoe
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.

M~&

No. 99 Middle

8

Manufacturer ol and

Velvets

CHAMPION OF THE DAY I

IS THE

And Velvet Ribbons l
has been sold in this market

ITyet

only

a

short

time,

It has taken the lead of every thing in tin
Oookine: Stove line.
In no case has it foiled to give entire
satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have w itnessed its working.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
Stoves, besides others which thev do not possess.
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to be used im-

In
of

ALL SHADES and WIDTHS.

great variety

A

AND

STEEL

ORNAMENTS J

J3T* Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw
Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21—d2w t eid2w

in lor m their friends and the Trade generally that their
store, lately damaged
is
by lire,
again in complete repair, and are now .prepared to show a

New and

FANCY

Clothing.

Proposals

for

Forage and

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors'
HEAD

Straw!

October 3d, 1865.
UOPOSALS are invited by the
undersigned, lor
the delivery of good, merchantable
Timothy hay
and straw on board of vessels, at such wharf in Portland Harbor as may be designated.
Hay and Straw must be securely baled, ard

P_,__

weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
must state

Beltings,

HENRY INMAN,
and A. Q. M„ U. S. A.

Capt.

Belt

<&c.

their patronage.

Fancy

145 Middle St,, Portland.

Comprising a full Stock of

Great
IF

APPLIED FOR WITHIN TEN

DAYS!

Two-Story House, suitable for one or two
families; plenty of hard and soft water; central-

FINE

Land,

to

be sold cheap.

MOSES GOULD,
74 Middle Street.

Hallotypes!
beautiful

picture ever made.
THE
place in Portland to ect them Is at
A>

Of all

284

Confess St., corner of Centre

Oct 3—eod&eow3m

only

°{ Stra,IT and Felt Go9d*«adaptcity and Country trade, now opening and lor
sale at the lowest market
price»to dealers only, by

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
Sept 4—d3m

House

x

House two stories, la good repair. Inquire of
S. L, CAELLTON, Attorney at Lawr,
nov2dtf
No. 80 Middle Street.

IvIXJSIG^LXa 1

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

N. S.

MU.

English and Italian Singing !
And also on the PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy
nent positions as musicians and vocalists, both in this
country and abroad, and confidently point* to his
past success as a guarantee for his 03
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE 3 Music

CLOAKS, SACKS,

Full

—

Assortment

mSSMT

CASSOCKS!

ladies garments
$9.00
for 9.00

of

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION!

_

Cassocks from $9
are

A- O. OLNEY <£
133
OctSOdiw

Middle

KINGSFORD’S

to

$45!

30 per cent,

Oswego Corn Starch!
food, has been counterfeited
by somo unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

In such popular

Fancy,

Which lie will make up In the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. TT's stock of FurniBhing Goods
is large, embracing the best styles in the inaiket.
81 Middle Street,

streetr

use

Kinssford's

for

Oswego

Oorn Starch.

Aug. 7—d2m

CJT DON'T FOKGET THE NUMBER.
Oct 2>—eodGw

GENERAL

Commission and

Forwarding

MERCHANT.
t ir' Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

on

Office.—No. 13 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
© Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me srt. Lowell &
Senior; Gemsh & Pcar>on; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
mayiSJCm

Removal.

■yyTE

have this clay removed to
STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

E>.

CHASE,

T.

ESQ.,

Head of Long Wharf.

BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.
Portland, Oct. 2,1808.
<12m

PAINE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
And Musical Theory.
gy ELATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC

STORE,

1B3 Middle Street*
Oct 23—eodSm*
~

ALEXANDER D.
Oi

and

REEVES,

Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET.

order and lu the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.
bcj tJdtl’04

Manufactures to

•_
JOHN F. ANDERSON.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENCNEER
OFFICE, CODR AN BLOCK,
Temj

.e

Sliect*

HAVE thil <lny admitted as Partners W. C. I)tnsal anti C\ 11- True ; ami future business will be
continued under the linn name of

I

O.

TRUE & CO.

W.

October Sth, 1885.—oetlCd&w3w*

"

TRL

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN, TRUE
84 BBd 88

TuarlStf*^63

aDd

k

CO.,

Middle Street.

TrUnri‘LaS3 Mways on band.

Shirt
CUT

IJn
FROM

WARREN’S

1

THE

C()M POSITION.
xj.j.fiv© 1

E.

PEARS°N * SM,TH-

AND

—

Roof in^

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

soon.

0*3,m*_d«

IJIPBOVED

WATER-PROOF FitiL7"
—

A YEAR made by any one with
ABO
tpsi lV/lJUtlO—Stencil Tools. No experience
The
nocesstry.
Presidents, Cashiers, and TreasurSent free
ers of three Banks indorso the oircular.
I
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
ocWam
Works, Springfield, Vermont.

undersigned contemplating making a chan'-in tbetr busin s, would
dispose of their Reta*
Trade, together with Horses. Bread Carts and Bak
ing Implements, on reasonable terms ii applied lot

r torn^

MEASURE,

nv CHARLES crnTi* a rn.
MobTOX Block.
May 3—dtf

FIRE AND

A BABE CHANCE l

'fcea

CO.,

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Agents,

Doeskins,
and

Sale Room*, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
Juneltf

SINCE It’S

Cloths

Cassimeres,

Plain

PORTLAND, Mli.

a

Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

Both

on

They

Broadeloaths,

A nice Black Sack
for
A nice Black Cassock

with

of any
most

directly to ail dotnvornhle term*. Shipments
are also prei ared to
mestic ond foreign ports.
I
Northern
ine
and
Timber, hewn or
furni h Oak
ocl2d3m
sawn to order.

Embracing

ever received.

lor Southern
made

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

Wa have ,bl8 day
opened tho largest and best
selected assortment of

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble Houbo.)

NOTICE.

Timber
orders
COMMISSION
York,
the
despatch, and
renuirel dimension

-is at-

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

PINE!

BRADFORD & RENICK,
MERCHANTS,It Broadway, New
execute

KIMBALL,

P.

V.

juacldtf

inch 17 d&wtt*

SOUTHERN

Middle Street,
Where he keeps

IPorlland.

oct3dlra

Store, Middle St., Portland.

GARDINER’S

MainPi

executed In every porl ol the State.

Work

promi-

Tailoring!

Clothing Establishment
81

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Tailor

NEWTON FIT* is ready to receive pupils in

-THAT-

ItOSTOX.

1 base goods are
lYeah, and
than regular prices, at

and Lot of Land No. S MontDwelling
THE
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 CO f et.

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

PLEASE REMEMBER

Street.

For Sale.

annually.

descriptions, by

Custom

Fresco and Banner Painter

Gr. FI.

CITY

Black English Crapes, flood

eu to

Portland

'l'EEASUEEa’a Office,
)
March 11, 180B. I
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
arc for sale at this office, in sums to suit, not less
tiian $500, on one, two, three, Jonr, and ten gears’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

THIS!

Clothing of all linds Cloanaed and Repaired In
style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ng bought and sold.
sopt20dtl

-ALSO,-

—■———-

■>

City of Portland,

AT

CIIAS- J- SCHUMACHER,

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

-FOE-

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

——1

of

City

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30!
The

Aug. 29—dtf.

Garments,

9.J>ana.

John A.

Commercial St.

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons, Second-Hand Clothing,

located.

Also two Comer Lots ol

-ALSO,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. II. IIA XDA L/L. on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,
■ ■

Salt,

MAINE /

Woodbury i. Dana,

Dana,

June ldtf

CO.,

d

H n

PORTLAND,

Business.

Edge

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Carriace Manufactory No. 20 Preble

THE

■■

Outside

Fish

_,i._„

Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a first-class Carriage Manufacturing

FROST,

B.

SALE

AlT Al BARGAIN!

From S3 tc SI 3 per yard.

RIBBONS!

—AND

IJar^ain!

~FOR

jVo. 113 Exchange St.

P.

EVERY

MAJtUFACTCRER

be

CHEAPEST,

Nov 2—dim

LOOK

18 and 11 Franklin Street,

TNSTBU'OTION given In DRAWING, FEENCH,
1 GERMAN, Ac.
Please Rend for Circular.
sep2Sdtf

the

P. MORRELL & CO.

Ladies*

Black and Colored Corded

as

GOOD as the BEST THE MARKET AFat the Store of

NEWFALL GOODS!

Noftp, Candle, Boot,

Any Kind of Backing; Boxes,
maile of j, 3 or l Inch lumber, fit nhtirt notice, and at
the lowest

of

HAS
all hinds for

Aug. 20—dir

SHOOK.

or

as

CHEAP

I) TIE EE

Card Pictures $3,00 a Dozen, as good as
».
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
#
1—d&w3m
Sept.

94 Exchange Street,
Just returned from Boston with a LARGE
and SPLENDID ASSORTMENT of GOODS, of

Goods Headquarters,

Boxes ! SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

solicited for Clgir.
ORDERS
Shoe,

variety

description of Water Fix'urea lor Dwelling Houses. Hotel*, Public Building*, Shop*.
&'•, arranged and sot up in tl e best manner, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. All
kind* of JOBBING promptly attended to. Conntanfcly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprudti

warranted to give

The public are requested to call and give me a try,
as I am bound to make as good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c., will be found
here. Patronage solicited.

FORDS,

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, dtc..

As
And

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offend to the trade
upon such terms as will secure

plainly, the quantity, price,

ard time of delivery.
The Hay and Straw will be inspectod
by a Government Inspector, and weighed before
being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver liay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above
requirements.
Bids will bo accopted from time to time, to meet
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as fluids for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.

IX

GOODS,

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

No. 1T4 Fore Street,
Portland.

oct23d4w

lull

0

Cotvl4, Cva«s 5l Silver Plated Cocka*

prices.

CLOTHS,
a

are

out ot town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at mv
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will And them here, from which
copies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

Over and Under Garments,
And

ns

ME.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Luther

and timing done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

IX.

MAY

Oct 13—d2mos

Stock

be

F. & C. B. NASH,

Oct 4—dtf.

Complete

and

brand at No. 122 Middle Street.
where he is ready to wait upon any one wishfor
pictures of themselves or mends, at reasonaing
ble prices, lor as good work as is to be had at any
room in the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
attention
rooms.
Especial
paid to Children s pictuies; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

ELDORADO!

Proposals

spacious

sold by

Closets,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

PHOTOGRAPHER I

MERRILL & SMALL

a

New and Second Stoves of all kinds may
FOUND AT OUB STOVE STOBE.

X.

To all of which they invite the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

ALL RIGHT A GAIN!

WOULD

an-

S—il&wtf

March

Itnbbcr Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp<Packmg, fyc.

mediately.
3d. It‘consume3 as little,

if not actually less, coal
than any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may be regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was everbelore considered possible.
5th
If has a large Ash Box,
perfectly tight, thus
avoid scattering and dust.
ib
ui,u.
uim
mrge an uven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manulacture.
7th, and last. These Stoves are warranted in respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &e., &c.

Tuners.

HOYTS PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.
GILT

nounce that they are manufacturing
(Lkeep constantly on hand

All instruments
satisiaction.
Pianos to be let,

MAKER OP

Force Pumps and V/atcr

33^VTsraV &

Steinway & Sons, of New York.

and
and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large
ortment of Men’s, Boya* and Youths’
Calf mh«1 Thick Boot*, with a
good stock of
*» Misses’ and ChUtiron's Boots ami Shoes.
Men® RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS

P L U M B B 11!

JPORTES.
they

—Also,—

TRIMMINGS !

PORTLAND, MAINE.

_*

with all the modern improvements, which
can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, m the
same quality.
We have male arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment ol New York and Boston Pianc
Fortes, among which are

ERS,

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND.

16—cltf

The undersigned begs leave to

a

AT

ot’

No, 105 MlMitr*

*

$&“No. 200 Fore Street.

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHILMEN’S,
DKEN’S

St., Portland,

MhTcTTfFORD,

COUNSELLOR

Dealer In

Has Removed from his oil stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Fobe St., whore he is prepared to fill all
orders fir Carpenters* anl other Tools, ol the
very best quality, al short notice and on reasonable
terms.

V

VOKTl.ASD.

at.,

Aug 25—{lit

Carpenters’, Ship- Joiners’, Coopers
and C a liters’ Tools, &c„

Street.

Exchange

MACHINES #>r

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PIANO
No.

!

Sept 7—<Jtf

Solicitor

Joseph. Bradford

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,

Furnishing Goods

tbr EMPIRE SEWING
State of Maine.

WILLIA

House

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers’ aad Trap* us’ Bank.

LARGE and CHOICE SEopening
RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.
“El Dorado Cook Stove,’' ARELECTION of
Men’s
Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITRich Silk
now

Advantage,

Piano Fortes,

A. P. DARLING,

And Gents'

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

REMOVAL!

J une

Co.,

I>nj Goods, Woolens,

Sept 8—(ltf

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

BABB,

Between United State* At Preble Ilouie,
Oet 6—eod tf

ceipt o. stamp 10 prepay return postage.
Nov. 2—d3t

PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12— dtf

M illiken & Co.,

JOBBERS OF

Agents

No. 63 Commercial St.

Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
First Class Hoots Made
Witli Fair stitch.

*

Successors to G. L. Storer

—OF—

WORK,

;

Dealers in all kind* of

of aud

Deerinj',

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

IC.

the Best

Commission

St.,

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,

C.

DEXT E IvT,

Chase, Littlefitkl & Co.,

Hardware & Window Glass,

ME.

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

As heretofore our customers will fnd our prices at
the lowest market rates, and as a rule less than
We atm at making it pay our
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

&
to

ora

17£> Middle and 1 IS Federal St«.

stock to be

ALSO,

TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,

Importers

Should apply to tho

For

All

HEAVY

Succe*

BS udd BO Middle

Bought or Sold to

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

Fine English Flannel*,
White Cotton and Wool Flannel*,
5-4 White Flannels,

KING
"•>

SCjr<ARE,

Pobtlind, Mr.

Jmnel2tf

MERCHANDISE

Manufacturer and Dealer in

Picture F-ames.

A

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

WISHING

ALSO,

Flannels, Flannels!

fickett,
in

No. t» it ARK ST

PARTIES

JONES,

MR.

FhotfmijijMttc (loud*,
mirrors anil limtravin^.

Furniture !

In every variet cannot foil to command thetavor ol
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qualiiy, Stylo or Price.
Every article warranted aa recommended. Gratelul for the liberal
patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ol the fhvors ot our old
friends and the public.
Boston, September 33,1SC5.
oclSd3mos

BELL’S

SAMUEL

J,
Dealer

October 2—<13m

Ah, 353 Congress Street.
AT

PORTLAND.

“ld White-wa
.hi„s prompt.
Orders Ron, out „t town
toTcUcd

ly attended to.
May 22—dtl

SINCE

and,

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,

Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;

63

muslin, with illustrations, in library box.
53F”Sold by Booksellers generally, or sent bv mail
on receipt of price
by publishers.
pur illustrated catalogues nt by mail free on re-

Nox'emher

^BANCROFT.

the recent fire at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the

and Plaid

LINEN HDKFS.

62

Millinery Goods,

Thursday,

PLAIN and ornamental.

STUCCO AND MASTIC WOitK£?.S,
Oak Street, between, Con
(trees ai“d Free Sts.,

Vfl invtftsturer or

BUCKLEY

Boots and Shoes.

French, Toilet and American Quilts!

53

most

Bell. EASTMAN,
E. D. EASTMAN.
noSdlw

On

Large Stock Ladies Cloths!

02

c3

Winter Bonnets!

To which she invites the attention of her friends
the public in general, to call and examine.
Oct 27—<12w

ALSO,

03

02

BEST THING tor KINDLING HARD COAL.
Bgr* It is Cheaper, Better, and Cleaner
than Charcoal. TRY P.
Oct 25—d2\v*

F,
E It K ItS,

pUHT

THE

goods.

02

2 50

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
augddti

For Sale at the CROCERT STORES.

a

POBTI.AXD, Me.

JtOSS <€• FEEJN

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD CO.,

BLOCK,

-OF-

Hats and

-Vo. 3 Lime Street,

-BY TUX-

FASHIONABLE ASSORTMENT

Fall and

AXD WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

Butter, Cheese, EfTtrs, Lord, Bunns.

attention paid to conalfmnouto of all kinds
ofSpecial
Produce.
t*>p20dl>r

Iv 111(111 tljr- Wood !

————"B——MMWB—

2 50

volumes are elegantly bound in
muslin, with illustrations, in liDrray box,
THE ALDEN BOOKS. 4 volumes.
THE LIGHT-HEARTED
GIRL,
THE LOST LAMB,
THE CARDINAL FLOYVER,
THE BURIAL OF THE
FIRST-BORN,
These four volumes are elegantly bound in

Notice.

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Gray Linseys,
Goods,

Dress

DKERINO

a

Commission Merchants,
DRIED APPLES, Ac.

HEAVY IRON.

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.

CUSHMAN,

Will be prepared to exhibit

Black anil Colored Alpaccas,

03

ID,

Sept 29 —eodtt__

this day formed a copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the retail
Hry Goous Business, under the firm oi

Delaines,

Plaid Poplins,

NO.

Shawls,

52

octl6d3w

undersigned have

Cashmere

Silks,

2 50

1 00

LIE,

A

Block, Congress St.,

Nov. let, 1666.

Poplins,

Black

Yellow Flannels,
Bleached & Unbleached Cotton Flannels.

1 00

volumes,

ly

PORTLAND, ME.

D

Merinos,

1 oo

1 oo

PRINCIPAL.

Dentist,

Portland,

Paris

3Iis.

ever

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shaker Flannels,
Superior Gray Flanuels,
Red Flannels,

THE STORY OF OUR DARLING NEL-

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

OOWJ

French

X 53

WILLARD PRIME,
THE LITTLE REBEL,
THE TAILOR BOY,
MAY COVERLY. A Book for Girl*.
FAIRY DREAMS; or Stories front Ell-Land,
DANDY JACK,
THE WINNIE AND WALTER BOOKS. Four

A

Copartnership

we

150

SELF-TAUGHT MEN.
MAR Y EVANS; Tho Rectory of
Moreland,
THE PLYMOUTH ROCK
§1
SERIES,

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER ST.,

M. McKE.WEY, Agent,
oc3eoi&eo\v3m
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

THE

sive

1 50

Portland Aoademy!

A.

I

the choicest and most extenWE.arestock offering
have
had, consisting oi‘

OF

WORKERS

Sole Agents in Portland tor the Celebrated

FallRnd Winter Opening.

1 50

DRUMMER BOY.
By J. T. Trowbridge,
THE BOBBIN BOY". (Gen. Banks.)

Hosiery,

now

1 50

roes

«,ncl

produce

MAINF,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, In quantities to suit.

SLEEVES,

AND

SOJY,

Cooking:, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

ed-

of Our Coast He-

THE THREE SCOUTS. By the Author of the

Brilliants,

J. L DWfi -U GOVE & CO.,

SlVoot,

FURNACES, RANGES,

I

Swiss Muslins,
Merino Vests,
Dress Buttons,

Handkercrjefb,

If.xolian.ao

Manufacturer* of and
I)c;l,c„ ,n

CONGRESS STREET.

manufac-

Perfect Piano Forte!

Linen

Jaconet Cambrics,

<£■

PORTLAND

at

Stamped Embroideries, Edginos,
Berlin Worsteds,

ALSO,
Also, Nets Editions (f the following Popular Books
for the Young:
DORA DARLING, The Daughter of the
Regi-

No. ,5.j

Ge“eraI Assortment of Good,.

Heavy Black Cliak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

prices, l.v
S. *!'. SIIAMNON, Soco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1868.
Hi.|p20cud2m

CO’K,
flightofSt irs.

■fVTHlTE Goods,
▼ ▼
Plaid Cambrics,
Nainsook Muslins,
White Flannels,

Gloves

3 00

YOUNG RECRUIT; The Adventures of
a Drummer Boy. Illustrated.
1 00

GOODS

ITOYES

0

75

THE

A-

Yarns,

C. K.

75

These four are bound in muslin extra,and
into a library box,

EXAMINE.

&

1C1 Middle St, up
Oct 18-iris lm

306 T9

Real Es! ate,
12 W0 00
Cash on band,
g 351 41
Whole amount at risk,
2,014,421.00.
Whole amount of liabilities,
6,000.00.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
1
Nov 2—d2w

put

FAIRY STORIES.
By Hans Andersen <&
Grimm. Four Volumes. 75 cents each.

Packing

HASSOCKS!

In great variety cf style, at short notice. The Carpet Hassock Is the best Footstool in use, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
beanty and far superior to anything oi the kind ever
before manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can bavo their remnants of Carpeting made
into tills desirable footstool, in any
style at trifling

No. 11 Clapp’s

Y>}

hand,

subscribers havin? taken rooms at No. 161
rpHE
X Mi dale Si., arc now
to manulacture

Patent Isolated Piano.
PAltMELEE’S
be convinced.

re,...

on

New for Portland!

Something

ANDERSON, Agent.

OCEAH

75

Stories,

library box,

a

NEW

COLLARS

PORTLAND, MAINE,

extensive

New DeaFjpis in Dccalcomania, Vases, Scc,

The

SSii!"1 C0r8°tS’ wlwksak and retail.
OFFICE

an

elegant stock of

from

MARKET SQUARE. 20.
CEO.

from New York with

1MORTELLES,

ANDERSON’8
28

and other

bound in muslin extra,and

GroocLs
-AT-

Assistant Quartermaster’s Office. U. S. A.,

MRS. J. W. EMERY

A fall asGutment
tured to order at

York Skirt aud Corset Store,

into

are

Oct19—eod2m

Ladies having any difficiffty in fitting
themselves with Skirls or Corsets, can
have them made to order,
•A.T

SWANS,

These four

Cook Stove until you have
seeu and examined the

.Manufacture and repair air kinds of machinery.
Also, manulacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-act mg, anti-freezing Eorce-Pump. Warranted to give satisfaction.
II. T. LIBBY,
J. A.
GEO. L. AIlMSBEY.
LIDBACK,

88c to $7>50* From
the plain Domestic Corset to the most beautifully
Embroidered French Coutille.

splendid assortment

WAYMOUTH: The Gentlemen Adventurers. By the author of “Dick Ons1 50
low Among the B*dskins,”
POPULAR GERMAN STORIES.
By Hans
Christian Andersen. With Twelve lllust:ati jns. First Series.
1 25
POPULAR GERMAN STORIES.
By Hans
Christian Andersen.
With Twelve Illustrations. Second Series.
1 25
POPULAR GERMAN STORIES. By Andersen & Grimm.
With Twelve Illustrations.
Third Series.
1 25
POPULAR GERMAN STORIES. By Andersen & Grimm.
With Twelve Illustrations.
F urth Series.
1 25
HANS ANDERSEN’S STORIES. Four Vols.
76 cents each.
TINDER BOX, and other Stories,
75
NAUGHTY BOYS, and other Stories,
75
GOLOSHES OF FORTUNE, and other Stories
75
WILD

Dry

1 00

ers,
ANTONY

Machinists,

CORSETS.

A

$1 50

GOLDEN HAIR. A Tale ol the Pilgrim Fath-

Don’t buy

No. 4 Manufacturer* Block, Union Si.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

sentence’

t eodtf

LIBBY, LIDBSCK & CO.,

Skirt and Corset Store!

Wm.

By

These four

The Praise of Zion*—A Collection of Music

SKIRTS,

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

N O W

FROLIC.

BIOGRAPHY OF

Asaph

IIOOP

THE CRUISE OF THE
H. G. Kingston,

THE

New Collections of Church Music.
Mr.

Fall and Winter

BOSTON.

DICK ONSLOW AMONG THE

all.—Archbishop Trench.

HOOP

Fancy Goods.

and

Just Received
23 Free Street!

-BT-

books orders for the more celebrated suburban flor-

arc

IIOOP

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

Dry

LARGE STOCK!

-TO BE-

our

ists who have

CORSETS,

“Has Eddie been meddling with mamma’s
pen ?”
“No, mamma.”
“Just look, Eddie, see how the case is injured; are you very sure Eddie has not touched
it?”
This time the denial was made with more
hesitation, and the fearful suspicion crossed
was lolling an unmy mind that the dear boy
truth. There se.-med no other way of accounting for the mischief, and Eddie was urged to
tel! mamma the whole truth. He stiff persisted in his denial, and yet was so much disturbed that it seemed almost a proof ol his guilt.
“Will Eddie go away in his little play-room

J. E. TILTON & Co,

quired.

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

suspected.

where as in this city.
L>aily purchasers from us—
tourists recently returned from foreign jaunts and
who have tarried several mouths at Florence, Paris,

to produce at shorter notice than ever before—
Wreaths, Crosses, Extra Boquets, or any designs re-

look you shall ever cast on your acquaintances
26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.
will come, and the agony of the parting breath
will come, and the time when you are stretched a lifeless corpse before the eyes of weeping
relatives will come, and the coffin that is to
Ladies! Anderson intends to give you
enclose you will come, aDd that hour when the
this season, Skirts and Corsets at prices
company assemble to carry you to the churchwliicli must be saiislact»ry.
Our extenyard will come, and that minute when vou are
sive and widely spreading trade in these
put into the grave will come, and the throwing of the loose earth into the narrow house
articles, and connection with one of the
where you are laid, and the
spreading of the
largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
green sod over it—all will come on every living creature who now hears me; and in a few f
gives us such advantages in the matter ol
little years the minister who now speaks, and
price, that in many cases we ore able to
the people who now listen, will be carried to
oiler these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lowtheir long homes, and make room for another
er than they can bo bought ol other pargeneration. Now all this, you know, must
and will happen—your common sense and
ties who get thorn through second or
common experience serve to convince you of
third hands.
it. Perhaps it may have been little thought
of in the days of careless, and thoughtless,
and thankless unconcern, which you have
$3T*Evory Skirt wc sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
spent hitherto; hut I call upon you to think
of it now, to lay it seriously to heart, before being placed in store is examined and
tested,
and no longer to trifle and delay when the
and in no case shall we
knowingly sell an inferior
high matters of death and judgment, and
eternity are thus set so evidently before you. Sklrt.^a
And the tidings wherewith I am charged—
Ladies are invited to call and examine our splenand the blood lieth upon your own he:ui, and
did stock ol IIOOP SKIRTS,
varying inpr:cc from
not upon mine, if you will not listen to them
SScto&3»50# Call! Judge for yourselves! Be
—the object of my coming amongst you is to
ktyou know what more things are to come; convinced.
it* t6 carry you beyond- the regions of sight
and of sense, to the regions of faith, and to assure you in the name of Him who cannot lie,
that as sure as the hour of laying the body in
the grave corned, so surely will also come the
hour-.ol the spirit
returning to the God who
gave it. \ es, and the day of final reckoning
will come, and the appearance of the Son of
God in Heaven, and His mighty angels around CORSETS !
CORSET S ! !
Him, will come, and the opening of the books
and
the
will come,
standing of men of all generations before the judgment-seat will come
and the solemn passing of that
which is to fix you for eternity will come

relied on, as many an unprincipled girl will
criminate a defenceless child in order to screen
herself from reproof.
I took up a favorite pen irom my desk one
morning, and found the case all covered with
little dents,like teetli-uiarks. It had evidently
been crushed, aud an effort been made to repair it. A pair oflittie hands sometimes meddled with writing materials, and were at once

PUBLISHED THIS SEASON

through the day, and within call during the
evening, and receiving for their use freshly cut loose
flow era at intervals through the day, we arc enabled

NEW YORK

Parents should be very cautious about accusing a little cbiltLfcf a falsehood, unless the
clear,at evideo^Jkxi its of the offence. The
assertions of <}^mestics are not always to be

Greenhouses around Boston produce probably
handsomest and sweetest roses in the world. Persons ol floral taste and cultivation are catered for no-

hours

What All Must Expect.

Be Careful about Accusing.

NEW JUVENILE BOOKS

and St. Petersburg, testily that nowhere in Europe,
neither uader the sunny skies of Italy, tho basking
bank3 of he South of l< ranee, nor in the regal conservatories of the Kussian capital, can a bouquet be obtained of the perfect blossoms, delicately developed,
characteristic odors and grace of outline, as may be
secure 1 by ordering one day in advance from some of
our home florists. Still more beautiful may it be, and
very much more extensive in the variety of collection, if one will leave instructions at an “Agency of
Flowers,” an institution peculiar to “tho .hub,” and
receiving daily the products of several floriculturists.
We not unfrequenvly combine in one boquot the
most desirable—tlic gems and outres—of a dozen wellstocked greenhouses.
Two of our employes possess
exquisite taste in delicacy ol arrangement and particularly well appreciate a pleasing adjacency of hues.
Those “flower-girls” being on the premises at all

any single man—even the greatest—that he
exercised any moulding influence on the events
of his time. According to the reading of the
world’s history by these historians, the men
who seemed to us to have dominated over their
own time, only brought to a head the floating
tendencies of their own age, which would inevitably have been done by them. These tendencies, in fact, are everything, and the men

senger.

Manhood will come, and old age will come,
and the dy’ng bed will come, and the very last

“Beautiful Boston Buds.”
The

_

HOOP

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Mbc^lianeous.

tlse

Great men, it has been truly said, far more
than any aits and coliseums, are the true world
wonders. It has, indeed, of late years, been
the fashion with certain historians to deny to

IIOOP

1865.

•

Groat Men and their Influence

over

MORNING, NOVEMBER 4,

SATURDAY

PORTLAND,

Vol. 4.

janJSdtl

IIERSEY, Agent,
110 16 Unlon Street.
*

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.

Saturday Morning,

Nov.

4,1865.

•——.-——

than the cam0/ the Pees* is larger
dailies in the city.
med emulation of all the other
The

daily

issue

Terms ~$d,00 per year in alliance.
Reading Matter

on

all Four Pages

Organization of the Home.
The efforts of Copperheads
the Home of Repersentatives,

to revolutionize
or to abolish its

constitutional functions bv

act of usurpaare not likely to

an

tion on the part of the Clerk,
be crowned with success. They would have
this subordinate officer, who holds over till a
and presides during the
is

chosen,

successor

the
election of Speaker, enter upon the roll all
in rebeldelegates sent from the States lately
the organi
so that they may take part in

lion,

the northzation, and, by joining hands with
ern Copperheads, embarrass if not control the
action of that body. This is the short-cut to
reconstruction, the] method advised by the
men who claim to have such a horror of cen-

tralized power.

Unfortunately

plot, Mr. McPherson,
House, Is not disposed to fa-

for this

the Clerk of the
This officer understands his duties,
vor it.
aud in a letter recently published, erroneous-

attributed to his pen, from which the Tribune
makes extracts, his views are understood to
be definitely set forth. That letter says:
*In the several theories of reorganization, the controlling power in the promises is variously supposed
to be lodge! sometimes in die President, sometime
in Congress. The iatteris likely to incline to the latter
view, and may event ii not likely to permitinmembers
accordto 6 forced into the Home and Senate until,
ance with the constitutional guaranty, those bodies,
themselves have passed upon the claims qf the appli-

cants.
“But the law of the case Is plain. It provides—in a
resolution bunglingly worded, but prepared and passed with direct reference to such a contingency as an
effort by u tricky Clerk to flood the House with illegiti.natc members—that the Cle.a ‘sltall make a roll,
*ttd Stoce thereon tlio names ot all persons, and o.
sutfftpersons only, whose credentials show that they
were reyularly elected in accordance with the laws ot
their Stales respectively, or the Irwsqfthe United
States.'— rstnt. at Largo, Vol. XII., p. 801.
“Oa this it is clear:
“First: That no law of the United States’ authorizes the election of representatives in any of the in-

surrectionary States.
“Second:

That no “law of any of the States’auelection held at the call of a “Providonai
Governor,’ and from which large numbers of legally
recoguized voters [The unsworn ilebjls] are excluded.
“How then can auy names bo placed on the roll
from these States?”

thorizes

an

It is added in the same letter that “there
“can be no legal govemmeut in any of the insurrectionary States until Congiess recog“nizes it. Without legal government there

“can, of course, be no legal representative to
“be placed on the roll.” This letter as the
reference to Provisional Governments shows,
written some time since. The recent declarations of Mr. McPherson are in perfect conformity with it. “His determination not to
“reconstruct Congress 1>y his individual act,
“say3 the Tribune, is matured by long reflecwas

tion, has been repeatedly asserted, and cantot be shaken by the inflammatory appeals of
“journals that have only just learned to coun“lerfeit the accents of loyalty, and to lend a
“tardy support to the Administration. They
“are re-enforced by Gov. Perry of South Carolina, who volunteers the valuable opinion

“that the persons chosen from his State in
“Novembdr will liave the Bame right to take
“their seats as the regularly elected members
“from Massachusetts. We don’t know a Cop“perhead anywhere who isn’t of the same
“mind; but so long as the law is plain, and
“Mr. McPherson pledged to obey it, the
Cop-

“pei;heads
“They will

welcome to their opinions.—
in vain expect the Clerk to attempt
are

“or the House to tolerate, an act that would
“be equally revolutionary and despotic, and
“that could produce nothing but confusion
“and disaster.”
Pleasan’ Wotioe of Portland Clergymen.
The editor of the Machias Union spent a
Sabbath in this city, recently, and on his return home gave a long and pleasant account
of his visit, from which we clip the following,

showing how and where he spent the “holy
time,” and his impresions of two of our popular clergymen:

w~ The St. Louis Democrat says “bilious I _SPECIAL NOTICES.
iutermittenfaiid remittent fevers prevail more
13? A Bangor correspondent of the Boston extensively this season, in Illinois, than at any
I.
A..
Herald says there appears to be a falling off of time for the past twenty years. Iu the southThe Annual Meeting fthe
public interest iu Bangor, in relation to the ern portion the courts have been obliged to adIrish American ltd*
completion of tha E. &, N. A Railroad; but journ—jurors, witnesses aDd litigants being sr li- Association, lor theelection of officers, will be held
at the Rooms of the
Association, Fox B'ook * on
hopes that the managers of the scheme are the able to attend. The central porting of the MONDAY
EVE, Not. 6, at 8 o'clock.
more actively engaged, notwithstanding.
State is suffering severely, hut not to the same
Per
Order.
KS?- Airs. Jeremiah O. Laary, at Wbitney- extent.”
JOHN
that she
McKENNY, Secretary.
Prt,
lw
ville, was so severely burnt on Friday
Po, Hand,
|y Georgia has simply repealed her ordiNov. 3, I860.
nov4J2tSN
died on Saturday. It seems that her daughter, nances of secession and of adoption of file rebiu the yard while
eight years old, built a Are
el constitution, instead of declaring all rebel
Sherman & his
it play, from which her clothes took fire. The
action bv her Convention and Legislature null
mother, hearing her child in distress, ran to aud void. This not only leaves tue rebel debt
By Colonels Bowman and
her relief, and took the child in her arms all
Inwi r.
of the State still binding upon the people, but
enveloped in flames. The sad result to the is a recognition, a re-affirmation of tile right of Aids to Gen. Sherman in the Campaigns described.
Embellished with Steel Engraved
the
mother is given above, while the daughter's secession. An act that may be set ajide
by General Officers, and Illustrated withPortraits of
Maps and Diadfe is despaired of.—[Maehiaa Union.
simple repeal, may be re-tyiacled.
gram* oi routes and positions of the army.
We are glad to see that our wholesale
UT The title t0 the celebAted “Pit-Hole”
The editors having free access to the
private papers
dealers are beginning to appreciate the value property is in dispute. It rests on ail old Inani journals of their Commanding
have been
Officer,
of advertising. Barnum attri utos his success
dian title, itself defective.
enabled to present a more ffiitiiful record of events a
a
io a liberal use of
hke
printers’ ink. It is
ISS" Senator Paterson and wife, daughter of more complete inner qpic'.al history of the great Camfertilizer for the soil. The Maohias papers have
President Johnson, are now in
Vermont, with paigns, than it would be possible for any one 0 sc to
columns of Portland advertising. This is right.
do.
their son and the youngest son of the PresiSold only by Subscription.
Hake the people of the State understand what
dent, designing to leave the two boys at school.
Price*, in Muslin. 88.50; Calf (handsome library
Portland can supply and they will come to
I*y Chief Justice Chase will soon marry stylo oi binning), $5.50.
Portland to make their purchases.
C. W.
Miss Wiggin, of Cincinnati.
ATWELL,
Canvassing Agent tor Portland.
Kg'- The Bangor Whig understands that
GST" A Chicago young lady has just married
nov3dtfsN
the friends of Hon. Joseph H. M illiains, of a Russian nobleman in London.
Augusta, will insist upon his becoming a canGif It is said that not a case of yellow feveT
Special Meeting.
didate for Speaker of the next House of Rephas yetappeared in New Orleans.
The Ladies of the Christian Commission ore reour
State. The Whig is highly
resentatives of
GST* The London underground railroad carquested to meet at the Rooms of the Y. M. C. Asso
elated with the news, and takes it for granted
ried 6,432323 persons in six months.
ciation, SATURDAY P. M., at 3 o’clock.
the programme will be carried out. With Mr.
The Oregon Statesman estimates the
Pee Order.
Williams for Speaker and a worthy Bangor
overland emigration to that State this year at
Nov 3—sxd2t
for
President of the Senate, the fagentleman
ah
of
in
the
whom
will
10,000, nearly
settle
vors would all be
kept within the ‘‘charmed Williamette Valley.
White Note Paper, lO els.per
■"

Campaigns!

circle.”

Augusta

has the Governor, and ought
to have one of the presiding officers.
Bangor
aas

got only the Land Agent, Attorney Gen-

eral and

oujjiomc

Adjutant General,

and throe of the
cns

ana

o

to nave

sureiy
ougnt
the other presiding officer. But with all deference to the good qualities of Messrs. Williams
and Manson—and we think no more
of

highly

my two gentleman in the State—there will be
those iD the two Houses who are ungenerous

should say when they prayed,
replied—‘‘when
you pray, say Our Father.”
These two
words formed the basis of a touching and for-

cible

sermon.

Mr. Oushins’s Visit to Europe.
Hon. Caleb Cushing sailed for Europe a few
days since, on a mission from the State Department. Various rumors have got afloat
touching the object of this special mission, one
of which is that it lias to do with the
claims
of our Government for
spoliations by Anglorebel

pirates. This, however,

is not correct._
It is not to be presumed that Mr. Adams’
work would be taken ofi'his hands or interfered with, while he is managing it with consummate skill.

Secretary McCulloch and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue'nave under consideration a circular regulating trade between the
United States and Canada. The circular will
be issued in a day or two.
Sir" The colored people of Alabama are going to hold a State convention, to meet in the
city of Mobile, on the third Monday of November.

General Hiram Walhridge li_s come
with an address to the war democrats of
New York, advising them that the Union party

enough to think there i3 snail a thing as overdoing in the way of favor, an I to avoid this
amiable weakness they will present other can-

out

didates for both of the offices referred to.
Si3?” We regret to learn tnat Rev. H. A. Philbrook is suffering from a relapse of the trouble
he had some time ago, and which came so

country.

putting

his earthly career.—
He was getting round nicely, and was gaining
his wonted strength rapidly; hut he overtaxed
his energies, and is now laid on a sick bed, from
which it is feared he will not soon be able to
rise.—[Calais Advertiser.
UST" Mr. Zebulon Reed, of Bath, had his
jaw broken and wa3 otherwise badly bruised
near

a

period

to

br afalling spar, during the launching ofa vessel at Brunswick, on Thursday last.
tST* The Gardiner Journal says the millmen
of that place have an unprecedented lot ol

piled

for winter’s sawing, and
winter will doubtless be good.
In

Stone, Esq, of Kennehunk. Both are men of
ability and both well qualified for the position,
Mr. Miller, we understand, was one of the
most industrious, popular and influential memthe last House.”
tif6” The Democrat learns that the iron-foundry at Steep Falls, Norway, owned by Hon. J.
B. Brown, has been sold this week. Purchaser’s name not stated.
We learn that parties at
are
o.

Norway

active measures to organize a National
Bank at that place. Several
parties promise
liberal subscriptions, so that no doubt is expressed hut that a sufficient capital can he rais-

ed—[Democrat.
&'3f* The editor of the Paris Democrat says
he saw a farmer the other day
driving his team
toward the depot with cheerful countenance.—
His load of apples, drawn by one
pair of cattle,
brought him #105, at the station.
53T* The Boot-blacks have reached Lewiston, with their “Shine your hoots, sir ?”
Several tin, crystal, and quite a number of other kinds of weddings are reported in
preparation in this city. We arc a “muchly”
married people.
These weddings that mean
“tin”

of the most
[Lewiston Journal.
are

prevailing popularity.—

ISW~ Charles E.'Preble, son ot W. P. Preble,
Esq., of Cranberry Isle, and Adclbert Cunningham, of Ellsworth, were drowned near
Cranberry Isle on Friday last. They went out
in a boat to Bunker’s
Ledges, about a mile
from the shore, to shoot ducks, aud it is
supposed the boat shipped a sea, capsizing it, throwing
the two young lads into the water. The boat
was found full of water. The bodies of the
missing ones have not been found. Young
Preble was about nineteen—[Ellsworth American.

Hr Tne National Intellig^icer of Washington entered upon its
sixty-fifth year, Oct. 31st.
Ey It is related that just before John
Mitchell left his prison at Fortress Monroe,
Captain Sanderson, ffieer of the day, asked
him for bis autograph. Taking
up his pen he
wrote with hurried
dash, The foo iih men
have confined the wise,” and
appended his
name to it with evident
pride of chirographical
display and the remark, “That’s from Jack Falstaff; how do you like it ?” “I like it well
enough when 1 take into account Jack Falstaff’s character fur veracity,” replied
Captain
Sanderson.

Mr. Mitehel made

no

democracy

6JT" A

with nothing better to do has
calculated that the entire amount of the national debt in silver dollars would weigh 125,000
tons, and that laid side by side the coins would
go four times and a third around the earth.
By an order passed at the last session
of the Ohio Legislature, the soldiers of that
State are to have medals as soon as the design
is decided

response.

By~ Rev. Mr. Nasby 3ays : “The utter and
abgeot state uv cussitood into which the dimocrisy find themselves,North and South, makes
a day of fastin’
apnropria/.’'
El/’*" The receipts from customs this month
are estimated at
810,000,000 in gold.

orous m

mind

Humanity. Its veteran
poet, Bryant, is still as
vig
and
body, a? most men who‘*

by score, and he is
years
supported
by a corps of the most able assistants The
deserves
Post
its
Evening
prosperity, and we
'wish it a long continuance of the same.
are

less

a

ary, and go home

overland in Sootember

or

October.”
Garrett Davi3 and Brutus Clay, who
have sued Generals Palmer and
Brisbin for ab-

ducting slaves, are themselves in turn to be
sued before the
Freedmen’s Bureau for holding
rce persons to
labor without pay, in violation
of a law of the
United States.
^r' Holland’s Lif* of Abraham Lin-

Defalcation.—Major Rolling co n,
just issued, is dedicated to Andrew Johnlate commander at Camp Kerry, hag been ar' son
“with the prayer that
history, which will
rested, and it is reported, has been taken to associate their names
forever, maybe able to
Fort Lafayette, being charged as a defaulter
aea'u where their
? U.°
administrations were
for a large amount—said to exceed $100,000.— j
marlc no
change of texture by
wWi
He was arrested heie the first of the week,
may be cantrasted.”
aud left, in custody of oflicers on
Wednesday, land is
(Jre?t Northern Railway in EngThe Major insists that his own accounts are
“ Kystom of consuming the
all correct, and that the
defalcation is caused
ihereby’
a" ““
of subordinate officers.
°7
ne°e88ary
gas for lighting the tr
Reported

Ball1*67

smokrofatbe?QOe
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FOR SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS.
the New Store,
Nov. 3. dtf.
At

Card

on

by

the next

Legislature.

Rooms to let in the Cushman Block.
Enquire at
No. 1 Paris Street, near the head of Green
Street,
between the hours of 8 and 9 A. M. or 1 and 2 P. H.
nov3J3tSN

PORTLAND
No. 80

—Letters from Rome say that the creation of
cardinals, which was to take place in December
next, is postponed till Lent, 1856.

—Bishop Crowther, the black bishop of the
Niger, has lately written home satisfactory accounts ef his operations in the Niger district,
whither he has taken a hand of native Christian teachers.
—Rev. J. C. Pattee, a Universalist clergyof Grand Rapids, Wisconsin, has returned
to Maine, his native state, for settlement.
—Rev. Dr, Storrs of Cincinnati^ and Rev. J.

man

Sella Martin are speaking In Great Britain in
behalf of the southern freedmen. At a meet-

ing in Glasgow, Scotland, Dr. Storrs said the
people of Great Britain had already contributed about $250,000 in gold to this object.
—A Universalist conference will he held in
Oxford county, on the 8th and 9th
inst.
—The New Hampshire Baptist Convention
was held at New London, Oct. 18th and 19th.
The Domestic Missionary receipts were $2,300.
The thirteen feeble churches aided by the convention were reported in a hopeful condition.
—There is quite a revival of religion in the
town of Robbinston, and some thirty or
forty
persons have been converted.
—A new Baptist mission chapel has recently

Baptist Association at its recent session, reoommcnding the establishment of a
Baptist
Home;” i. e., an institution where Baptist ministers and their widows, and so far as consistent, members of Baptist churches generally,

may find a home when poor and overtaken with
the infirmities of age or sickness. The report
was adopted, and a committee was appointed
to devise a plan for carrying out the recommendation.
—Rev. Levi Ballou, pastor of the Universalist church in Orange, Mass., died in that town
on the 27th ult.
Till within a few days of his
death he enjoyed hi3 accustomed degree of
health. He was an estimable man, greatly beloved. A brother of the deceased, Rev. Wm.
8. Ballou, died in Princeton, 111., as the age of
SOyesrs. A brother of the above, Hon. Martin,

Ballou, Is the successor of the late Hon. Owen
Lovejoy, in Congress.
—The New York Baptist Convention was
held in Palmyra, October 17th, and continued
three days.
nounced

The Treasurer of the Board

increase of #3,000

an-

receipts
of last year, and the Secretary reported 17
state missionaries in the field. Before closing,
the convention voted to raise #20,000 for immeau

over

the

diate wants, the Board to fix the method for
raising the said sum. The sum raised last year
was

#7000.

—A memoir of Rev. Duncan Dunbar, who
many years ago preached in Noblehoro, as pastor of the Baptist church, where he was
exceedingly successful in his miuistry,has been

Baptist church

ia

October 14th.

Topsham, died

at

it

is,

may all be paid from the depos
its iu that State alone, and leave enough t-c
as

make future generations rich.

fer to this matter

again,

We shall re-

when we have more

leisure; meantime we advise onr citizens to
make the acquaintance of these two distinguished strangers.

S3P* Artificial Eyes

jnay25sndGm

Inerted without pain.

Cures

Catarrh,

of

C. C. Greene, Editor of tho Boston Post,
Boston, 12th June, 1S64.

From

Des.

Ligjituill—Gentlemen:—Having

Box 132.

HAIR

LIFE 1

Preparation

-FOR-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.*
July 22—sndtf

C.

E.

E.

_EL
claimed for it.

belief that I

cured;

am

the disease have

of

turn.

at

any rate, the symptoms

disappeared,

Very respectfully,

hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try it. §1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,
Me.

ocGsnGw

I trust not to

re-

Hall's Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every
variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’
prices.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and
Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
jnne23tl

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in sncli universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature,
fragrantly scented
tmd extremely beneficial !u its act upon the si in.
ior tale by all
Druyyists and Fancy Good’s Dealers

juue31dlyr

To

Editor

the

Knowing:,

Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
july21sntf
147 Middle St.

COLEI,

Will open on THURSDAY, Nov. 2 at hor
rooms, No.
4} Free Street Block, (up sta rs) a variety of WINTER BONNETS, made from the choicest shades of
Velvet, Satin and Silk, to whica the attention of the
public is respecttullyJinrito J.

Oct 31—BNdtl

afflicted induces

benefit

to make the

me

those similarly

23 Cents per Set!

NE.W

condition.

the

My

friends and

PhyCatarrh, anil

even some

that my difficulty was
incurable one. But when I asked

me

consequently

an

why

reason

it

(Catarrh) could not be cured,

reasons were so

to consult Dr.

unsatisfactory that I resolved
Lighthill, ol whose saill in the treat-

disease I had

oiten

so

ocll8sndCm

My general health, which

cure.

was

badly affected

by this disease, began to improve, anil I am now as
well as though I never was afflicted. The treatment
is mild, painless, and
perfectly harmless. To those
similarly afflicted I would advise to
on Dr. Lighthill, and they will fiud in him a'l they desire.

Russell, Lynn, Mass.,
Reflector, Feb. 1,1802.
Dear Brethren Editors:—Will you permit
and

to

me

make a statement in your valuable paper, for the
benefit of your readers who may be afflicted with catarrhal difficulties? I have been much troubled with
of the very worst type for some twenty years.

It gradually grew worse, producing cough and
hoarseness, destroying the sense ol smell, and breasting down my general health to such a degree as to compel me to resign my pastorate and suspend public
I made iliiigeut use of the usual remedies, such as
snuff ol divert kinds, ultra'o of sliver, tar-water,
olive tar and inhalations, but without any very
salutary effects. Last summer while journeying in
the country for my health, 1 hoard ol Dr. Lighthill’s
successful mode of treating catarrh, in Providence,
R. 1. I visited him, and put myself under hi3 treatment.
I began immediately to improve, and this
improvement has gone cn to tko present time.* My
catarrh has gradually melted away, my cough has
disappeared, my voice has become natural, and I am
The
once more able to preach the blessed Gospel.
peculiarity of Dr. LigktkiiTs is that he cleanses the
inside nasal passage with a healing solution, applied
by a curiously constructed syringe, in the passage
leading from the roof of the mouth to the nose After a few efforts and a little practice there is no pain
or serious difficulty In this mode of application.
Let

advise all troubled with catarrhal difficulties

me

apply to

to

Dr.

P. R.

Lighthill.

RUSSELL.

Cares of Deafness*
From

the Rev. JonN Nott, D. D., Proi. iu Union

I)B.

College, Schenootdy.
Schenectady, Jan. 17, 1864.
Lighthill—Dear Sir : Having been cured

by you of

a

discharge in

car, which has been

an

very offensive of

late, and,

member, always
entirely restored

more or

far back

as

less

as

I

re-

can

and having been
to hearing since under your care,
so

;

I feel that I cannot withhold this

acknowledgment

others, especially as I have
applied in vain to my family physician and other
physicians of reputation. Yours truly,
any

use

it may be to

JOHN NOTT.

1

Unsolicited Testimony.
Portland, Me., July 2S, lscs.
Messrs. Burleigh 4* Royers:—Having been troub-

o

led with my Kidneys for some two years past, and
having tried a great many patent medicines to no
purpose, I was induced to try S MOL ADDER’S COMPOUND EXTRACT OF BUCKU,
and, alter using
two bottles only, I have found it what ii is
represented to be in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidney
and
Complaints,
would
cheerfully reccommend it to the public,
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
c
Smolanner s Bucku is for sale by all
Apothecaries
Price one dollar.
octl8snd3w

James Cbuiksiiank, L. L. D.. Editor of the
New York Teacher, Albany, N. Y.
This may certify that, having been afflicted, dur-

ing the year 1858, with

having

and almost total

severe

triod the

ordinary

deaf

medical and

sur-

gkal aid, undfer the care of those esteemed as eminent practitioners, I was induced at last to put myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill. His treatment
ed,

successful.

brief and

and the

is

cure

I

completely
apparently permanent. I

restor-

was

confidence In Dr. Lighthfll’s skill and Integrity in
the diseases he makjs specialities.

Albany, Oct. 1,

1882.

Junction, I was induced to*“caU on Dr.
Lighthill, No. 10 Bedford street, and now cheerfully record that after being under Ills g* Title but effiBerwick

cient treatmen:
ever

only

WINSLOW,

June, 1863, I

came

teething

ivlucli greatly facilitates the process of
Toothing, by
softening lie gums, reducing all Inflammations, will
allay all l*AXN and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
it will

give

rest to yourJ

Relief and Health to your Infants.
We have ptrbiup and sold this article ior over
thirty
years, ami can say iu confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to
say of any other
medicine—Fever has it failed tn a single instance to
effect a cure* when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with ite operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we ao know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
In almost every instance where tlie
we hero declare.
infant is Buffering: from pain anil exhaustion, relie!
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the
Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach botNone genuine unless the fac-siruile of CURTIS
dle
& PERKINS. New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.

june3snd&w6m

commenced to improve.
treatment about
and

was

ono

t

tale by all druggis.s.
Bv sending 80 cents to WEEKS &
Sole
\gents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ol postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1883.—8 N d&wlyi

so

deaf that I could

I remained under

year,

entirely cured;

(not constantly, however,)

my

hearing haring remain-

perfectly well since. While under your treatment
my general health was not affected, in fact I followed
my usual business without any interruption.
Yours

respectfully,

J. D.

GLIDDEN,

the

36

Ame9bury Street

Discharge

or

from

South Berwick Junction, Sept. 1st.

ear.

My deafness

Hull’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
has proved itself to be the most
perfect preparation for tko luiir ever offered to the public.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

no

inju-

IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

lt\,will keep the hair from falling

get

no

relief.

Acting

under

the advice of

fiiends, (who, by their own experience, know of Dr.
Lighthill’s success in the treatment of such difficulties,) I gave him a trial, which resulted in the complete restoration of my hearing. The ilischarge from
my

ear

entirely ceased, without detriment

to my

performed upon me four
months ago, during which time my hearing not only
health.

The

cure

was

remained ; ood, (in spite of several colds which I suffered from,) but actually improved,
can

hoar

been
I

as

perfect as though

so

that

my hearing had

now

I

never

affected.

would resommend all those afflicted with the

complaint,

plaice themselves under the mild
A. W. CLARK.
Lighthill.
to

Cure ofDiMliargc* from tbc Ears, of nine
ienrs’ slauding, upon Mr. P, F. Priest, of
Gardner, Mass*

certify, that for nine years or more I was
afflicted with a disagreeable and offensive discharge
from my oars, rendering me quite deaf. About a
year ago I placed myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill, and to the surprise of my friends and myseli in
This is to

?l

It is

splendid hair dressiug.

a

No person, old

or

young, should fail to

for

use

it.

USED BY THE

Hall's Sicilian Hair Renewer, and

other.

ne

auglOsnd&wGm

BROTHERS,

PRODUCE COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

CO and T1 East Water St.,

IE,

MIL W AUK

Buy for

Eastern

a

WISCONSIN.

account

Health and Disease, with

state of

a

Trca-

Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequence*
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode oi
on

cure, as shown by the report of cases treato 1. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any a<hires*,
on receipt of 25 cehts, in stamps or postal currency,
by addieasing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of ihe dis-

upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world

eases

Oct 6—3

d&wGrn

n

•

TO DYE EASY
desirable. Mathews* Venetian Hah’ Dye is
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their

Is very

hair

dyed in public,

can

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Vene-

Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a bcautiul black or brown, aspreterred. Priee
tian

75 cents.

-henbeing repaired.

Sept

auction.
Bng Alta vela, Rood, from Philadelphia for Boston,

VineyaidSound

u

Prepaiod by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
& Co., New York, Wliolesal-

mayl2sNeodly

Coggins, Boston.
Ar zu, snip
li^iuie, Moore, London; sens Fumsat,
Romsdell, St Andrews NB; Kannic Westbrook. Littlejohn. Norfolk.
Ar 2d, barque American Eagle, Jameson, Aspinwall.
Ar

3d, barque Arietta, Colcord, Malaga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, biig Sarah Goodenow,
Drisko, Glace Bay CB.
Cld 1st, sell Constitution, Strout, New York.
Ar 2d, brig Gen Banks, Ivetchum, Philadelphia;
sch fsLs, Harding. Bangor.
Cld, barque E A Cochrane. Rice, Philadelphia.
Sid, brig Frontier, Littlefield, for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, schs Wiu Gregory, Auld, from
Boston for Cardenas; Quickstep, from Oriand lor
Norfolk: Augusta. Gctchell, Rockland for N York.
BRISTOL—Ar 1st, sch Robin, Hopkins, Elizabe’.faport.
FALL RIVER—Cld 2d, brig Angio H Curtis, Mer-

liman, Philadelphia.

HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 1st, sch Pacific, Was*,from
Rondout for Boston.
Sailed, barque* Deucy, ZotefF.; brigs M Wheeler,
G W Chase, W A Dresser, Hattie 8 Bisho ,Avondale
and Nigvetta: schs Ida F Wheeler, Mail, Helen McLeod, \Vm Gregory, Ocean Traveller, Nancy R lleagan, Nicola, Surt, Challenge, Agenoria, F Arihemius,
Brilliant, l)r Kane, Franconia, Isis.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 2d, sch3 Ada Frances, Perkins. and Hosannah Rose, Burgess, New York.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, brig Roboit Wing, Strickland,
Goree, Africa; sch Convoy*, Merrill, New York.
Cld‘Al, brig Neponset, Tracey, Philadelphia; schs
Billow, Five, Bluchill: W P Ritchie, Freothy, tor
Brookl n, Me.
Ar 3d, brigs P M Tinker, Bernard, fin Baltimore;
Surf, Stinson, do; W A Dresser, Hatch,Philadelphia;
sch Franconia, Holt, Jersey City.
Below—brigs Geo W Chase, Dunning, ft-om Baltimore; Altavela, Reed, from Philadelphia.
Cld 3d, schs Adalinc, Ryan, Bellbst; Sea Breeze,
Coembs, Bucksport; Convoy, Merrill, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 1st, schs John Adams, Spofiord, New
York; Quickstep, Richardson, tm Oriand for Boston;

Augusta, Gelcholl,

GENERATOR,
ery of the

TIIE

MOST

WOXDERFUL

discov-

age, will
color, whether

Gray
positively restore
brown or

Hair

original
auburn,
black,
and being a delightftil dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy ami healthy appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hotr on bald heads, where

to its

glonds or root* are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors irom
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or monev refunded.
TED BETTS BROTHERS,

the

W. W.

Proprietors, Manchester, N.H.
Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by

Druggists everywhere.

maylleod6m*

Brighton Live Slock Market.
Amount of Stock
Wednesday', Nov 1.
—

at

Sliotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.
370
1350
75
3100
1550
75
17,749
Amount from Each State.
Cattle.
Spcep.
1016
Maine. 521
1134
New Hampshire. 357
4040
Vermont..1050
137
Massachusetts. J2
421G
Now York.1062
Western States.1062
267
431G
Canada.1062
Prices—Beet Cattle, extra, 13 @ 14; First quality,
best
12
of
steers,
@ 13;
Ac,
good
oxen,
consisting
Second quality, or good fair beef, 11 @ 12; Third
8
light
cattle,
cows,
&.c,
@
11,—total
young
quality,
weight of beef, hidos and tallow
Working Oxen—$125 a 300 |> pair; steers $90@150.
Stores—Two years old, §39@10; three-year* old,
Cattle.

$;5@so.

Sheep.

12,025

Milch Cows—.Sales
$55 @ 80; Extra, $85 @ 113;
Farrow, 33 @45.
Sheep and Lambs—Old, 5@7c per lb; in lots, $3 00
@5 00 per head.
Spring pigs pib, 31@14c wholesale; 15 @ 16 retail.
Fat hogs 134@14c, live weight.
Hide*—9@10c p lb; country lots, 8@9c.
Tallow—Sales at I0@llc lb p.
Calf Skins-At 16@13c » lb.
Pelts—$1 50(31 75 each.
Poultry—lz@ 15c p lb, live weight.
at

List*
Board, Nov 3.
American Gold..... 14CJ
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 10C|
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 1st series. 97|
at

small. 97?
2d series. 97f
do
.31 series. 971
Ulilted States Five-twenties, 1st issue. 102?
do
small.101}
2d issue.'. toi
do
923
United States Ten-lorties.
United States Debt Certificates, Sept. 98}
116
Railroad.
Boston and Maine
Eastern Railroad. 97
Portland, Saco an.l Portsmouth Railroad. 95

Thus

F A Baxley, Crosby, New York.
Ar 1st Inst, schs N Clifford. Sbute, fin Now York;
Flora King. Cook Providence.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At

Shanghae Aug 19, ships J N Cushing, Swap,and
Harbeck, Stoughton, for San. Francisco.
Golden Fleece, Hubbard,

At Manila Aug 19, ship
for New York via Zebu.
At Penaug Sept 8, ship

Casilda, Stafford, for

New

York, ldg.
Cld at Calcutta Sept 7, ship Ricbd Busteed, Mitchell. Madras.
Ar at- Caldera Sept 13, ship Crusader,-, Valparaiso, (Capt Hill died 12th.)
Ar at St i homas 12th ult, brig C II Jordan, Plummer, Philadelphia; 21st, sell Anna Elizabeth, Hutchinson. Frankfort.
Sid fin Matanzes 21st ult, brig Hattie S Emery,
Palmer, New York.
Arat Turk* Island 5th ult, schs Laurel, Parker,
St Thomas; Bailie. Grant, do, (and sailed 5th fir

Frankfort.)

barque Eliza White,Look,

At Grand 1 urk 17th ult,
for Philadelphia.
Cld at St John NB 31st
Havana.

ult, brig Ilattic, Ross, for

(Per steamer Damascus, at Quel>ec.l

Akyal).

Ar at Deal 19tb, City of Bangor,
for London, and proceeded.

In Lewiston, Oct 18, by Rev Mr Balkam. Dea Andrew, of Norridgowock, and Mrs Sarah P Verrill;
19th, Samuel G French, Esq, and Mis3 Hannah,
daughter of Mark Lowell, Esq.
In Augusta, Oct 14, George A Stillings and Annie

•In Siandish, Oct 22, Mr Johnson s'anborn, aged
Cl years.
At Gibraltar, Oct 4, after a short, but painful illness, Capt George S Hall, formerly of Portland, aged
42 years.
In Cho’sea, Oct 31, Mrs Louise, wife of John Whitman, of Portland, aged 33 years.
In Lyman, Oct 19, Ellen M Conanl, aged 19 years
3 months.
In Fryeburg. Oct 24, Mrs S L Ladd, of Saco, aged
49 years 5 months.

steering North.

LECTURES

Gr IC O LO Gc Y !
Amply illustrated by carefully prepared

PAINTINGS

AND

Prof.
Of

DIAGRAMS!

Gunning’,

Boston, will deliver
on Geology, at

a

Course oi SIX

TURES

Mechanics’

LEC-

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverdool.Nov 4
llansa.New York. Bremen.Nov 4
City ot New York.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 4
Corsica.New York..Havana.Nov 5
Manhattan.New York..Vera Cruz_Nov 8
Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Nov 8
Cuba.New York. .Havana.Nov 11
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 11
Moravian.Portland-Liverpool.Nov 25
South America_Now York. .Rio Janeiro.. ..Nov 29

Evenings.
lie will give special promincnco to the LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what she has ti say oi
thp origin of things; ot life; of man; ot the antiquity
otman; of the prophecies ol his creation, uttered
through nature.
Ticke ts for the Course,
$1.00
25c.
Single Evening,
To be. had at ine principal stores and at the door.
EsT* First Lwlare Gratuitous.
Nov. 4—eodlw tedtd

Fall and Winter Opening
Mrs. A. J. UPTON <£ CO.,
WEDNESDAY, Not. 8th, open to the
WILL
inspection of the Ladies of Portland and Ticinity a
Choice Selection

Sch

Pheni.x, Henley,

Launched—At Brunswick 5th in»t, from Pennell’s
vard, a barque of about 500 tons, called the Caroline
Lemont. She is owned by Robert Pennell, Adam
Lemant, and others, and is to be commanded by Capt
Robert Bowker, Jr. Also, from same vard, a brU of
about 43) tons, called the Orient, and intended for
the California lumber trade.
FBOSI MEBC1IANT9 EXCHANGE.

BALTIMORE, Nov 3—Ar. sch Maryland, Foster,

Portland.
MEW YORK, Not 2—Sch

Chief, from

llondout for

on

the

P. M., from Pier A3 North

the

SOUTH AMERICA,
TINKLKPAUUH, Commander,

win tenre

„„

WEDNESDAY, the *Oth Nor., and
Para.
°*pCrlonceJ Sure« U «tach,d to each
Steam-

will call at

4“
All
For

letters taint pat s through tho
Post OBlce.
Ire! h t or passago apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO &

CO.,

17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO it CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE
W11ARP,
Nov 1—dtf
Me.

Or,

Portland,

Half Million DoUnrs Worth
TO

DISPOSED

BE

OF

ONE DOLLAR
Without

for

AT

EACH,

ReyOrd to Value, Xot to be JPuid
until you know what you aro
to receives.

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
AH

be

!«

Solil fur O.VE DOLLAR Each !

*9) to $150

Boxes,

300 Musical
150

44
with Bella and
2C0
Casti’nets,
Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20
44
30
Chafing Dishes,
44
Ico Pi cbeis,
20
with Salvers^O
Syrup
Cups,
44
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5
’*

each

to 500
500
to
50 **
C
to 100
Unto
to
60 44
2300
to
50
C000
to
CO 44
3000
15 to
20 44
Castors,
44
2000
5* 44
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to
5000 Dos n Silver Tea
20 dos.
10 to
Spoons,
44
44
10000
40 44
TaWeSpoons&Forks20 to
250 G onts’ GoldHunt'g-CaseWatche: 50 to 100 each
250 Ladies’ Gold * Enameled Hunting-Case Watches,
70 41
35 to
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
Watches.
35 to
70 14
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelet?,
C to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
10 44
5000 Opal aiul Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5u00 Mosaic. Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
6 44
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
4000 California DiamondHreaat-pin.-2.50 to
10 44
8
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-key*2.60 to
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 44
Studs. &c.,
4 to
0 44
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Ac.,
lot >00 Mi nature Lockets,
2.50 to
10 44
44
44
44
10
to
20
4000
magic spring,
2 to
8 44
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, «2fcc,
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
10 44
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Kings,
4 to
11 44
100'H) California Diamond Kings,
2 to
10 *4
7500 Seta Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other atom s, 4 to 15 u
10000 Gold 1‘ens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
5000 Gold Pena and Gold Ext. nslon
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladles’Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
50 00
liair Bara
and Balls,
10 44
5 to
Certificates oi «nc various articles »' e tirst put into envelopes, seeled up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to cLoice, and sent
On receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a falx chance.
t he certificate, you will see what you are to nave,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond King, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

25 Cents tor Certificate*

Scud

In all transacti ns by xnai1, wo shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, laying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be e icIosFive Ceriiiicates
ed when the Certificate Is sent.
u ill be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
'AGENTS—We want Agents In every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cent* on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their iemiitnnee amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
oentxlor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
cither in ('ash or Postage S a n] s.

Jilt VAN BROS. <£•

CO.,

Liberty St., New lurk City.

Nov 4—<I3mos

open Day and Evening, for a full an<l thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle bu,
No. 101, opposite II. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
Tho Principal lias had 21 years* experience.
I do not prelend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships* are good all

Is

this great world; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic* to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) In
any part of the United States
Of America; and also tnat our Countihg Rouxs
lor ^iductive training (without any copying,) both In
Account* and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, $c.
Ifc., offer as%fUll, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
Th’s is tho only Commercial College In the State
where a full and complete Scholarship In Book-keeping, Writing, &c., is taught without c >pyiug, ko that
no one can pass through the cours.* without obtaining a thorough cuuntmg-room education.
to the Citizen!
t-F" Mr. Brown would
of Porllan 1 and vicinity, bis warm gratitude ior
their kindness and liberal patronage the past ti teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !
R. N. BROWN.

present

No.

30

21

Nov. 4—d5t

of

GENTo’ LINEN
Gat up in the Best Possible
And

Short

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases.

PARKER.

C.

B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed
Mattress Ticks.

In

Cloaks

Great

Variety!

UNION STREET

WAREHOUSE 1

&

IIOYT
Have lust received

a

CO.,

New

F.

HAMILTON <£

Stock of

Furniture and Glass Ware I
-Also-

Second-Hand Carpets,
Beds, Ac.,

selling at the LOWEST PRICES I
m
EXfPlease call and examine our stock.
^
HOYT & CO., 43 & 47 Union Str
second-band
Furniture,
Tho highest prices paidicr
Carpets, Ac.
Portland, Nov. 4.—(!2w&w4w«
Which they

are

Valuable Real Estate

Now opening at

FOR

CO’S,

SALE !

Corner of CongreM and Preble St.

Nov 4—d2w

and

Nov 4—dtf

Free Street.

Cloaks!!

Winter

Manner,

Notice,

Foul her

Cloaks !

St.

Hanover

all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fitbrics.
LINEN

are

CHOICEST MATERIALS,
A. J. UPTON Sc. CO.,

JS.

sepl9deod&wly

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

inul'actured of the

three-story BRICK TENEMENT, No. 14
Brown Street—a very desiiable residence—in
THAT

complete repair.
Also—The two-story Brick House No.
Inquire of

ONIONS !

PORTLAND.

Salem.

3

ONE of their NEW
FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

BONNETS,

Hats, Cnpw, and Fancy Goods.
These Goods comprise all the latest styles, and

Friday, November 3.
ARRIVED.

Sch W G Eadio, Thurlow, Newv* /port.
Sch Mary Frances, Arey, Bangor.
Sch Elizabeth, Taintcr, Salem for Bangor.
Soli Brave, Flanders, Bangor lor Baltimore.
Sch Mexican, McCarty, Bangor for New Orleans.
Sch Lunkersue, Lawry, Bangor for lioxbury.
Sch City Point, Matthews Belfast for Jacksonville.
Sch Joseph, McCaity, Belfast for Savannah.
Sch Sterling, Adams, Wiscasset for Boston.
OLEARED.
Brig Eudorua, Smith, Phila lelpliia—True & Frothingliam
Sch St Mary, (Br) Lord, Sandy Cove NS—Dana
& Co.
Sch Union, Kelley, Millbiidge—master.
SAILED—Brigs Hiram Bbiff, A J Reas, and the
arrivals of Thm ad ay, which put in for a harbor.

Riyer,

month, at

FURNITURE

FALL AND WINTER

*_

Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, from St John NB
rfo Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Liacomb, Boston.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Brig G A Coonan, (Br) Coonan, Carrlilf, Sept 15th.
Seh D Gillespie, (Br) Cochran, Windsor NS.
Seh Concord, Kennedy, Now York.
Sch Ida May, Arey, New York.
Sch Chiloc. Ricker, Salem.

COMPANY

N.

on

MAlRII^E news
OF

2sth of each

At

Miniature Almanac.November 4.
Moon rises.C.12PM
iligli v,*ater.11.15 AM

PORT

STEAMSHIP

wiU dispatch regularly,

Portland, September 18, IMS.

Hail,

Monday Evening, Nov* 13, at 7 $ o’clock*
And continuing through live consecutive Monday

m

NAME

^***«^4 \

over

New Advertisements.

—OF—

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

TRIP.

SPOKEN.

Aug 4, Oft* Achen Head, barque Lucy A Nichols,
from Maulmain for England.
Sept 1G, lat 1112 N, Ion 2G 45. ship Emily Augusta,
Plummer, from Liverpool for Aden.
Sept 18. lat 1112 N, Ion 25 45 W, ship Criterion, fin
Cardiff for Rio Janeiro.
No date, oft* Hattcras, was seen barque Reunion,

""imports.
CARDIFF. Brig G A Coonau—485 tons coal, to
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
WINDSOR NS. Sell D Gillespie—250 tons plaster,
to order.

OTHER

THK UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Ar at Havre 17th ult, Harj swell, Owen, from New
York.
Ar at Brouwershaven 17th ult, Fanny Buck,Swectser, Callao.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Aug 29, White Wing, Ross,
New York.
Ar at Montevideo Sept 11, Shamrock, New York;
14th, St Lawrence.-.
Sid Aug 30, Nellie Abbott, for Mauritius.

------

_died._

EVER V

PAUA

Aylmar, Basse in

COMMENCING ON

_MARRIED.

Every Trip,

-ANI)-

AT

Cld at Liverpool 18th ult, Tennyson, Graves, for
Calcutta.
Ar at Gravesend I8th, Crescent City, Eiwell, from

the Brokers

do
do

York;

Philadelphia;

Market.

This week,. .4356
Last week,. .3542

Rockland for New

Bartlett, Durham, Bowdoinham.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 1st, schs Banner. Alley,
Calais; Victory, Harris, and F J Cummings, llanna,
dois Du roc, Hodadon, Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, barque Andes, Dalling,
Philadelphia; brig Catharine Rogers, Yeaton, from
Georgetown DC; sebs Caroline Grant, Preasey, from

Henry

TIBBETS’ PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

DR.

l>risko,

J W

Pernambuco,

And Bahia,

un-

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—In port 11th nit, brig Mary E
Thompson, Lampber, horn Bangor, disg.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar
letli, ich D Williams, Hunt,
Rockland.
MOBILE—Ar 24th, ships Sorrento, Wilson, and
Onward, Ilodge, New York.
Ar at Fort Jefferson
2»tb, barque Rosina, Pearson,
Bangor.
NORFOLK—Ar 31st, sch James T Ames, Turner,
OrUnd.
BALTIMORE—CV1 31st, ship Crest of the Wave,
Wooduum, for ^Rotterdam: brig Georgia. Warren,
Charleston.
NEW lORK—z\r 1st, bar»|ue
Thomas, Patterson,
Cardenas; sells Melbourne, Mar sen, Ellzabethpcrt
for Gardiner ; Planet, Mcl>o«*mptt. and Ada Ames,
M arson. Rocklaml; Alpine, Pressey, l’rovidonce.
Cld 1st, brig Ocean Wave, Barter. Waslingion;

Demas Barnes

Agerts.

31st and remained

she cameo off without injury.
JJarque EUingwo d, which was abandoned at sea
31st ult, registered 370
tons, wan built at Kaatport In
180J, and ha led from New York.

schsAJDyer, Rogers, Fornandina;

Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands oi Flour on hand:—
Bertsuy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
charge.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marl3eod1y

tice

was

Barque Mlia & Celia, Arnold, from Portland for
Buenos Ayres, put into Pernambuco
18U», very
leaky, and lias since been condemned and sold at

of?

AT

Thomas,

St.

^

trom Bid !t.for,i
abandoned olf Cane Elizabeth 1st
inst, the crew saving themselves in their boat. The
tug Uncle Sam went out after the den and
brought her into port.
Ship Spark tho Ocean, Treat, before rcpoited at
Mauritius in distress, has been discharged and 1h
found t° bo in worse condition than was
supposed
She w badly strained and worked, and it is doubiful

Harps well,

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING

*e,'f

Stepp Oren, (of Portland) Metcall,

til the 3d mat. when

out.

It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair’soft, lustrous ami silken.

that,

could

abandoned

Matanzas in the recent gale and?,hi
damage, but to what extent wa? „oi

about

-*OR-

Ma'antas for
,on the 2*th nit.

l„^

rune

United States Mail Line

btom

.Jr,L
car’r!«?
bS wrT?^'..,1 '*?
'C;1 „b

was

has Leen such

with the utmost exertions, I could not hear t e
loudest conversation, when directly addressed tojme.
I had consulted many physicians and aurists, but

wan

fallen in with iat
8t' wltb ioremast,
maintopmast and Jlbboom
L ab'
tain and crew were taken utf
Blue W ave.
ITlie O A was a good brig of
‘f ut,t
F"»
port In 18M, and owned by
Em ry’ au'1
ot Poitlau 1. insured for S45 K).]
otlmrs.

Sun rises.0.37
Sun sets ..4.50

Ear*

Dr. Ligiitiiill:—I. A. W. Clark, of South Berwick Junction, Me., hereby certify, that lor three
years I have been troubled with .dcafhess and discharges from the

She

for

your

ed

treatment of Dr.

AVlienton’a
Ointment
Will Cure the licit iu Forty-EigI,i Hour..
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
mil all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price BO cents.
For

POTTER,

as

with difficulty hear anything at all, but after remaining under your mild treatment about six months, I

above

ITCH ! ITCH ! ITCH !
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch

time, I could hear

to your office

Clives of Otowhipa,

Soothing Syrup,

visit,

Only.
Oct 30—d&wtd

Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 27,1S65.
Lighthill—Dear Sir; On the first day of

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and

short

a

right ear, which I have not been
watch tick through for six months.

with my

AN

For children

Lighthill’e

statements made by Mr. Clark, of South

From

Brig orlaon

Baltimore,

Brig Kio Ciraude, Lawrence, from

Nov.6th ualil Nov. 11th, Our Week

Advertisements.

a

have

all

v

MRS.

^TReuetuber Dr.

New

on

Boston Stock

From

ness, and

on^ombrora^i’?0® Boston for Matanaaa, struck
SwFSJgf *•*on tbc 2=d ult, and is total loea.

ashore at

Sales

Dr.

*

F. PRIEST.

F.

to the Watch-

South Berwick, Me., July 17, 1882.

23.

similarly

Respectfully, &c.,
CIIAS. SMEAD, Hancock House.

J. H. BURLEIGH

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

wish.

Gardner, Worcester Co., Mass., July 1,1364.

gans in

me

with confidence, and I at once resolved to place
myself under his treatment, which resulted in a
perfect

At

Market Square,

can

A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plato*
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or-

heard.

very examination made by him inspired

YORK SKIRT & OORSET STORK,
23

afflicted.

RICE

drop
ooze into my throat, causing roe to hawk and
spit almost constantly, more
especially in the morning.
Soon my head began to be affected more
severely;
pain in head and over my eyes. My breath became
feeted, and knowing what the result must be to consantly inhale a feeted breath, made me seriously con-

able to hear my

Elevators I

I

as

the Doctor to all

folio wing.statement.

many years I have l>een troubled with discharges
from my nose, which afterwards 1 egan to
or

well as

Dress

good

now as

R. P. HALL & CO..
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.
tV. F. Phillips fy Co
Wholesale Ay cuts.

JAMES CRU1KSHANK, L. L. D.

Winter Bonnets !
A.

cheerfully recommend

85?" Ask

Boston Journal.

the

of

Sir;—A desire to

Dear

was

That

MRS.

I

ear3, i3

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

ob’t Servant,
C. C. GREENE.

your

Boston, Jan. 1,1SCG.

from

Opening of

discharge from my

take

Will

restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scab), frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the

A Fact Worth

un-

kind and skilllul attention, that I have derived such
essential benefit from your piacticc, as to induce the

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
Is warranted to do all that is

been

der your treatment for the past six months lor Chronic Catarrh, I take pleasure in saying in gratitude for

catarrh

look, LOOK I
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and I will
send you any one of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladies Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. S Locket lor two pictures, Jit IIoops, Set of Ladles Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Pan, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button", Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L, DRESSER, Portland, Me.,

A Magical

aa

tat° bj st*amor Cheseeake, at

HeU»te,Bhd^l^S“

never

er

man

Card Photographs at Three Dollars
dozen,—the BEST in the City.

SEELE’S

I write this my Oars are as well a9 any
affected at all. My general health, which
was much
impaired in consequence of the constant
s

*

WOItMELL,

Oct 27—SNddw*

to

performed.

Me.

No, 90 Middle Street, Portland,
per

ed> and

dec29tl.

mailer.

ANDERSON’S

bepn there and seen with their own eyes, we
feei that Col. B. understates the facts rather
than exaggerates them.
lie lias a large quantity of the silver rock,
taken from the mines referred to, and such
rock as yields from $150 to $300 to the ton.
Some of his specimens are from rock that will
yield several thousands to the ton.
What is wanted is more capital and brafn to
to develope the mines. The silver is there in
inexhaustible veim, ami our public debt, gi-

gantic

in the best

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Bluehill,

Nevada

A1J operations in Ophthalmic Surgery successfully

S.

E. S.

published.
—Rev. James Gilpatrick, formerly pastor of
a

GALLLERY,

DAVIS, Proprietor,
Middle Street,
Portland,

ears

from

From Rev. P. R.

Sumner,

been completed and dedicated in San Francis/
co, California.
—me unu-ersa'.ist ymarteriy tor October contains an article on Reconstruction, by Rev. W.
Spaulding of Salem; the substance of the sermon he delivered the past summer in Pearl
Street church. It contains two articles from
this state, “What entitles one to the name of
Christian.” by Rev. W. R. French of Turner,
and the “Study of Natural History,” by Rev.
S. H. McCollister of Westbrook.
—A report was presented to the Philadelphia

the HEAD, and all the varied diseases of the EYE,
EAR, THROAT, and NOSE.

Ihe

Oesii-aljle !

Copying done

UNITED STATES HOTEL, on DEAFNESS, CATARRH, DISCHARGE from the EAR, NOISE in

ment of this

II. E. BEAL.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

MONDAY,

Nov. Gth, to remain until SATURDAY NOON, Nov.
11th. during which time he can be consulted at the

them

New Store, No. 3B Centre Street.
dti

on

my

onu

AURIST,

next professional visit,

Will make his

their

FIRST DOOR FROM CONGRES3 STREET.

Nov. 3.

OCULIST AND

sicians told

CAI LOREN’S BOOKS, GAMES, Ac.
STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,
At the

LIGHTHILt,^

DR.

sider my

Photographs, Fancy Articles,

ALONZO

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Centre St.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

A

ears ceased dlsoh urging, my
improve, and shortly afterwards
wore radical]y cured and my hearing restore

hearing began

For

Photon’s Night Blooming Cereus,

man

Silver Mines.
By an item in the Springfield Republican
of all the wonderful
Probably
the public is informed of a
The
Cy~
developments
celebrated Siamese twins are on
preposterous claim
that have been made cn the Pacific
trumped up by the Hudson’s Bay Company, of exhibition at Chicago.
slope,
since the first discoveries of gold in
^ Heller, the magician, is giving bis final
several million dollars, for the
California,
spoliation of
there have been none more wcndcrfril than are
exhibitions preparatory to
their hunting
starting for Califorgrounds, stations and Indian
to be found in Nevada. This new State lies
trading posts in Oregon and Washington Ter- nia and Australia.
Evans S. Pillsbury,
east of California, and to reach it from the
Ey
of
the
E?q.,
formerly
ritory, by
encroachments of the irrepressihas been elected District or ProsePacific it is necessary to cross the Sierra NeYankees, who have pushed the frontier of Foxcroft,
cuting Attorney for San Joaquin County, Cali- vada, and from the east to cross the Rocky
civilization so far into the
primeval forests of fornia, by a majority of 710 votes out of 3000.— Mountain Chain.
Transportation of provithose regions that
hunting and Indian traffic He is elected for the term of two years. Also
sions, mining tools, and even of the heavy mano longer pay.
The claim, says the
Republi- W. E. Greene has been elected a Representa- chinery used in pumping out shafts and in
can, has been referred to a commission to extive to the Legislature from Stockton, in the
crushing the rock, has been secured only at
amine and adjudicate, and Mr.
same county. Mr. Greene was
is
formerly a stu- immense expense. It now
Cashing
costs, after great
our
employed by
government to present the
dent in Foxcroft Academy. Out of the nine
and repeated reductions in the rates, ten cents
evidence against it, and show up the
officers
on the
elected
are
from
four
tickets,
weakness
a pound to transport any kind of
and wickedness of that by which it is
freight from
Maine.—[Dover Observer.
sustainSan Francisco to the Nevada mining towns.
ed.
BJT* The life of the Earl of Strathmere, who
We had the pleasure yesterday of an interrecently died in Englaud, was insured to the
Newspaper Enlargement.
view with Judge Fry of California, and Col.
amount of about a million of dollars.
The New York Evening Post now comes to
Buel of Nevada, now stopping at the Preble
*
The Hartford Press says : “As evidence
us greatly
enlarged, having an additional col- of the enormous profits some dealers make on House, who are Interested in the new mines—
umn on each
the “Diana” and “Washington Irving” in the
page. The publishers announce fruits, we have knowledge of one who bought
that this change has bean demanded
by the grapes for five cents a pound, and sold them in Reese Biver region. Col. Fry was the original
great pressure upon their columns of
advertis- the very town in which they were grown at discoverer of these mines, and one of the
ing matter. The paper is now one of the irom twenty-five to
original emigrants to Nevada, although the
forty cents.”
largest as well as one of the
visit there was made only some three
Mr. Bowles of the
very best publishSpringfield Republi- first
ed m the
country. For half a a century it lias can gives this advico : “Those who would visit years since. We should regard his statements
been the
the Pacific States under tha
earnest, fearless, independent advoas fabulous but for the multiplied proofs which
mo3t favorable circate oi genuine
democratic republican princi- cumstances, for seeing all their natural beauty, he affords that he does uot overstate. Indeed,
and studying all their
ples, aiming always to throw the
improved resources, after reading the statements of Bishop Simpweight of
tte power,ul
influence on the side of Truth would do best to come around by sea in Febru- son, Gen. Rosecrans and others who have
oi freedom and of
editor, the beloved

BUFF ENVELOPES, 5 cts. per BUNCH,
At the New Store, No. 3G Centre Street.
Nov. 3. dtf
First Door from Congress St.

of this

The Legislature of Vermont has authorized the Vermont Central and Vermont
and Canada Railroad Companlfes to negotiate a
loan of seven hundred thousand dollar's on
bonds bearing eight per cent, interest.

business this

an

taking

true

logs

article on the next Legislature
the Oxford Democrat says “for
Speaker of the
House we have heard but two
persons named,
J. F. Miller, Esq, of
Portland, and James M.

bers

constitute the only

Quire,

week's time my

one

-r~

IThe last Sabbath bnt one we
spent in
Portland. We attended Church forenoon and
evening at Rev. Mr. Holies’, Congress Square.
Hi3 church edifice is one of tne
largest in
Maine, a fine building both in arrangement
and style of
architecture, especially the interior, the finish of which presents a pleasing
combination of richness and elegance. It will
seat twelve hundred
persons. The seats apThe American learns that S. P. Brown,
peared to be nearly all occupied which is usually the ease as we are informed. Mr. Boiles Esq., en route from Washington for Ellsworth,
is a very successful and
popular preacher. I had a leg broken in Boston, a day or two since.
He draws people to him.
They like him, like Mr. Brown was the late Navy Agent at Washto hear him preach, like his zeal, his earnestington.
ness in His Master’s cause.
His method of
reasoning, his well chosen and thoroughly
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
elucidated figures of illustration, his plain rebukes of sinful habits, his
touching appeals to
reason and judgment when
Ey* The St. Paul Prcte reports the sale in
impressing upon
his hearers the importance of
living a Chris- that city of six thousand mink-3kin3, belongtian life based on a Christian hope, all done ing to the Hudson
Bay Co., being the largthrougli the promptings of a warm heart and est single transaction in fur3 that ever took
by an eloquence of language that only few men
in St. Paul. They were sold at nine dolcontrol, no wonder that he D beloved or that place
he is popular. In the
Vesper services lars each, making a total of 854,000.
evening
Ey Thursday, 16th of November, has been
held; also a lecture. The audience was large,
showing that they are attentive and apprecia- appointed a day of general
Thanksgiving in
tive. Afternoon of the same day we heard
Nova Scotia.
Rev. Mr. Dalton, Episcopal, discourse from
the text, “Oar Father.” Christ at one
time,
on being asked by his followers what
they

SPEC IAll. NO POES.

ITJBJI3 OF STATE KJSW8.

LANDING from Sch. Sea Flower,

SUPERIOR

a

cargo

Nov 4—dtf

ONIONS !

And for sale CHEAP, by
jp. O. THOMEM,
No. 2 Central Wharf.
Nov 4—dlw

23

Fore St.

D. H. INGRAHAM.
101 Middle Street.

v

KENT’S

Turkish Cleansing Fluid!
removing Oroase, Faint, Ink, pitch, fc-<
F)U
Clothing of all kinds. It la-harml s» to InHe.
when the direction* arc f.lld^B, and '*'
other
roe»mmondeaior tho same pur-

articles
pose, free from anv < ffenaive smell.
Wf ill lie g-jld by Cron man «& Co., No. *3 Mid* h» St.,
N. S. Gardner, No. 81 Middle St.; A. D. Reeves,

many
n

"

ENTLEMEN, got your

*

At
Nov

4—iltf

OVEBCOATS
A« B, REEVES’,
Tailor,
£18 Exchange St.

TUSlEBU A»P FHENCM>
pant
Al„

Nov 4

POLISH

AND

Exchauge

Superior Meal for Table i se
■WADE from prime Southern Yellow Com, tor tale
Nov.

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

4—S.TfcTtf

of VELVET, SILK,
A f'I4«s^«5n\MENT
CASSIMERE, and

Notice*.

XL

FANCY

At\-ov
4_i„
_-Vlv *—dtf

vestings,
A- D’ RBEVBS*. 1 uilor,
98

Exchange St.

A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
98

Exchange

Welch’s Food for Cattle l
and quickest fattening Food

Sold at
CHEAPEST
Meiers.

Nov 4 -dlw*

on

the Street,

a

small

St.

out.

KENDALL A WHITNEY’S,
Noe. 7, 8, 8 an,110 City Building,
Market Square, Portland.

case

of merchandise,

marked T. & L., Portland, which the owner
FIUND
Uavc by calling at 8« Middle
^HEpurRD * c0.
Nov 4—illw

of
A FINE ASSOliTMENT
Dress < Tot lia.
At

Nov 4—dtf

St.

Nov !—dfit*

^ by

aoons.

A. D. REEVES’.Tailor,
No. ttt» Exchange St.

dtf

No. 98

can

__

For Sal©.
of t‘wutot* to "one"
A U,m'n.
toilsomely lakHut. For particular.,

and ia very
address Box 6WJ1*. O.
Nov 4—dtf

825 grUe?1Naf
y’

”“4dtf

____

ril ,TA.

D.

«Exchange St.

— ■

■■..

■■

■

.—

Saturday Morning, November 4,1895.
PORTLAND

AND

VICINITY.

New Advertisement* To-Day*
AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture at Auction—E. M. Patten,
iiailroad Stock at Auction—E. M. Patten.

George Harris was brought up for assault
and battery on Julia Coffin. Mr. Carleton
appeared for the State. At the request of defendant the examination was continued to

Freill,

was

Portland < ity Laundry—C*
U. S. Mail Lino—Tli03. Asencio & Co.
Fall and Winter Opening—A. J. Upton.
Superior Meal—Cha- Brothers.
A: Co.

committed;

Concert

the others

Fumiture-r-Hoyt <& Co.

be a rare treat to our music lovers.
well-known as the famous basso.

Co.

Lectures <>n Geology Prof. Cunning.
Onions—F. O. Thornes,
Overcoats, Pants, Voste, &c—A. I). Reeves.
Food for Cattle—Kendall & Whitney
Turkish Cleansing Fluid.

Religious notices of twenty-five words or loss, tree;
exooM o( this amount will be
charged ten cents a
u®i sVfM worihi constituting a lin". This rule hcrealter will lie rigidly adhered
to.—[Pun. l'nii«s.
»U

The Washingtonian
Society will hold a meeting
Sunday evening at Sons of Tomwiranec Hall, 35)street, at 7 o'clock. Tno public arc in-

viLaf1*^
i' irst

Uni vers alist Church, Congress Square.
Regular Borviccs in the morning at 10L arid in the
evening (Veapera and a sermon) at 7 o’clock. Rev.
L, c. Lolles, pastor.
Congress Hall.—Mrs. Jennie S. Rudd, medium, ol Muss., will lecture to-morrow af eruooa and
evening at 3 o’clock. Question—Our duty in relation
to the hreedmen. Free conference 104 A. M. Chiloren s Progressive
Lyceum at 1 P. M.
First Parish Church.—Rev. W.1I. Knapp of
Boston, M’ill preach to-morrow. Vesper sendees at
7 o’clock.
State Street Church.—Rev. Prof. Sewall of
1}
iiowdoin College, Mill preach at State Street Church
to-morrow.
Higti Street Church.—Rev. Lymou Abbott cf
J^ew \ork, M’ill
preach to-monow.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. William B.
Mill
Hayden
preach to-morrow morning irom the
text;—The Child shall die3 a hundred years old.”
Isaiah lxv: 20.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. J. C.
Stockbridge, 1). !>., of Boston, will preach tomorrow.
Mission Chapel.
There will be a Sabbath
School Coucort at Mission Chapel, Leering Bridge,
Sunday eveuing, commencing at 7 o’clock. Anniversary exercisos will alao take piaee, it being tcvou
since the formation of the School. Friends of
ie School are cordially invited.
Bethel Church.
There will be a Sabbath
School Concc: t at Lie Bethel Church to-morrow evening at 7 o’clock.
St. Luke’s Church.—Divine services
andasermon maybe
expected on S unlay evening ai seven
—

Sears

clock.

Second Advent Hall,—Eldar T. I.I. Preblu will
preach to-moivow. Scats free.

the

Reconstruction.

following correspondence, placed

in

hands for publication, it will be scon that
a lecture on the Reconstruction of the
Union
will he delivered in the
City Hali, Thursday evening, Nov. 9th, at 7 1-2 o’clock, by Rev. Jas
W. Htokicctt, editor of the New Nation
at
Richmond.
Mr. Hunnieult is a true
man,
whose Unionism has cost him
everything hut
life, and his lecture will be worth hearing:
our

Portland, Nov. 2,1S65.

iit®. ,T. W. Hunniciiil:
Dear Sir:—Deeming it of especial
Importancc to learn what the truly
loyal people ol
the South think at the present
juncture ol national affairs, in reference to the
groat ques-

tions of reconstructing the
Union, and Die restoration oi full political powers to Dio
States
in
lately
rebellion, and believing that from
you/ life-long residence at the South,and your
devotion to, and sacrifices for the Union, durmg the late civil war, you are cminenDy qualified to speak for this portion of our Yellowcitizens, the undersigned respect bally invite
you to address the people of Portland and vicinity, in the City Hall, on Thubsday evening, Nov. 9th, at 7 1-2 o’clock.

Very respectfully,
Tour obedient
servants,
Jacob McLellan,
John Lynch,
Geo. F. Talbot,

*

Carle is
Theodore
tenor, and

world-wide reputation as a
has long held the leading position at the Berlin Opera House, probably the most critical
institution of the kind in Europe; while Wilhelm is an accomplished baritone.
The
brothers sing not only in German, but in Italhas

BlililGIOUS NOTICES.

a

ian and

English

as

well.

“Maple Grove” house lots

selling at
are charg-

are

two cents per foot, while all around
ing from four to five cents.

Iskaei, Washburn, Jh.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,

Forest City Park.—A trot for a purse of
§200, mile heats, best three in five under the
saddle, came off yesterday afternoon between
Sorrel Dan and the Babcock horse. The former won the first two heats in 2:48 and
2:44,
and the Babcock horse wa3 then
withdrawn,
and the purse awarded to Sorrel Dan.
Sale or Real Estate.—The two-story
double house, comer of Cumberland and
Chestnut streets, with the lot 75 by 05 feet,
was sold at auction yesterday by E. M. Patten.
It was purchased by John E. Donnell, Esq.,
for

$4,i25

cash.

Fruit Trees, &c., at Auction.—Attention is invited to the sale of fruit trees and
grape vines at the auction rooms of H. Bailey
& Co. at 10 o'clock

to-day.

that it is a choice lot and in

We

are

assured

good order.

laundry at 36 Hanover Street, where he will
wash, cleanse and get up linens in the best
possible style, and will also cleanse bed and
a

mattress ticks.

D. *1. Graham,
J. T. McCoeb.

Tiie attention of persons seeking employment is called to advertisements headed “■wanted, agents to sell Kent’s Cleansing
an

Portland, Nov. 3,1SC5.

uenttemra.— I have received
your.kind letter Inviting me to address the
people of your
city on the great question of the reconstruction of the Union.
Having passed my whole
life in the South till driven from there for
my
devotion to the Union and the
flag, and my
to
opposition
rebellion, I feel a deep interest
m the subject to which
Jam Invite my attention, and am happy to accept 'year invitation,
and will, Providence
permitting, endeavor to
comply with your wishes at tiu> time and place
designated by you.
1 remain,

respectfully yours,

James \V. Hunnicutt.
To Messrs. Jacob
McLellan, John Lynch,
and others.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. William
Hayden, wiio Jett this city a year sinco to
accept a call to the pastoral charge of the New
Jerusalem Society iu Ciiiciimati, lias been invited to resume his ministerial laboi's noth the
New Jemsalem Cliurclx of Portland. This invitation he lia3 accepted, and will commence
his services here to-morrow.
His return to
Portland will be a soiu'ce of gi'eat satisfaction
to our citizens, by whom his
personal character, thorough and voided learning, and distinguished ability ak a preacher, lxave always been
held In high esteem.
Rev. J. P. Rodman, who has filled the pulp;t of the New Church here for the past ye; r,
has gone to Philadelphia, where lie has 41 cri^
to the pastorate of the First New Church Society of that city. Wa understand he will

preach

there for

awhile, holding

advisement. *He leaves here

a

the call under

laige

number

of warm

friends, not only in lxi3 own religious
denomination, but iu the community at large.
The

Scene

of

Lee’s Sureendkk.
and valuable pictures

—

A Whole Shit foe $25.—Look at tlie advertisements ot A. D. Reeves. He has a splendid assortment of cloths and offers a whole suit
for $25.
Rev. Dr. Dwight.—At the
2d Parish Church, Sunday morning Rev. Dr.
Carruthers will deliver a discourse in memoriam upon the late Rev. Win. T. Dwight, D. DThe

Late

Thf. Milk

Question.—The milkmen have
given notice that they will continue to supply
their customers at eight cents per quart.
BY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING- PAPERS.
■

^

Two Dayh later from
Java.

■

Europe—Arrival of

the

New York, Nov. 3.
The steamship Java from Liverpool 21st

and Queenstown 22d has arrived.
The Globe announces that Earl Russell has
undertaken the duty of reforming the Cabinet. A council is called for the 20th, when
the matter will be decided.
The Times says the augury is very difficult;
the new Parliment and complications that may
lead to war and the termination of the Intergnum, as the administration has been called,
constitute a new and interesting state of

Among interesting
which we have lately had the privilege of examining is a fine set of lithographed views representing the memorable spot near Appomatthings.
tox Court House, where, on the 9tli of Apxil
The
News says no liberal Ministry Is
last, General Lee surrendered the Army of possibleDaily
without Mr. Gladstone. Any Peer
Northern Virginia to General Grant. The can lead the Lords, but there is no question
foreground of the principal engraving exhibits as to who shall lead the Commons.
The Daily News says the reported ultimaa mixed group of Union and rebel soldiers, altum from Mr. Seward has dwindled down to
of
ready engaged .in trading together, heaps
a statement that Mr. Seward has written to
ammunition, pieces of artillnx-y and various Mr. Bigelow, the American Minister to France
implements of war are scattei'ed about, while expressing the earnest desire of the American
government to remain at peace with all the
beyond are seen the group of buildings sur- world, but
intimating that it is feared that
rounding the Court House, including the Congress would recommend extreme measures if additional
house where took place the important intertroops were sent to Mexico.
The Paris Patrie says Mr. Bigelow abstainview between the two Gencrals.
ed necessarily from reflections
upon French
H. W. Hale, corner of Free and Ci-oss streets,
intervention in his interview, but that is unsimilar
works.
See
is agent for this and other
important as the plan is given up.
advertisement in another column.-

Lectures on Geology.—Prof. Gunning
proposes to deliver a course of six lectures on
Geology iu this city, in which special pi'ominence will be given to the latest teachings of
science. Some of the lectures will he illustrated by new and striking chemical experiments.

Such a coxxrse of lectures cannot fail to he
of great interest, especially when delivered by
one who comes so well recommended as does
Prof. G. Prof. Agassiz says he has accurate
and extensive knowledge, which fully qualifies

Prussia and Austria liad addressed a note
to the free town of Frankfort in reference to
the late meeting of delegates from the German Diet,
threatening force if the remonstrance was insufficient.
The cholera had almost
disappeared at Madrid.
Latfisl by Telegraph to Queenstown.
London, Oct. 29.—The Globe say3 it is not
in a position to |(ate the precise character of
the Ministerial arrangements, but that no obstacles prevail in regard to them, and that a
satisfactory formation of the Ministry is ex-

pected.

The Paris Bourse dosed firm yesterday at
67f. 97c, for rentes.
The Times thinks that should Earl Russell
fail in forming a Ministry, a coalition betwoen
him to be a public teacher of Geology: while
of the Liberals will bethe Boston press speak in the highest terms of the different sections
come necessary, and that Lord Granville will
that
in
city.
his lectures
probably be the person under whom the greatThe price of tickets for the course Is placed est number of men will serve.
The Paris medical papers state that the
so low as to put them within (he reach of all;
cholera remains stationary.
and we hope to see crowded houses during the
Garabaldi has declined a nomination to the
course,
gee his advertisement for particulars. Italian Parliment offered
by Turin.
Tiie Grand Novelty Sale of Pictures by
William Grace & Co., at lt>9 Middle Street is
already attracting a crowd of custoinera, who
are well satisfied with the manner of conduct-

ing

woitli from $1 to $15 are
sold for the smail sum of fifty cents to the
lucky ones, and all get a beautiful Melaino
The
Picture, worth all they pay for a ticket.
splendid full length portrait of Martha Washington is among those sold in this novel way
for

it.

Engravings

fifty cents.

Dancing Dolls.—At lioom
8, u0, 30 Exchange Street, the manufactory of one of the
prettiest toys to be seen is carried on. It is a
flexible dancing doll, dressed in Zouave fashion, and is just the thing for a Christinas or
New Year’s gift to a cliiid. Town and county
lights for the manufacture and sale of the article

can

be had

by applying

at the

See advertisement on fourth page,

rooms.

SStrther Account of Diaaatera by the Great
\Uulc in the Gulf.
New Orleans, Nov. 2.
The steamer Fun" Shuey, from New York,
had arrived on the 27th ult. The Fung Shuey
fell in with the steamer Chase, lrom New
York for Savannah, with her ensign Union
down, which was hoisted by the purser while
the captain was below.
The Chase met with
a heavy gale on the 23d.
Her hull was full of
water, her fires put out, and her engines
stopped. The captain reported her'tigkt and
sound, with plenty of coal and provisions.
The Fung Shuey also reports that, between
Jupiter Inlet and Cape Florida, she picked up,
in a small boat, Capt. Appleman and four
of the crew of the schooner Minnie of Mystic
for Key West, lost-in the heavy gale of the
23d ult. off Jupiter Inlet from Hillsboro’ Inlet
and Saltboro Light House.
The Fung Sliusy passed a ship with masts
standing; two brigs and one ship, and the
wrecks of five vessels sunk and dismasted.
Capt. Appleman reports that whilst at Jupiter Inlet he saw a propeller towine a dismasted brig.
Large quantities of steamboat
cabin huniture bad floated ashore.
A large black ship, with cotton, was ashore
on the Grecian Shoals, surrounded
by wreck-

asters.

New York, Nov. 8.
The Savannah Herald of the 31st alt. reports
the arrival of the barkentine Horace Beals
with fifteen persons from the steamer Republic,
picked up on the 26th ult. twenty miles east
of Hunting Island. They were in the life-boat
fifty Iiouk without food or water. A demijohn of water placed on board was broken by
accident.
They lost ail their clothing and
valuables and were nearly naked.
The steamship Catharine Whitney, from
New York for Galveston, went ashore on the
28th, five miles south of Carysfoot. The
Whitney had picked up two men from the
wreck of a schooner, the remainder of the crew
having been washed overboard.
The steamer Geo. Barnes counted seven vessels ashore dismantled in sight of Carysfoot.
The English barque Margaret, from New Orleans for Europe, dismasted, was picked up by
tliq steamer Herman Livingston when near
•Key West, but the latter wa3 forced to leave
her, having parted all her hawsers.
The first lot of new upland cotton had
reached Savannah.

ers.

The steamer Herman Livingston brought a
part of the crews of the barks John We dev,
Caroline and William E. Smith. The Wesley

The Toss of the ItepnbUe—Statements
of Capt.
II aw loom and Dyer—Terrible
Sufferings of
the Heseued.

Capt. Hawthorn,

who commanded one of
t>ie boats of the steamer Republic, states that
he was assured by the sailors that the
persons
on the raft were nearly all, ii' not
all, firemen
and deck hands. When the Republic went
down there were only two persons on board,
one an elderly sea captain aud the other a
German sailor. Had these two had presence
of mind enough to make au effort
they would
doubtless have been saved.
A report was current at Hilton head when
Capt. Hawthorn lelt,that another boat had arrived at Charleston and also another one at
Savannah. Capt. Hawthorn picked up several
persons from a portion of the wreck after the
steamer went down. It is generally believed
that Lieut. Cusiare of Boston, was among
those who took refuge in the second mate’s
boat. The Lieutenant was indefatigable in his
exertions to rescue his fellow passengers. Capt.
Hawthorn was particularly fortunate in saving himself and family, but he lost everything
else except the clothes ho wore.
The steamer Empire City, from Port Royal
31st, lias arrived. Among her passengers are
eight of the crew and two of the passengers
of the lost steamship Republic.
Capt. Ryer, of the Republic, reports that he
left the vessel with the number above named
in the gig, a small four oared boat, in company
with three other larger boats.
They became
separated in the night. At times the boat was
full ot water. They remained four nights and
tliree days without food or water, at the mercy
of the waves.
Their sufferings were terrible,
and they were about giving up all hope, when
a sail hove in sight, and
they were soon picked
up by the schooner Harper, Capt. Coombe3,
from Bucksport, Maine, and taken to Hilton
Head. Though exhausted and much swollen
when rescued, owing to the careful attention
received on the schooner they arc now doing
well.
_

Vlen'8 of President Johnson on the Payment
of the Itebel Debt.

Washington, Nov. 3.

The Republican has the following:

‘•Milledgevilx., Ga., Nov. 1.
The following dispatch from the President
has been received by Gov. Johnson:
‘Executive Mansion,
I
Washington, Oct. 28,1865. )
To Joseph Johnson, Provisional Governor at
Mttledgccillc, Ga.:
Your dispatch is received.
The people of
Georgia should not hesitate one single moment
in repudiating every single dollar of the debt
created for the purpose of aiding the rebellion
against the Government of the United States.
It will not do to levy and collect taxes from a
State and people that are loyal and in the Union to pay a debt created in taking them out,
and subverting the constitution of the United
I do not believe that the
States.
great inass
of the people of Georgia, when left uninfluenced will ever submit to the payment of the
debt which was the main cause of
bringing on
their past and present sufferings and the result of the rebellion.
Those who invested
their capital in the creation of this debt must
meet their late, and take it as one of the inevitable results of the rebellion, though it
may
seem hard to them.
It should, at once, be
made known, at home and abroad, that no
debt created fur the purpose of dissolving the
Union can or ever will be paid by taxes levied
on the
people for sir'll purposes.

Andrew Johnson,
President of the United States.’”

New Yobk, Nov. 8.
arrived

ht-amslnp Atlanta, from

FhafSq5s,

The

Repulse of

The Crescent of the 31st ult. says Capt.
Thuttes of the steamer Hancock, from Galveston, reports that advices from Matamoras to
the 20th of October state that that city is still
in possession of the Imperialists.
Several unsuccesstul attempts had been made by the
Liberals, but they were driven from the Held
The Imperial loss was
with great slaughter.

slight._

sengers.

Cotton —dull

middling.
Sugars in little demand

Washington Correspondence.
New Yobk, Nov. 3.
The Tribune’s special Washington dispatch
says one hundred females have been discharged from the Treasury to make room for soldiers,
Wirz, on recovering, was put on army rations, at which the brute flew into a rage, saying it was disgracefully outrageous to treat a
prisoner thus.
/

From California.

San Francisco, Nov. 3.
I lie steamer Colorado sailed
to-day for Panama with 600
passengers and $700,000 in treaure ior New York and
$42,000 for England.
■

STREET.

people a matter

large assortment

Fine Steel

of

Engravings!

Exchange—still’at 1|

Per

ircmea,

arriving and will be

at

18c.

Commercial,
steamship Java at New

4 00
4 00

EACH.

velope for FIFTY CENTS, conof our new and beautiful Me.m:or^
laino Pictures, retail price 59
cents, and a very large
proportion of envelopes in addition thoreto, will conturn an order for one of our
engravings, valued from
or an order on
Sl-to
any oue of tiio first artists
in the emr for a Portrait of yourself; framed worth
^4. It will be noticed, that no one fails to get a pican e
r f°r one

ture worth all they pay, and
everything considered,
cheap at the t rice; but in addition to that many
lucky ones will get from $1 to $15 worth. Our customers are assure 1 that every article in the stock
will be lai ly distributed ou these
terms, without
favoritism, and each person
purchasing an envelope
will have a lair chance with his neighbor.
Call and
see for yourselves, at

3o. 169

Middle

PORTLAND,

unchanged.

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Oct.
21.—The market is firmer with a slight advance.—
Corn quiet.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Oct. 21.—
The market is firm; stock scarce.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Oct. 21.—
Ashes upward; Pots 33 @ 35s; Pearls 30s 6d.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Ocr. 21. -Consols
closed at 89 @ 894 for money.

AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S.5-2'>afrIJ
Illinois Central Shares 84. Erie Shares 57* @ 58.

SHAW
At the

a

copart-

@ 33 25.

BROTHERS,

—

FUR

Copying
a

71,000

Michigan Central.113*

Michigan Southern .71}
Cleveland and Pittsburg.814

Wayne.104*
--

Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Nov. 28th, were:

$147,393 00
117,042 DO

Increase,

§30,351

00

Tampering with the Teeth Is madness.
Avoid the corrosive dentifrices, submit to no
scraping, use nothing but Sozodont. Orient
herbs are its ingredients. It preserves the
It

strength-

tainted breath.
It is harmless as water, and more valuable than
its weight in gold,.
It deodorizes

a

Philadelphia Press says The
Little Corporal, is to be the great child’s paper
of America.” It delights all ages.
The price is only one dollar a year, sample
It is published by Alfred I.
copy ten cents.
Sewell, Chicago, 111.
Forney’s

FOR SALE l
AT

GORIIAM
u"

A

VILLAGE,
neat

MAINE.

and a half storied
COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
BARN, together with TWO ACRES
OF LAND, in good state of cultiva
_-lion. House contains seven finished
bcMues
Hall
and Closets—never tailing well
Rooms,
of good water.
the
lot
are
40
or 50 large bearing Fruit Tree3,
Upon
mostlv grafted with choice fruits.
Located in one of the most desirable streets in the
village, within live minutc3 walk from the Seminary,
o.ie

1

Churches and Railroad Station.
For sale CHEAP if applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
or Messrs. REDLON & CARD, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Portland, Nov 2.—d3w

Colored Photographs !
Locket to Lite Size, by the boat of Artists.
All coloring done in
FROM
my establishment where I

all
kee> constantly employedanumberof colorists
and examine specimens at
my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.
A. M. McSENVEI,
234 Congress St., opposite Preble
llouBe, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m

French

Fluting

Al-

CRAM k

T7HTZGERALD & HODSDON
J: New Style

Knit

McKENNEY’S, 234
in a superior
oct3eod&eow3m

Hoods,

JJ1ITZGERALD

be

!

AT

0. H.
Wo.

price from 60 cts. to?3, at
13 Market Square.

PAINE’S.

The New Perfume
AT
Nov. 3.

d2w*

Nov. 3.

d2w*

made

SHAWLS,

to

New Goods, Just Received!
AT PAINE’S,
Nov 3.

1)0

TO
Nov

i!2w*

No, 13 Market Square,

New Goods !
Bold CHEAP, at
PAINE’S,

3—d2w*

No. 13 Market Square.

A Card.

sold my Stock of Dry Goods and trans
lerred ray lease of store No. 129 Middle St., tq
MesBrs. EASTMAN BROTHERS, who will continue
the sale of Dry Goods, I hereby cordially reeommend
my former friends and customers to the patronage of
the above named gentleir en.
S. B. GOWFLL.
noSdlw
Portland, Nov. 1st, 1885.

HAVING

OPERATIC_CONCERT!
The Great Combination
-OF TIIE-

THREE BROTHERS FORMES!
■

■

■■■

at

•

KARL FORMES, the Great Bas*.
THEODORE FORMES, Tenor oi Royal
Opera, Berlin.
WILHELM FORMES, Barytone ol the
Hamburg Opera.
Assisted Mr. F. SUCK, of the Boston Pliilarmonic.
HERR BUECHEL.

Musical Director,

Will give a Concert at the

HALL,

CITY

tresses, Carpo.s, Bureaus, Chairs, Tables. Mirrors,
Parlor and Oo-A Staves, crockery, Glass, China, Tin,
Earthen slid Iron Wa e, togelmr whu the entire
Kitchen Furniture. These tilings nrc all new and in
good order.
HENKY BAILEY «!fc CO.,
nov 3
dtd
Auctioneers.
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.

Household Furniture at Auction
THURSDAY, Kov. SUi, at 10 A. M., at Houao
OKoccopled
by la.H J. W
thcr, N». o3
will be

corner of Winter S reef,
sold,
Bru8st*lls, Straw and 3 ply Carpets; Sofhs; Lounges;
Lockers; Dining, cara ami >• .rum Top center Tables; Chairs; Sinks; Divans; What-Nn s; Bc>i»tea t;
Bureaus; Mirrors: Beds; Matrasses; Boiuimr;
Crockery, Glass amt China Ware. S-.n\» and Kilt hen Furniture, tooethor with a general asor linen t of

Nov. 7th.

4<

Admission to the reserved lower floor Ono Dollar;
Proscenium 50c—to be had at Paine’s Music Store,
and nn t he e veiling of the Concert, at the door.
U3T* The public a: e respectfully referred to the N.
York and Boston papers.
Nov 2—d5t

MB.

A.

J.

2,500,000 feet assorted Lumber.
3o nc w Piatiorin Cat s, 1 Let 81 inches gauge.
2J box Freight Cars, 4 foot Quiches guU,e.
*4 Passenger Cars.
650 Car Wheels, (good.)
I20 pairs. Car W hems, cn axle i.
400 new Car Axles.
5,000 pounds Lubber Spr ngs.
G4 Kliipt.c Car Spiings.
loO Dav.s* Patent or springs.
600 tons good seeond-hand T Lai).
400 ous old T Rah.
600 tons old St ap Bail.
50 tons Axle Iron, old.
7 tons Tire Iron, olti.
8 tom
S eel, o.d.
225 tons Car Wheels, old.
260 tons Wrought Scrap Iron.
220 tons Cast Scrap lion.
3 tons Lea a Pipe, old.
10 Lons Scrap Bi a is.
7 cofla, 11 inchco diameter, Wire Cable.
21 Vises.
2;0 tons assorted Bar Iren.
34 tons aKior ted Sheet Iron.
60 tons assorted Steel.
250 t ms Iron Castings.
5 tens Brass Castings.
2 tens Sheet Copi*or.
1 ton Sheet Brass.

7, 18G5.

Scrap

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
will be

WHOLESALE

OR

RETAIL!

PORTLAND,

held at
THERE

a course

ASSEMBLIES

of FOUR

HALL,

LA NC ASTER
Commencing

ME.

Tuesday evening, October 31,
each week in succession on the Wednesevenings oi November, together with a
RALE ON THANKS,IVING
EVE.
Under the auspices ol tho O'Donoghue Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

Following
day

GOODS!

DRY

70,000 pouuds Boat Spikes.
250,000 pounds Baiiroad Spikes.
140,000 pounds cut Spikes anu Nails.
25,000 pounds Bopc.
11,500 icet assorted Class.
6,500 feet Leather Belling.
*
3,590 pounds Lubber auu Hemp Packing.

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
D. J. Farr,
McAlency,
John O’Donnell.
Kelley,
James O’Donnell,
Hugh Dolan,
Fran Is O’Reiley,
P. McGIinchv,
John Clehau’,
P. C. Ward,
J. J. Maybury,
J. H.
J. M. Hale,
R. J. Jennings.
John
John

One Price !

VARIATION !

FLOOR

5 Free Street
store,and
carefully selcted

now

and
HAVE

in

arc

Block,

weekly receiving

stock of

7,500 pounds Spike Mauls, Cold Chisels,

J. H. CosteJle,
John Cleban,
P. C. Ward,

a

full

Qnadrillo Band,

Music by Chandler's full

DOMESTIC

GOODS!

Tickets lor the Course, including the Ball.$1.00

Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets for the Bail,...1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to the Bail fifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked FBifE.

60 Screw Jacks.

90D feet Spark Netting.
2,000 pounds assor ed Wire.
750 pounds Block Tin.
1,000 bounds Sheet Lead.
75 boxes assorted Tin.
lo,oco pounds Chains.

oct24 to nov22

-AT THE-

At the OLD CITY HALL,
POE a few days only, commencing Nov. 2d, Mons.
_T Joseph, the
BELGIAN

Manufactory

!

Lowest

4,000 Files.

GIANT!

9,000 pounds Boiler and Tank Rivets and Plate
Waslu

From Barmun’s Museum, N. Y., 7 feet 8 inches high,
weighs 40? lbs.
Also Smith’s STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS ot the War,
Open from 9 to 12 A. M. aud from 2 to 9 P. M.
nov2dtf.

60

ot workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale and retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3m

GREAT CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY!

Read!

Read!

Read!

call and buy a
county for be best domestic
invention ever brought into Maine.
Young men
wishing to start in life, having but a lew hundred dollars to Invest safely, and perfecily sure of
making a
few thousand dollars yearly, should not lose a moment in securing a county. It will be offered for sale
here tor only two days more, to close up the unsold
counties in this State. It is meeting with the unqualified approval of all who see it, and is selling
most rapidly. It will be many a month before another such opportunity is offered for making
money rapidly for so small an investment. The proprietor challenges ail competition, and will wager $1,000 that the
invention will perform the greatest r mount and variety of labor, and will pay for itself more times over
in the year, for the price asked, than any domestic
article ever patented
Call at once if you would
make y<Jur Btdection of the best comities unsold, at
No* 30 Federal Street*
nov2 d3t

THEN

DRESS

Ambrotgpes

rjIHK

best In the

City.

In styles of Plain
in the Choicest

Also, MELAINOTYPES

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
in n akes that we can recommend for SERVICE.

Woolens,
Flannels,
Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

BLANKETS,
Linen
And

on

McKEYYEY,

._,

3—eod&eow3m

234

Apples!

tend,

Congress

St.

Apples!

Choice Eating Appkjs;
OflBARRELS
/ 100 Barrels
200
100

14

,5°,
at the

Greenings;
Selected Baldwins;
Pure Cider;

Caiie Cranberries:
Lowest Market Prices by
A' T‘ HALL’ No’1 Kilk street-

sale,

_

Board.

suits of Rooms,
first floor, furnish*
od
PLEASANT
unluwiisbed, with board, at the house 77
jvree bt.
on

oi

Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Nov 2—dlw*

A

good

For Sale.
Family Horse, 8

CffifcV A,l!ire»sCt y Buullt’’
Nov3—dlwis

prepared to

Stove

Wood I

any required length, (and Split if wiahori,)
As LOW as it can be Jumishcd in the City.

Please call and see, 322 Commercial Street)
address through the Post Office,
A. I. 1IODSDEN, Portland, Me.
Oct

or

2*—d2w*____
SCROLL SA.WS,
1200 to 2000

revolutions

mln-

from
per
MAKING
uto—the best Mill for Chair Manulacturers’

where they

S. II ISA LI) Si SONS,
be seen in operation.

the TiATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATand of the BEST materials, which we offer

at

One Price, and No Variation!
and

We

Ladies to

Small

oc31dlw

CROSS STS., (3d Floor,)

Just Published—Views ot Appomattox Court
ot Oen’l Lee’s surrender.

Hosiery

Kids Imported.

invite the special attention of the

our

White

Goods

Department!

most desirable goods lor EVENING
all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMISItTCS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

Comptlsing the

WE AH;

Handkerchiefs

Wanted

In every town in the State to canvass for some of the
most popular Engravln s-sure to sell in evory family. Enterprising men with a capital of ttvo to hftcon dollars, can make Irom throe to ton dollars per

a'l?or full particulars send for
Address

a

Circular.

Hall
Cases!
Music Stools.

&

F. W. A,
TREUTLEll,
P-roc-law,
wishes important

HUDSON’S,
4 Frag st. Block.

Architect, late nt
information, he should
soon write to the
Editor of the “Vossisehe Zeitung'/*
at Berta.
ocHduw*

MIDDLE STREET,

dift'jrtod

R w RALE> p 0 BjI >f0. 1772.

1—d3t&w4w»_

Clapp’*

Z, Ltafuriiall

Favorite Fear !

thp

rebitten liraba restored, the uncouth deformities
wcakr css to
moved: Clin tress converted to vigor, to
hear and
strength; the blind made to see, the deal
ti o blemishes ot
tho i»aia1ed form to move upright;
voutn are obliterated; the accidents of mature Hie
of old ago obviated and an
calamities
the
presented;
active circulation maintained.

though

LADIES
Who have cold hanr.s and feet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and tdek headache: dimness and swimming in tlio h< ad, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowel4'.; pain in the side and hack;
leucorrhcea, (or whiten); falling of the womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will iind in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too pr» luse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity iB a certain
tome
and will, in ashoft
restore the nufferer

Oct 20—dicwBw

--

Being convinced by our SUCCESS thus far that our
MOTTO is the true one to secure the confidence
of our customers.

time,

vigor of health.

3 Free St.

ELDEN

TEETH S TEETH! TEETH!
I)r. D. still continues to Extract

Bloch,

ONE

&JNHITMAN,
PRICE I

And No Variation.
Oct 20—dtl

of female

By KJectrieiTy
the lazv
Rheumatic. the gouty, the laino and
elasticinoMvithjov. and move with thelaagility and
the bested grata
cooled; the frost-

—

Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—ATorfolli Ay. Hoc.
The late Dr. Brinckle said “It was of superior
quality, as weU as size.”
Air. Barry, of Bochester, A". Y., pronounced it

“quite worthy of ranking best.**
Mr. Hovey, Prest. of Mass. Hort. Society,

form,

complaints.

Vo the Bartlett in form,
Mgfe. “Very large; similar
musky in flavor; vinous, melting, but£aSgimt less
line
nnrt
Juicy;
texture; ranks best.”
7*T«tery,

$g=-Remember the Number
years old, kind,
to bold low.

DEMING,

Electrician

WHERE

qual-*

ONE PRICE, and So Variation,

N.

Nearly Oppon. tl»c Culled States Hotel,
ho would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that be has
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been In this city, v.o have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients In so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
wo will say that all that, do not stay cured, we will
doctor tho second time without charge.
Dr. I), has been a practical Electrician for twentyon* years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases In
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption "ben
i the acute stages or where the lungs are not fuJ.y
uip
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrotaiia.
diseases, white sw ellings, spinal diseases, curvature
limbs,
of the spine, contrac cd muscles,

I

In Plata and Fancy Styles, including the finest
itie3 of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

174

t

Engravings, Lithographs,
Card Photographs, Pictm e F/ amtis,&c.
FREE AND

W.

M!edical

kc7~w\T~hale,

Nov
Wares,

Gloves, Including the

Quality

would

Also—

DR.

Barrc, Mass.,

can

Agents

TERNS,

and

Stationary Engines, Shafting, Belting, Ac., Ac.—

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

PORTLAND, MAINE

CLOAKS,

Trimming*

1’aper.

Hoops.

Also, a large lot *1 second-hand Stores, Tools Mucninerv, and other material.
Sales to commence at 10 o’clock, to be Rejourned
from day to day, until all is acid.
Terms Cash, in Government ftmds.
1I.L. R BINSON,
Nov. 3, tdecl. *
Brevet Colonel, A. Q. M.

Bracket and Scroll Sawing.

Houbc, the place

TUST Rt-CEIVE1) and for a]e >)V

BURROUGHS

now

Furnish

CORNER OF

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

—

ciotn anu

Contents of Job Printing Ofilce, consisting of Presses, Type, Ca. es, Ac.
A number <1 Hand and Truck Cars.
Contents of the Sapp y Store, which contains a \«r/
large assortment of \aiuablo Railroad Material, new,
ana of the best quality.
Contents oi M:*.dne and Blacksmith’s Shops, consisting of Flatter*, Lathes, Wheel Presses, Forges,

T it if it Y

Large Pear Trees!
w. ADAMS, at his Nursery at Motrill’s Corner, offers a lew extra sized Fear Trees
with fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to S3 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 5nc to ?1 each.
EX. LARGE GRAPF. VINES, to be removed from land already sold. Price according to
oct21eod*w8w
quality.

withoPt i-ain.

O'™!”*

r'setVictor r'“04'

teeth or stomps they wish to tar*lor
Ung he would give »
Ma .hism lor sale
Superior Ele< tr<> MAONsri
lor family use. with
,ew patients with board
Dr. D. -an are

1!- 2. E., Press Office.

Etag’eres f Book
Chairs, e£ Square
Oct ^6-dtf

Aie

Kindling Wood Co.

DEALER IN

ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Best
°n

Damasks,

SHAWLS,

Of

Chapel

the
corner of Cantorth and Mav
streets, according to the
plan of the architect, Mr. Fas sett, will be received at
the oil ce of II. M Payson, No. 32
Exchange street,
until Saturday, N vemocr 4th, 3 o’clock P. M.
Plans and specifications can be seen at Mr
PavJ
son’s oflice.
By order of Building Committee,
Oct 31—otd
a

reams turner

2S Ox Yokes.
23 Water Tanks anti

Manufactured by

Including

a

Chapel.

Sealed proposals for the erection of

The Portland

and Fancy of the best fabrics, and
Shades*

Black and Colored Silks,

A. M. MeKENNEY’S
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
284 Congr^R St.

Proposals for Erecting

w

3,00»Sashes.

GOODS

Sawed

Glass !

on

Prices!

T9.

GlabcgYalvoa,

100 Monkey Wrenches.
12 Emery Wheels.

Our Stock comprises

ALL

in-lhe best maimer. Gilding done in a
superior
style, under tLe charge of Mr. JAMhS TOLD, who
has had torty years experience. Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best

Cash

tie.

2,ooo Picks and hovels.
600 Lantern.-.
4,500 Axes, Hatchets, end Adzes.
7,000 Handles.
50 ste* 1-plated Frags.
00 steel Frog Plates.
50 set Switch 1 ixtures.
3 portable Forges.
8 Pumping Engine^.
3 Wood-sawing i- n *inoa.
2 portable Saw-mills.
2 steam Pile Drivers, complete.
2 Calo ic Engines.
95 sot Planus.
200 Hand, Cross-cut, and Circular Saws.
50 Steel Squares.

FOREIGN and

MAINE.

DRY

50 Grind-stones.
2S,000 pounds Track Bars.

MANAOER8.’

O. C. O'Donoghue,
Edward Landregan,
P. E. Maloney,
J. J. Maybury.

D.

•

10 Henderson Pumps.
2,500 feet assoriod Gas Pipe.

Cgateflo,
Thoraa/Noonan,

-AND-

of

WILL
1S66:

Term to consist of Twelve Lessons.
Ladies’ Class
will meet at 7 o’clock. Gent.’3 Class at 8 o’clock.
Terms fir Ladies $3,00. Gentlemen $5,00.
P. S.—Those wishing to attend will please commence the first lesson, as this will be the only term
be will teach this season.
novl dtd

Order I

•

______

Assist amt Quarter map,ter,
Washington, D. C., October 31, lbdd.
be sold at Public Auction, at Alexandria,
Va., on MONDAY, the 4th day of December,

LOCKE

November

t

IMPORTANT TO RAILROAD COMPANIES

Lancaster Hall,
Tuesday Evening;,

Virginia

Alexandria

Office

Will commence his Fall Term in Waltzing, Polka,
Mazurka, Vareovienne, Waltz and Polka, QuatLilles,
Gallop, Polka Reiowa, Spanish Dance, <sc., at

On

Sale

GOVERNMENT SALE.

DANCTNG!

RETAIL,!

and 150 Middle Bt.

*

Housekeeping Goods.

Cost!

AND

van-

010*

torth Street,

Auction

showing their

are

at
Go C.ark blroot. tho Furni ure In tho upper
*ms
of
Matlie.st
a
tenement,
sdng
SoringBe..s,

ONNo

AT

2S4 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.
kinds cf Mirror and Portrait Frames, made

novMlm.

PAINE’S,
No. 13 Market Square,

their

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

A. M. Me KENNET’S

Frame

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!

GOOD

Furniture at Auction.
TUESDAY, Nov. 7tli, at 10 o’cl ck A. M.,

_

For

13 Market Square.

assortment of hand
at
A be sold cheap

Gloves

augH’65eodls<&wly

Mujuviro,

PAINE’S,
No.

showing

are

HOOP SKIETS

Artificial Teetli inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give satis-

Ooo

2w»

Vests, for $2to2.50.

WHOLESALE

NO

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

action.

TUESDAY, Nor. 71U, at Merchants’ ExONchange,
Fifteen Shares Portland Horse Lai lie ad
Nov 4—dtd

showing

are

MANUFACTURE

OSGOOD,

PORTLAND,

Horse Railroad Stock at Auction.
Stock.

TUESDAY,

on

Congress St.

one

Nov

are

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,
284

KUWARD AT. PATTEN,
Auctioneer,
12 Lscituiiso Street.

Victorious!

(i R a n i>

One Price!

MOLINE.

3—eod&eow3m

novSdtd

on

—AT-

Mirror Plates !

Gloves, Gloves, Gloves !
can find a
assortment of LADIES’
splendid
in

and $1.75.

148 and 150 Middle Street,

FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at
AND
A. M. MciiK.ViVEY’S,
Oct

see

Sept

their

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

Merchants,

Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
40 Preble Street.
CALL
A lIdrsRUe1byASS0K™EKT Constaatly
Notice
door below Oxford Street
2< —d3in*
A. M.

YOU
GLOVES, varying
3

cent*

& HODSDON
FITZGERALD
best Manchester

French Fluting!
and

showing

are

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
their

EPHRAIM FLINT, Jr.,
Secretary of State.

Nov 2—dtd

showing thoir

selling their
leas# than any other house
oclldtf

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Augusta, October 31,1866.
An adjourned session of the Executive Council will

Attest:

South

$50.00.

are

& HODSDON

Oct ll-dtf

held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta,
Monday, the thirteenth day of November inst.

PHILLIPS

nov2itd

from 75c to $3.00.

HODSDON

&

goods 20 per
In the trade.

STURTEVANT,

OF

at Auction.

OK

Nov. 6th.

Will deliver his great Lecture

Oct 11—dtt

-Portland, Me.
STATE

AT AUCTION !

A. M., at
SATURDAY, Nov. 4th at 10 o’cl
oihoe, we fcball sell about l,0co Aj» le Trees.
100 Pear ami 100 Chen/Trees, and about i.0 crape
Vines. This is all choice fruit, and the li es and
Vines in splendid order. Please examine them.
HENLY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

Doers open at Gj; Lecture to commence at 8 o’clock.
Tickets Twenty-five cent*: For sale at Lowell &
Somers, Bailey & Noyes, and at the door.

showing their

to

St

a

Oct 11—dtf

To

method,

,,,

Passengers,
$56,458 00
Express Freight, Mails and Sundries, 4,030 00
86,899 00
Freight and Live Stock,

impurities.

Cloaks, from $7.00

WIdgery’s Wharf,

Reading.115’

the gums.

M.

new

Commission

Erie.£3}

ens

and

Monday Evening,

The

10c to $2.00.

are

Exchange

o’clock.

at 71

commence

NEW CITY HALL!

their

Oct 11—dtf

GENEIIAE
lbs.

$9.

to

showing

arc

HODSDON

&

Pictures

try

CHASE,

Company.43+

enamel. It removes all

New Style
FITZGERALD

FRED E. SHAW.
nov2dtf

kind

105 Lhds.

week last year,

Buttons, from

GOODS !

done at A.
any
OFCongress
St., by
call ami
it.

Second Beard.—Stocks steady.
Amei ican Gold.*.146*
United States 5-20 coupons.105*}
Treasury 7-30. 97*
United States coupon Sixes, 1381,.1064
Canton
Cumberland Coal Co. 43^
New York Central.101?

Corresponding

& HODSDON
FITZGERALD
New Styles of

12

corner oi Cumberland
ami Chestnut Sts., at Auction.
November 3d, at 3 P. M., on the
FRIDAY,will
ONPrerillvnj
ha
.1.1 th* IlFn ttr.ra ilanl.lu

had of the Committee and also at Short 4
E. C. Andrews, and r alley 4 Noyes’ Book

To be

Stores.
Lectures to
Nov 3—dti

WENDELL

—

Portland, Nov. 1,1S65.

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

Real Estate,

Loriug’s,

showing their

are

Oct 11—dtf

New

JOHN P. SHAW,

New York, Nov. 3.

Total,

AND

i^*Fnrii ^icliauged, Hr paired

Stock Markets,

Fort

HODSDON

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75

SUPPLIED

tered*

Whiskey—steady; sales 450 bbls.
Sugars—quiet: sales 800 hhds. Muscovado 13J @
Naval Stores—quiet.

FTZGERALD
New

piTZGERALD & HODSDON

HATS, CAPS,

15c.

Molasses—quiet; sales

to $5.00.

Libbed Hose for 40c per pair.

old stand of J. P. SHAW',

manner;

Butter—in demand.

their

Oct 11—d*f

miijiyee street.

iao

E. M.

Fruit Trees,
&

14rK

32 62

showing

are

Oct 11—dO

Oct 11—dtf

Copar tnorsliip.

Where they will be CONSTANTLY
with all the LATEST ST (LES of

New York, Nov. 3.
Cotton—dull; ^ales 800 bales Middling Uplands at
57c. Sales by auction for government account 2600
baies Mobile cotton at 58* (g> 60c lor good ordinary to
middling fair.
Flour—State and Western 5 @ 10c higher; sales
12,000 "bbls. State 7 80 ty 8 20. Round floop Oliio
9 It). Western 7 90. Southern firmer; sales 600bblc.
Canada r»@ lOc higher; salos 300 bbls.
Wheat—eloEeddull; salon 66,000 bushels. Amber
Milwaukee, new and old, 1 80 (a 1 85. Amber State,
new, 2 36. White State, new, 2 36. Canada Red
2 30*.
Corn—sales 58,000 bushels.
Mixed Western 8S
@ 90c
Oats—in moderate request.

Pc trole um —dull.
Tallow—in good demand; sales
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

& HODSDON

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

FITZGERALD

New York Markets,

Beel—unchanged.
Pork—lower; sales C700 bbls. Mess
Lard—heavy; sales 780 bbl3.

FITZGERALD
New

ME.

undersigned have tliis dav formed
THE
nership under the firm style of

purcba-crs

It il.ns

nmv»r.S

hewing“

are

Evening Tickets,

Ladies’ Under

York.

as

or wooden dwell14 and 1C. together with he land.—
of modern build, two storied, and
containing 12 rooms each, in th rough repair, and
have always commanded good tenants, wul he sold
together or seperately as th©
ir.ay desire.
Land about 56 feet on India* by 100 in depth.
Immediately after will be sold a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India St., 16 eet on Fore
by about 4» in depth.
‘For i*articulara call on the Auctioneer.
Oct 2G—did

The ouiktingo

Committee of Arrangements:
e. A. Sawyer,
Bean,
F. G. Rich.
Tickets for the Course,
*1.00

Oct ll-dtf

WM. GRACE & CO.

LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Oct. 21.—The
Bales to-day were 10,ooo bales, including 3000 to speculators and exporters. The market closed dull and

on

Eofcs D.

Middle St.

Oct 11—dtf

iKid Gloves, for $1.00

Street,

N. B.—If not convenient to call, send 50 cents and
your address, through the Post Otiice, and we will
select and forward one of the envelopes.
Nov 3— d4w

discount.

per cent,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

OUE PLAN OF OPEEATIONS:
sell you

Jpu tlon.
WEDlTESDAl^Vov.at half

■

Oct 11—dtf

We

comnrtainfr

of the best talent in the oountrv
°‘ PorU,“dhavo nevol:
bio the

Fore and India Sts*,

on

at

...

Portrait of Maj. Gen. P. H. Sheridan, in oval
Lame,
4 qq
Portrait oi Maj. Gen. O. O Howard, in oval
frame
4 qq
Port, ait of Maj. Gen. A. E.
Burnside, in oval
frame,
4 qq
Portrait 01 President Lincoln, in ovqi
4 00
frame,
Mrs. Lincoln,
4 00
*•
President Johnson,
4 CO
Together with over 600 other portraits of Generals
anti public men. Also, an immense stock of other
pictwes, both American and foreign, all to be sold at

OE1STTS

Nov-

8 00

frame,

50

Real Estate

ings mi in bored

EVEyiyGS,

GEN. S. F. CAKEY, of Ohio.
HON. S. B. CHASE, ol Penn.
HON. SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin.
HON. JUDGE TdOMAS RUSSELL,
Of Boeton, Musa,
HON. S. L. TILLEY,
Provincial Sec’y of Now Brunswick.
The Course will consist of six nr more Lectures,
commencing Thursday Evening, Nov. 30.
V The hrst Lecture will be delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Muss.
MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB..

comprise .he

found to

148 A 150

8 00

irained,
Portrait of Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant, in oval frame.
10x22,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. W. T. Sherman, in oval

of

Fitzgerald A lKdxdon,

g QQ

Departure of Pilgrim Fathers for America, 1G20,
fi Amcd,
Lauding of Pilgrim Fathers in America, 1620,

ail me

elty suitable for the season. Inspection
trebly invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not satisfactory, will be exchanged if
not worn or ipjured.
AT

A,,

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange at.

and Fore

It 13 With no small dein»lte attention to

whom we were so fortunate as to obtain tho Agency. The new styles are now
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every

THURSDAY

g®‘Nl«M
the
OTtl^nt orators

from

g qq
8 00

Fun length Porlait ol President Lincoln,
Signing the Compact on board the May Flower,
from the original
picture by E. White,
A.

oy

difficult to

Depart ment-that of CLOAKS,
from the celebrated Manufactory oI
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,

Gen. Sherman at Savannah,
20x32, liramoJ,
#18 00
Fnll length Portrait of .Maltha Washington,
24xJb, framed.
g qq
1>or,Iait of George Washington,

Thel.it is good size, w ith a tine garden spot.
UENIU' DAI LEVA CO., AuclLii.ua.
Oet 31—(ltd

water.

past twelve
ONo’clock,
thej^einisw}, I nun, be’ween Middle
Sta. will be sold the block

CITY HALL,

another

And other pictures, on toms more liberal tlian ever
beloro offered m Portland. These goods aio all of the
most desirable kind, andsuch as will suit the most
fastidious taste and will be soli at prices within the
reach or all. The stock consists in part efthe follow-

House and Land at Auction.
TUESDAY, Nov. 7, at 3 P. M., on the prem
Js3', house No. 75 Bracked Street. It in a one
aiul a half.story wooden house, finished throughout;
8 good rooms, good okiMta and cellar, ahum la nee

of

get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided
success in the Hosiery and Glove
Trade has induced us this season to add

more

No. 1,

Independent Ol d >r of Good Templars,

secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first consideration;—it is

subscribers propose to distdbute among tbeir
rptlE
customers a

Lodge,

Sales.

ON

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland that they have made all
necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS
Temperance
Lectures, to take place at the

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies* Cloak is considered by some

Licensed by U. S. Government.

X

Arcana

LADIES’_^DRESS!

P.pgnlar

Molasses—70c.

Accident to Steamer Baltimore.

Fortress Monroe, Nov. 3.
The steamer Baltimore, from New York for
Washington, was towed in from Cape Henry
to-day, having been disabled by the breaking
of her
propeller.

MIDDLE

^LECTURES I

The undersigned Committee in behalf of

NOVELTYSALE!

New Orleans, Nov. 2.
and depressed; sales 1800 bales at 55c

for

the TAbcrals at Matamoras.

New Orleans, Nov. 1.

LYCEUM

C3- DR A 1ST ID

169

Auction

Entertainments.

Only 60 Cents Each!
Only 50 Cents Eaeh!

Washington.

Washington, Nov. s.
The five-twenty conversion bonds are issued
from the Treasury Department as rapidly as
they can bn printed. A million a day of the
denomination of $1000 are now delivered.—
Those for $500 and $100 will be ready in a
very few days. Registered bonds for $5009
will be issued according to the request of sub-

;

7745 Cholera in .Veto Tor*.

London,
last niglit and was
ordered to the lower quarantine in consequence of
sickness among the
nFu"red at Staten Island
that eight deaths had occured
on hoard from
choleia.
Dr. llurdett, quarantine
surceon
re]iorts that fifteen deaths hy cholera out of
fifty or sixty cases on board the steaiushin Atlanta occured on the passage from Brest
The Commercial says the Atlanta had
15
cases oi cholera on board.
She hail 54q pas_
*

New York, Nov. 3.

Miscellaneous.

ing:—
From

._,

sailed thence for Liverpool, and went ashore
150 miles from Key West.
Her officers and
Fluid,”
crew were picked up.
The Wm. E. Smith
article recommended by many business men of was from Mobile lor
Liverpool, and went
ashore on French Reef, 40 miles west of Key
this city.
West. One of her boat’s crew of nine men
Brown’s Commercial College.—Atten- reached Key West.
The captain and lest of
tion is invited to the advertisement of Mr. her crew were safe when the boat’s crew lelt;
but nothing has been heard of them since.
Brown.
We shall have something further to
The British ship Mercy, i'rom
Honduras,
say upon tliis institution next week.
went ashore two hundred miles north of
Key
West. Two of her crew bad been picked up
Mechanics’ Assemblies.—The managers
in a dying condition.
The captain and crew
of these popular assemblies for several years •had taken to the boats and to rafts.
Nothing
had been heard of them when the Livingston
past, are making arrangements for a course the left
West.
Key
ensuing winter.

,,

E-

!

New York, Nov. 3.
A special meeting of the Health Commissioners \/ns held at noon to-day in consequence of tile reported presence of the cholera
The Committee appointed at the last meeting to draft a memorial, reported one, asking
the General Government for the use of lands
at Sandy Hook for quarantine
purpose, and
represent the necessity of a rigid quaratine in
the several ports of the
country to guard
against the introduction of the cholera, and
that the authorities of New York are without
a proper place to establish a
quarantine to meet
the anticipated emergency.
In this dilemma
they earnestly request the General Governto
ment
grant, for a tempory quarantine
ground, so much of the land as may be nccesnow
owned
sary,
by the Government at Sandy
Hook, in the lower Bay. The memorial was
adopted.
Drs. o ay res and Anderson and
Maj. Cleaveland were appointed a committee to
proceed

Miscellaneous.

Rescue of More of the Republic’s Crete-IHs-

scribers.
Mr. F. C. Ring will sell but ten lots at this
ilr. J. D. F. Lannier, the well known banker
low figure. To those who wish to purchase a to vi ashmgton to lay the matter before the of New York, who recently returned from
house lot, at Woodford’s Corut r, now is your Government.
Europe, whither he went some time ago on a
I he skip Rhine, from
had no' confidential mission for the government in
lime. These lots cannot be had next spring
London,
cases of it on board of her.
connection with the National finances, yesterfox any such price.
It appears that the
had an interview with the President and
passengers on board the day
steamer
Atlanta are Germans, the most of Secretary of the Treasury, to whom he sub“Maple Grove” commands a line view of
whom
a verbal
mitted
were taken on board at
report of his mission. Mr.
Portland, Ca-co Bay, the Islands, &c. These
London; but
those having the cholera
Lannier everywhere found the best of feeling
among them were
have fine, large maple trees on each lot
It
taken on board at Havre.
prevailing in financial circles in relation to the
1 he number of deaths
United States, particularly on the Continent,
up to 3 o’clock this
Divorces.—In the Supreme Judicial Court afternoon has
been nineteen, and there are and great confidence in our public securities.
yesterday, in the case of George H. Pray, libel- over twenty cases on board.
The President has appointed J. T. Miller
The Express heads its columns with the adCollector of Customs at San Francisco, vice
lant, vs. Sarah Ellen Pray, Judge Davis grantvice:
Clean up the Cur!” “Clean up Charles Jamc3.
ed a divorce on the ground of adultery of the
the Channel House!”
•It says “the new3
wiie. N. Webb, Esq., for libellant
ol the Asiatic cholera
From Mississippi.
being hi our harbor has
In the case of Anna E. Seavey, libellant, vs.. j; naturally created intense excitement in this
Jackson, Miss., Nov. 3.
"nd
it is feared it will cause a
A bill to abolish the special court of equity,
George Seavey, a divorce was also granted on j.
general dcof business.
It is, however, unwise, established by Provisional Governor Sharkey,
the ground of desertion by the husband; and pression
the House over the Governor's veto,
j il not dangerous, for any one to give way to
custody of the minor child was granted the the pestilential panic at present, as every effort passed
and will pass the Senate.
is being made to confine it to its
mother. J. H. Williams, Esq., for libellant.
A difficulty of some duration had occured
|
present localI tyf in the lower bay.
between Capt. Peck, Provost Marshal of the
This morning the health officers hail the Freedmen’s Bureau of
Warning to Boys.—There is a gang of ;
Copiah County, Miss.,
steamer, bearing the appropriate name and Col. Drury Brown, Sheriff of the County,
boys in this city who have been id the habit : hospital
of “Florence
to
sent
the
Atlanta
in
which
Gov.
and
j
the civil courts inNightingale,”
Sharkey
of defacing buildings and door steps and ring- i
for the purpose of taking o2 those id of the tervened.
Peck was sent to jail by the
Capt.
of
houses.
the
bells
Three
of
dwelling
ing
cholera on board.
They will then receive court. lie applied to Gen. Osterhaus, who
these boy3 were caught by officer Gerts and
every care and attention.
sent back the negro troops to the county,
No communication whatever is allowed with from which they had been
taken before the Municipal Court yesterday.
withdrawn, and
the steamer Atlanta, and the
who
they took possession of the jail and released
They were let off with linos of three dollars have not been victims to the passengers
disease remain
Capt Peck. The county was then placed nueach and costs, but Judge Kingsbury warned
on board until the grounds needed on
Sandy des close military surveillance.
them that upon a repitition of the offense he Hook are obtained from the Government,
when they will be sent there.
should send them to the Reform School.
New Orleans Market•

Laundry.—Mr. C. Parker has established
y

Stringent Sanitary Mea8ures Galled for.

Three Formes Bboth-

by the

EXCITEMENT IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK:

paid up.

ER3.—This entertainment will take place at
ity Hall on Tuesday evening, and promises to

By

GREAT

Gorham and William
lads of 10 and 12 years, were fined three

Cloaks—li. F. Hamilton
Brown’s Commercial Coil(‘ge—R. N. Brown.

on

--

dollars each and costs tor defacing the premises of John Ayers on Centre Street.
Hyde

advertisement column.
Valuable Real Estate for Sale-P. H. Ingraham.
Cemetery Lot for Sale.
new

Lecture

New York Harbor.
j The Cholera in
!

Michael Hjde, Martin

COLUMN.
I. A. It. A—Annual Meeting.

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

fine and costs.

89,94.

Saturday.

SPECIAL NOTICE

Jewelry—Bryan Bros. &

BY

■

^ Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an
early hour tn the day.

o

MUNlOIPAIi OOUBT, NOV. 3.
Arthur Cash, for larceny of a buffalo robe
from A. F. Hannaford of Cape Elizabeth, paid

fron.%oVlnk A. M

to 12 II ; irom

•^rM^P^Outheeveulug.
Consultation

SJ,

tree.

__^

~Ladies’
TNOR

|

$1.53-

Nov »—dSw*

Under-Vents

Also nice

Engllsh^V=tMnr S2.30,
No. 13 Market

Square,

y

For Sale and to

Poelry.

IS THE PLEAS AST VILLAGE

BY EDWARD BUTLER.

Lord!

me,

gathering o’er

is

night

Tbo

>

■5^]argo garde;
recommended.
Enquire on tha

iiom

tread;
Be thou my guide—Wnom haWHSLbfit Thee only,
For all my comrades one by
cmfify tied.
Stay with me, Lord! My fitful heart is turning
Back from the flinty road tliat 1 should go.
Ana round me traitor lights are ever burning,

Stay with
ing,

Lord!

me,

O let

woe.

speak-

on

Methiuks

I

WOODEN HOUSE, on the same lot. Lot ccntains
4500 feet. Inquire of
JOUST C. PROCTER.
Portland, Oct. 26—d3w

fair battlements arise,
the jeweled gates hear softly stream

see

through

i S
The songs of happy

souls

aTarmIfor

Paradise.

in

quire

of

For Sale.
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containin' 20
Also a two-story
rooms; cenir Ily located.

A

the distance gleam-

Faint in

Lord!

me,

L

JOtlJY C. PROCTER. Lime Street.
OH 26—d3w

me, Lord! I hear the river flowing,
An 1 b.-u icier at its water’s chilling roar;
Leave nic not now, but still uphold my going,
And b-ac mo wiJi Thee to tne further shore.

Stay with
ing

with me, Lord! The very humblest mansion,
whence I may see afar Thy blessed face.
Will be sufficient for my soul’s expansion
Within Thy heaven the very lowest

Or Exchange for

iv

Y.

City Property ;

Situated

place!
Independent.

The celebrated David Crockett, on visiting
menagerie, was comparing the countenance
oi a monkey to that of one oi his fellow-members or Congress. Tinning be saw the gentleman had overheard his emarks; so, to make
matters plea ant, be said. “I don't know which
to apologize to, you or the monkey.”
a

in

ot

one

the most

flourishing Towns in Cumberland
County; contains between forty and
fifty acre3 of excellent land, good
—r yS Buildings, good
Orchard, &c., &c.
y.
Persons wishing to purchase, or
having City property to exchange, would do well to inquire ol the subscriber for particulars, and get a
description of said
firm, before looking elsewhere. A good bargain
guaranteed if sold within thirty days.
C. A. HENNAED,
45 Green Street, Portland, Maine.
Oct 27—eod2w*
For Sale.
The two-story house and lot corner oi LinStreets, containing twelve
^..• coln and ItMayo
is finished for two families, with
JjjjfLLrooins.
abundance of hard and soft water. Lot 35 by 70. It
Is pleasantly situated and in
gcod repair. Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct

hew perfume
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

2i—dtt

'/'•I

-»•

owner

ELBEIDGE WEBSTER,
At Gorham Seminary.
dlw*

November 3,1865.

Middle St.

141

to Let!

Storage
Enquire

E. E. ITHAM & SON.

Sale.

The Schooner SPLENDID, fifty-eight
tons burthen, well found, Sans, Rigging,
Chains and Anchors nearly new.
For terms, &c., enquire of
SAMPSON
CONANT,
ioo5—d3w#
Commercial Wharf.

nFor
ii

**5!’“?
ordtJ the owner whenever the
of said
piece of goods shall substantiate his

^

cla,m

thereto,nov2
One

Hundred

Wanted

Immediately.

DEERING, MILLIKEN

& 00

,

58- and GO Middle St.

..

Sept 16—d&wtf

OK THE BLAKCHARD

bly

rewarded.

mad
it

Rcnutifni

twite*

it*

Flower

from

nnntp,

Manufactured only by PH A I,0?V & SON.

tdP Beware
Asli

ROAD,

of Counterfeits.

The Buildings axe u
Xwc-story Dwelling
with good Carriage House, B .rn and Wood

in Good Repair.
For further information inquire of
Mr. E. A. I-EKLEY,
On the Premises; or to tkc Subscriber at

Portland,

oct7dtf

J ulyl—eodGm

TAYLOR & CO., Temple St.

H. L.

Wanted.

Reward!

fro n the subscribers, Oct. 24, 18G5, at
West Minot. One Black Mare, 6 years old, weighs
from SfiO to 900 lbs, has about 2 inches below the right
ear a white spot the size tf a silver dollar; a sccondr
hand Harness, silver mounted; a Wagon oi Miller &
Trull’s make, Lyndon. Vt., newly painted black and
with red, with one more stripe
varnished* and
on the off hub than on the near, and two cushions on
the seat, el ptic springs, the
one having been
partially broken. Also a Suver-Plated Harness,
eveiy buckle of wbicbgs silver-plated,the strap across
the forehead of a light blue color, and the cross straps
on the nose filled with nails.
The wagon contained a
Sleigh Robe made from a woman’s shawl, stuffed
with batting, and the edges fringed.
Whoever will return said property, or give infer
mafcion where t may be found, to the subscribers at
Ox old, Maine, shall be suitably rewarded; and whoever will secure the
thief, cr thieves, and return the
property, shall receive One Hundred Dollars Reward !
31—dlw

a

PROVED, from the moat ample experiHAVE
outire success; simple—Ihuinpt—Ellieuee,
an

c‘eiit, and Reliable. They are tbe only Medicines
perfectly adaji oil to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in
using; them; so harmless
as tu bo froe from
(lunger, and so efficient as to bo always reliable. They have raised the highest com-,
meudation from all, and will al waj slender satisiac

tiun.

No

1
*3
3
'*
4
5
6
1
7
8
9
10
‘I I
4
12
13

J*

!'l
15

Cts
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
i25
25
25
25
Saft
Erysipelas Eruptions, 25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
25
Fever and A<jue, Chill Fever, Aims,
60
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50
Ophthulmy, and sore or weak 03'eB,
5o
Catarrh acute or chronic.
60
4
If hoopiny-Couijh, violent Influenza,
60
Coughs.
Asthma, oppressed* Breathing,
50
Kar Discl,arJesi impaired
Hearing, 60
Scrofula 01.larged Clauds, Swellings, 50
General Debility Physical
Weakness, 50
Dropsy and scanty Becrotious
50
Sru-SicJcness. sickness lrom
60
riding,
A idney Disease, liravel,
5(1
im Nervous Debility Seminal
Emissions.
in voluntary
1 Of
Discharges,
Sere Mouth, Cankdr.
50
Ur*nttra Incontinence,
60
wetting bed,
Painful Periods, even with SpasinB
5u
Sufferings at Chan jc of Life,
1 00
Epilepsy, Bpasrnw, Bt. Vitus' Dance, 1 00
Diphtheria ulcerated Bore Throat,
50

Cures Fevers, Congestion,
Inflainations,
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
Cryinj-CoUo or Tee liinz of infants,
*•
Diurraa of children or adults
Dysentery, Uriping Billious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Couyhs, Colds, Bruuchitis,
Neuralyiu Toothache, Fuceache,
Headaches, Bick-lioadache. Vertigo,
DyspeSta, Billious BU.iuach,
Suppressed or paiuful Periods,
Whiles, too profuse Periods,
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing.

/ 16
*t7
IS

<*>?
20
~l
tl
n

7%

'«<

~

21
25

*

t\

**

«»

27
28
29
3®
31
32
33
34

others, would offer for sale the desirable Real Estate
si'uated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 f-et front on Spring Street, and
running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried -dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
and
families,
being in a good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to the nndersi^ned
at 498 G'ougrea* Street,
octlidtf
JOHN J. W. REEVES.

THE

$10 00
6 00
5 00
3 00

A*

MEDICINE

REPRODUCTOR.

Please Read the

Portland,

Me.

Iteproductor

for seyyean past, and
have been perfectly
satisfied wiui
it.—
While it is entirely

free from the objec
tionabJe qualities if
i preparations of that
f t iud, I believe it to be
capable ol doing: all
tor the scalp and hair
=

that

can

pairs.

reasonably

expected from any
applications to those
JLUJL>>ViU, M. 1).,
e

U-cinUJIJN-L.it

Congress Square.
Portland, May 17th,

1865.

Mr. Johnson:—Sir—I commenced using your Reproducer last February, my head being almost bald.

I have used but one bottle and now have a healthful,
thick bead of hair which does not foil off. and is in as
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head of hair for me where I had
aim
none, 1 am glad to add my testimony to its ex-

cellence

as a

remedy.

oc6dtf

astonishment

off h«tpr^itS'1Citor’
has entirely
falling 13!
cea»e:l, and she now has
am ready in thin imnnpr ti
fy to its value, or we are wOUnidn
aui 40

li2a i of liaii, and I

our

Reproducer.

WILLIAM CHASE
Cor. St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke
Streets.

Portland, May 16, isos
I have used aurl 6hall continue to use Johnson’b
Reproducer, which I have found to be a splendid
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps the scalp
perfectly clean and tree from dandruff.

S. H. DOTEN.
No. 12 Spring Street.
Manufactured and sold by HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 50, 75 cents and $1. Sent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount
by the

quantity.

septl8eod8w*

For Sale.

HE

tC

Machinery,

CIRCULAR SAW Mima•
Planers; Jig cr and ScrAi

fSt«r.0^£?"e°tworth

Jointing ami ManAJnl *?' S’, Ij01’ BowderWooJ Turning Lathes; \Va® A^'aery; ?afl *"d
Mill

Ke;,

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Fossestion given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

THE
son

Sept 27—dlf

and^rist
atC^”s0VCMftChlner?C1Ub0
Nov

2—dl.'tvlw_Bar re.

Mass.

AT

of Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DU.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. F. DOW, coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1665.
dtf

ton,

or

., oil

more,

on

vorv tavor

i/carb,,ro

—

Oct 25,1865.—eod5w*

S.mrr.
Sts, 50

137

Assets $576,000

M

bS^&WS&SSSS?aDd
Apply W, j1 Middle St.
to

37

$360,000

Leave

Brunswick,
Oak Hill,
Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

Branch,

gS:;:

Estate, on the

Real

State and Danforlh

this Office.

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, Ac.
Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

residence
Cane Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
in

one

stories, containing

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuddiugs. The lot contains 00.00.) feot, and for beauty oi location is unsurpassed in this ricinty.
term easy.
F’or particulars enquire at
t£t>S CouurtsH St..
July2jJtf
Portland, Me.

For Sale or to Let.
HE new French
Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
T road, opposite
Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

fourteen rooms, with about
is unsurpassed on the

seven acres

Cape.
A.

of

land.

Enquire of

INSURANCE,

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

Commercial Street.

over

llo and 112

Federal st

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin

streets.

Lease for

or

term of Years.

a

Store and Wharf now occupied hy Charles
H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a two story building thoroon, 20
by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6j Union Wliart.

THE

S

House Lots for Sale.

di—t.

TnmiwSx
land

fin®ly located House

*

walk

Sr£e

Lots in Cape Elizirom the Cape Bridge

N
wWE*
,pERRY, at the SherifiPsOffiee, Portere a plan
be
Elizabeth lots

o!ls ,fn<l

^ape

may

mayl3tf

Lirrginj;

139. Commercial St*

Insurance

Against

Accidents!

Trinidad
QH IIHDS.
017 SUGAR,

Sugar

lor sale

Comp'y,

The publ’c ar invited to inspect our Rooms where
information in regard to Insurance will be given

all

freely.

joiin e. now & sons,
nov3tf

and Molasses.

OAA BOXES Yellow Sugar;
75 hogsheads “Remedios” Muscovado
Molasses;
20 hogsheads “Cienfuegos” Muscovado
Molasses;
For sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,

and Butter.

Life Insurance

To Rent.
large Fumishod Rooms, centrally located in
TWO
a private family.
Good reference required
Apply to W, 3Tj Middle St.
ocHdtt
For Sale.

Count. rights for sale in a light fancy
One of the best thing's
g

business.
t)!T market.
™uf?ct,uri22
the
Small ca ital

required.

2,—(ltfR°0m 3 N°'30 “Ic!iallt’e St.
Boat-House

T“Se Inq“1Remt'H0UE°

TALBOT,

.-Surveyor
rrmi-

octisdtr

I

or

of

TO

Life* Teu Year XonForfeiture, and Ten Year Non-Forfeiture Endowment Plans.

G. W.

_

W.

SMITH,

Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

Yellow Corn and Flour.

And

Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
“Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
from Baltimore, now landing and

50 Bbls.
Cargo Sch. “Aid,”
for sale by

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
■k* B.—In store 500 bushels "White Com per sch.
Convoy from Norfolk. Ya.
oc19tt&s
T

are

when the Premium is paid in cash,
year,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment- of each renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in
four
or five years, or “on vote of the Directors” are obvious.
No other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

FEET Hackmetack, Plank
*J
and Flat Timber for Sale by
C. S» CLAR K* Agent St. Francis* Mills.
Oct. 17,1865.—dlmia
Smith’s Wharf.

FLOUR!

LARGE assortment ni all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
B. HAMBLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.

A

Scotch Canvas,

Sale,

benj. knight,
Atlantic Wham

CO.,

bath, me.

200
Delivered

ernment, contract
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
in Portland or Boston,

Bath, April 20, 1863.

m

train from Boston.
leave Bangor every

D.

per s'eamer Regulator.

“-A.

for

4]
w
v
I AJma
Works,
Arbroath.

Wi

Maine.

1 y

”

E.
90

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

Tickets.

Through

Life Insurance

OIL

REGIONS of

Naw

g^y^WNp-YonK Pennsylvania, Ohio, and *11
pans ol the West, via the Ekib Kail way, for pale
at the lowest rates, at the Union Ticket Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
mirl3d&w:stf
D UTILE, Agent.

Co.

ever

Equitable

United

(Accumulated
Considerations

for

in Six

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES

especially forbidden in the directions which
pany each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

LYON, M. D.

accom-

Sold by

CO., Gen9! Agents,
For U. 8. and Canada.

Coe’s

Cough

Balsam!

No Medicine ever known will

Iusnring in

the

on all regular Life
Policies
fixed dates.
Second.—-All Endowment Policies dec ared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount.
Thi .id.—Its cash income is greater than lhatoi
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Foubtu.—No other company ever organized cither in Europe or America, has experienced such extraordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits arc divided among the
insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts is
less than that ot any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of p\ emiums aro as low as
those of any other first class company.
references.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B. nALL, Agent.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day lormed a copartners1' ip under the style ot
S. K. JACKSON & SON.

THE

lor the purpose ofdoing a general COAL BUSINESS
it Sawyer’s Whari, fbot of High S.reet.

JACKSON,

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Portland, June 12,1865-tf

Copartnership.
copartnership un-

DEXTER.

at

Dollars !

Goughs, Golds, Croup, Asthma,
OR RELIKVB

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH !
quick

niHE

v—

1

troubled with emissions

men

in

sleep,—a

whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail suen cases yield to the proper aud only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,

again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in auch cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organa.
Perseus, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do sd oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland, Me
53P* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
LADIES.

THE

TO

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. So. 5
Temple Street, which they will And arranged for theil

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

as

Young

complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol

as

especial accommodation.
t>r. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled hi eAcacy ami superior virtue Id regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will Bud it invaluatile in all cases of ob
structifms after all other remedies have Uen tried In
It is
vegetable, containing nothing In
vain.
the blast injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at ail rimes.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DU. HUGHES,
bv addressing
'tio. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle), Portland.

purely

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
It docs not dry up a cough, hut loosens it so that the
patient can expect rato freely. It is within
the reach of all, tho

Being Only 35 Cents

! I

one of theh
In constant attend

U. B.— Ladies desiring may consult
own sex-

A

lady of experience

janU8Md*wly

the great

C.G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

New

no

sueh Word

Je€j±

as

5

Cubebs and
and

In the

Tarrant’s

1

WHITE PINE

£

COMPOTJND,
uuu'y,
Is*tiow ottered to the afflicted throughout the
after having been proved by the tost of eleven years,
to the New England States, where its merits have
l>ecome as well *i»own as the tree from which, in part,
it derives Its virtues.
..

Copaiba,

Speedy

Cure for all di

ot

use

W- POLAND'S *

•

Fail.”

1ST T?

Enpland Remedy.,

Dr. J.

eod&wlyr

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

TIIE

CURES
Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections

Sore

Compound

Extract

Cop nibs

qf

Cubebs and

therei8 no need of confinement or change of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i- entirely taFteIobb an*t causes no an pleas ntseneaion to tho p*.
tient. aniVno «xp*>sure
It fa dow »c>nowlrdged bv
tne mort learned in the profession that in the above
class of diseases, Cubcbs and Copaiba are the onlv
two remedies known that can bo relied u\ on with
any oortaioty or suooeas.

JV EV ER

FA IL S.

only by
A CO.
278 Greenwich 8*., New
Sold by DruggietB all over the World.

gene rail v. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,Difficulty of Voiding Urine, Bleedfrom the
Kulnevs and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaftiU.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it yon would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sftro.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

ally.

Manufactured

PERKINS,

J. W.

TAR RA MV

*

York

^

PHILLIPS,*

W. F.

dir

H. H. HAT,
»

Wo are prepared to issue policies on DweUing
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

General
Oct

-j-

MARINE INSURANCE.

Whit:£ Lead.

palate, cause no pain,
require increase ol dose, do

to the

Marine Insurance

on

FREIGHTS,

TAKEN

POLICIES.

The

give us

a

HULLS, CARGOES, and

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
public wiU find it for their interest

call.

act
not
females
and
childexhaust,
elderly persons,
Two taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
the bowels qnce the next morning.
in all cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
a
of
cure
for
all
the
Dyspepsia,
promise
symptoms
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitsuch as
ting of loou, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Compliant. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
are so compact anti inotlorous
ichat they need, as
hat they may be earned in the vest pocket. Trice to
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremout
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
July4dly
enclosing 80 cents.

PLEASANT
promptly,for

never

ana

Atlantic V life

As an indication of liow this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
far behind the Internationa! in point c’f patrona e in
tills City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the1 real merits
and s illful management oi this steiiing c srporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CEIVED MORE

HINE,

Secretary.

John TV. Monger <® Co.,
Agents.

Great
FOR

Inducements

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the \Y est End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorih, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, th'.y will advance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qfb adding, on
completion qf the house. From parties wt o build im-

THE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine

to ten

M., at the office of the subscribers, where plaiiB
may be seen, and full particulars obt ain ed.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
A.

Portland, May 3,

may4tf

1863.

HAY PRESS!!-The Side-PowThis machine is
er HAY and COTTON PUESS.
portable and easily set up iu a com’mon barn floor;
80
cubic
will press one ton of hay into
feet in 30 minutes; no beating, rolling or treading; no injury to
in. by (44 in.
the hay; size of bale 20 in. by
No
The invention is
other machine can press as cheap.
one of those “happy hil s’’ acknowledged to be just

tlio

PRFSSI

thing.

Model and Bale of

Blake & Jones’. Commercial P,t.
Address STEPHEN J. A US TIN,
Oct 21—eodlm

MECHANICS’ HALL.
arranged fr,r Concerts, Lectures, Exhibitions, LeTees. Sc., may be obtained on applicato
tion
KICHAJM) COLE, Superintendent,
iunelftdtf
No. 3 Tolman l'lacc.

WELL

THE

of New Y

Jr,

Manufacturers of PU .E WHITE

they

LEAD. Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-m. crs’

Lead,

Oil,

.ED LEAD,

Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled
I

a by

n km

!

muu

be convinced ol

and Refined.

thtir enperion-

o/*tevery*biug e'se of .tbe kir d ever tfl‘< ved to
the public t* r Bronchitis, Coughs Colds, Hoarse-

tv

ness Sore Throat. Ca arrh
ous reatimouia b irom tne

For sale

by Druggists

and

miner, za
NumerClergv, and others, accompanying each box. For sale by th« prinn;paJ
ma\27oodtf
Druggists throughout the city.

generally,

and

General

ing invigorate, strengthen

stops

luxuriant
sult.
will

growth is

the

re-

Ladies and Children
appreciate the delightfragrance and rich,

ful
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
^old by oil

Draggiste.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N.

Y.

Sept 27, 1866—d&w6m

Notice.
ALVAH I.IBBEY, who hat had the" §olo
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and

MR.

WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the Justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
CO., 171
at the store of Means. O. H. STUART
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those in want of furnaces, and receive their orders.
He attends personally to
jbp.EV.
Portland, Aug 21,1866.

Furi^ev1J,jJk|

'aag22d3m

busiwishing to engage in a profitable
at the American
ness1 by calling for Agent
Portland.M»!ne,
O. Box 6C2.
profitable agency. *>r ome of
you CM
the most popular works out.
Oct 2ft, lfltfi-dgw*
those

E oTr’l-hlrcalngP.
obtain amolt

Co.,

Sc

Agents,

J.

W. SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WKSTIRN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to thipptog hy
qn'ckwt
and cheapest routes.
No. IRV South Water St.,
P.

O. Box 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

Rtfertncts— Messrs. 8. G. Bawdlear

8 Co; MaynSons: II. & W. Chicken' *: O. H. Camm'nga
Cbas. 11. Stone; tlaliett, Iravii k Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon F-o, President N'ewt n National Bank,
Nowtnn.Masa: C. B Coffin. Esq. N.T.City trb'JWlT
ard &
A Co;

Bonds—Andros-

Third Mortgage

coggin B. B. Co.
of the

Third Mortgage
THE
road Company toT-th May
A
been i
■zed

An.lroecoggtn

new corporation
reclosed.
thereon, caUed the tab and

I.m

ltail-

a“

wen o‘-an

roadCompany. Holder*ofUomUaiidi*cored bv said mortgage, are
Per land,
sont them to the

»,%rfber»thl«^ln

oi owes in uie LtvKu

an*l roroive therefor CtHUCMIt
Railroad Company, in
and
with the Statute.

^Farmington

accordance

JAB£Z c WOODMAN,
ami Farmington Ratooad Co.
/reaanror of the Leeds
aep28«Uw6w
Sept "8,1863.
For Sale

Special

Dealers

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dressand lengthen the hair. Th eg
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair
falling, and

Sc

by

ROBERT COLGATE

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Hay

may be seen at
Sent! lor Circular.
Portland, Me.

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Oppression

York Estimate of the International*

HAY

State of Maine*

lor

Agenli
5—d&w3m

RATES.

Farm and Stock tor Sale.
subscriber offers Scr sale his form, situated
take
this
in
method
their
to irdorm
undersigned
Gray, one mile and a halfftom the corner. It
c mt&im about 67 act es of land, divided *into tillage,
customers and the public generally that they haves
0:1 it a story and a
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No# 5 Washpasture and wood laud. It l has
new Bakery. N03. G and 8 Union
naif house, well finished, an in good '•'pair, togethington Street to their
wiR
other
be
to
and
usual
see
all
tbeir
old'
er with barn
pleased
out-bciiuings. TWere
Street, where they
Is a mill privilege on the farm, with a good supply ol
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to
wnter.
give us a cadi.
*
R. W. SMARDON,
He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two cows, two
R. S. SCAM MAN,
ho; ses, and ether stock. Terms liberal. Enquire on
S. E. SMARDON.
the premises.
GEO. DOLLY.
August 16—dti
Gray, Sept. IB, lg«P~e<HlAw3in

RE3IOVA L

And having purchase.? the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BCSINE S at the old stan d, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING.
J. D. DEXTER.
1865.
22,
Portland, Sept.

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Lostf of Beauty
and Complexion.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

oit6illy

Equi-

Of'sMASpy.

SEEK FOR XV AKT.DOTE
and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

euro

may ft 65

Society

Years.)

Fibst.—Premiums

cease

Portland, July 18, 1865—dtt

Mr. D. D. CHASE, so long and favorably known
Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new Arm
sep29 ’65 tf

States.

table Life Assurance Society.

SPARROW, State Agt.

&

the

Assets,—§1,500,000.00.

LESS to insure

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

and firm of

For all Female

Tarrant’s Compound Extract nf Cubebs and

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me#

WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.
GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

Those who really wish to know all the
facts, vitally
important to their oven interest» before paving out
their money, are invited to call at this oflici wbcic
every facility is cheevlully offered to understand the
whole subject.

name

organ-^

(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, I860,)

Comparisons will Confirm tkesa Pacts.

KING

Powders !

or

and is safe to u:e at all times

ration.

OLIVER A.

Life Assurance

Of

Because it is paying back to its
members larger
Dividends, and
more of them, than
any other Co.
in the United States.

der the
THE

Pills

any

Copaiba

C. C.

THE

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excesa ol any kind,
whether ft be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malQrer-years,

Kinneys and Ur in a* i*+g>
either in the wal* or female, frequently perlorr.,:ty
a perfect cure in the short spaoo of three or
oil
dayB, aud ciwavs in loss time than any oil er prepa-

-OF-

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

a

Better than

a Sure, Certain,
es of tne Bladder

Original Capital

CHARLES TAYLbR, Peksident.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pbesidknt.

undersigned have formed

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

T8

Jau’y 19 1865*

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST; LIFE INSURANCE.

R.

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

in.

$1,204,188,10

New

PBINDLE, Agent,

August 10—dCm

BENEFIT

paid

Office,

53P* Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
FLOWERS.
| WM.
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
276 Broadway, NewYork. |

For tho

lS.

SCIENTIFICALLY

T A. R

Surplus, 201,188,10

to

90 Exchange Street.

JAS.

s e

costs

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY,.

August 31,1605.

CASH CAPITAL,

Railway.

General Western Ticket

THE-

MUTUAL

Lyon’s Periodical Drops!

“There Is

One Million

physician,

IV. F. PHILLIPS if CO J. W. PERKINS if CO.,
and //. II HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
this Continent, with an

physician,

and is for f ale by all Druggists.

INSURANCE COMFY

on

with

CAUTION TO TUB PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person, must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
their efficacy established
by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
whose
preparatory studies fits lum for all tl.e duties he must
thlnll; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be tlie best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. Th# un
fortunate should be pauticulau in selecting Ids
as It is a lamentable
yet incontrovertabfe fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
tor it is a point generally conceded by the Vest syphllographers, that the study and management of those
compiaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
hiiusoll acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases makan indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

The Pains

INTERNATIONAL

Till*

private]?, and

cose.

ance.

furnished.

APPLY TO THE

THOSE WHO

-IN

to the

ap£2dtf

all needful information cheerfully

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

REASONS

c t

Uaven, Conn.

If CO. and J. IY.
Portland, Me.

Price

RATES OF FARE,

Trunk

WHY

New

Wharf.

A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 1382—dti

all

bo consulted

call

ing

CO., Proprietors,

//. H. HAY, H' F PHILLIPS
PFHKlns t, CO., Agents,

On and after June 1, the lare bePortland and Bangor will l-e
$3.00; Rockland $^.00: ether landings on the River reduced in pro-

$i;oo 0,000

he

utnio.~t conbdonce by lb« afflletiKl at illi
ailv, and horn 8 A. &1. to 9 p. M.
Dr. II. addresses those who are suherlng under th»
afflicliou oi private di>*aacs, whether ariring fr.
impure connection or the terrible vice of seli-abuo
Devoting LIs entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he leels warranted In (JI; Anil A.\1 EEIA'O A CUBE IN ALL CASES, Whether of iono
standing or recently contracted, entirely rwnovluu
the diet"! of disease h™11 the system, and makim; 5
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
11c would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
ti»ct of his long standing und well-earned leputut:.,,,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sue-

opportunity

tween

LITTLE

G-rand Trunk

8. II. MeALPINE,

TWO

C. G. CLARK &

Monday and

a 6o’elo«k, touching at Rockland,.Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Hauidon, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on tvc Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Bni road at the Depots in
Boston, Salem,
and
a' ply to
A. SOMEJt It}', Agent,
At Office on the
27th, 1865.—dtf

trial

Druggists c very where.

THE

Passage Tickets for California, by the O’d Lire
Mail Steamers end Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this office.
March 20,1S65.
marSOd&wtf

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.

BY-

JAMBS T. PATTEN &

Customs.

m.
M.

Railway Ticket Office, 31_Exchange Street, up staiis.)
W. D. LITTLE, Ag«nt.

new insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company.
Information from official
sources for the past or precedii g year
cheerfully

FOB

AAA
v/«»yj V y-r

SALE

8 10 a
1 45 P.

Forman*!

intending to effect

WARREN

IIa c kn i e ta c k.

-FOR

p

Returning will

Tewellsrs will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through TieketM at the

Dividends of this Company
exactly what
THE
they appear to he, being payable at the close of
each
in cash

m

FLOUR!

On and after Monday, Oct. 30th,
tlie new and fast-going Steamer
‘•REGULATOR,** Capt. W H
Moweu, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Cortland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connect-

IS

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Aug. 20—dly

8obl by

one

J. IV. PERKINS if CO., W V. PHILLIPS if CO.,
and II. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

ARRANGEMENT!

Thursday Morning

SUFEFEIXO,

Dollar per bottle.

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit. Ml waukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, fit. Paul, LaCrosje, Green Bay,
Quinoy, tit. LtuD, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
%c. an>l « prepared to iuniish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
in tlie loyal .States end the (ananas, at the

CLAIM!

The necessary result Is, it
BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEAL- J
3500
In it than
any other.
200

__

FALL

ized

Bottled.

Slate Agent

THAT ARE

WoDes of y'Ul ifyou areslck. to make just
of it. Price One

A

Passports required.
F reight received on days cf sailing un»fl 4 o'clock
P- *»■
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Portland, March 20.1865.
mch21ti

Portland, Oct

on

A

once.

Ur the
hours

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

IIOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE 1

On and aftor Monday, March 27 the
Steamer New York,Capt H W Chis-holm, wiii leave Railroad Wharf, loot of Stat* St,
-very Mown ay at 6 o'clock p. u ; and the 8teamer
Naw IS sums wick, Capt E B. Winchester, will leave
Thursday at5 o'clock p.m, for E&stportand
every
3t. John.
Returning will leave fit. John every Monday aad
Thursdays at 8 a. Mr lor Edstport, Portland and
Bos- on.
At Ea-tyorf the 8teamer “Queen” will connect
for St. Andrews, RohinsTon and Calais,with the New
Brnswick and Canada Railway for Woodsiock and
tlouiton stations.
8 age Coaches a-so connect at
S»8lport lor Machias and intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor wdloonnect, for
Wind or, Digby and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederio ami the 8t John River.
Through tickets
procured of the amenta or the olerk on board. No

Important to Travelers

A. D. 1850.

Promptly

TOV

^

«

West, South, North-West and the uanadas.
Policies Issued

August 5—d3m

lor Sale.
Main Wharf, is fot

CHAS. J.

Oct 13-dtf

HARTFORD,

his ever used it

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

CONN.

C. WALKLEY, President.

"

in
In

OAK
Gompany,

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

BBLS. FaH and Winter Apples.
OUU 100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and lor sale by

tor Sale.

Sails nnii Blocks 01 tb<

No. 1 Portland Pier.

QAA
A

Calais and

Go.

restores to

a

COMPOUND NX TRACT Of

SHOULD IHSURE THEIR LIVES

For Sale.

-\ ^AA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, lor sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24-dtf

Oct. 20.—dti

Eastport,

Steamship

DEBIL-

dition a disordered stomach enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange of distress Trorn it.
It is the most wonderfu. remedy and
in its action, ever known to the
tUe“l03iWo speedy
worm
one will do without it in the house that

Lawrence
Lynn
For Freight or Passage

Th* Company are not responsible for baggago to
any amount exceeding $30 in value (and that personal) unless .oticc is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng
for every $60 additional value.
C. J BIIYDGFS, Manaijiny Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2d3t
Portland, Nov. I, 1863

CHARTER

Oct 30—d3w*

Apples

International

TRAINS.

Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewi?ton and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

I 1ST S TJ R E

MUSCOVADO

344 HMs. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
42 Tcs.Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing and for sal© by
11. Id AT ON,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

Sugar

freight or wusage apply to
EMERY ft FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland,
ii. 3. GliOil
ELL 3c CO., No. 86 West Street *
s’ow York.
Mav 29, 18T>6.
^f

GENERAL

ITY.
'n e
instanoe regulates and
rr(v
co
healthy

Seais exfra

•cave
Per

the Stomach
permanent cure for

sovereign

are

ing with the 3

On and after Monday, Nov. 6*A,1865,
^lftp^igBMtrains will run asfulknvs
Train
for South Paris, Lewiston and
Morning
Auburn at 7 33 A M.
Mail Train for YVaterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Moutro 1 and Qucb oat 110 p m
This train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto,
Detroitand Chicago. Seeping Cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Mon1 real.
No Baggage can be received or chocked after the
time above stated.

given.

& Molasses.

CHOICE

r0Btf

BOWELS!

Cholera Morbus,
£ ick li eadacho
I>; sontery,
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague
Hear tburn,
Colic Fains,

requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early an 3 P. M. on the
day that they
Portland.

ini'aLTB^gn

crease

B0XES.

the Portland Kindling Wood
352 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 25— d2w*

av^rk

RAILWAY,

OP

and leave l’,er
WEDNESDAY

k|

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

reliable Companies.

In tlie most

Those

FOR SALE.

Oct. 20.—dim

House Lots.

House Lots, comprising 45,000 ibet oi
Laud, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. for
sale by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Portland, April 26, 1865.—dtf

To Let

&C.,

LYNCH,

By

Tm’n»vl’.M

Canada.

ALTERATION

LOWEST

LARD,

300 CHEAP DEY G00DS

n a

and BAIL! LI) A Y, at 4 o cioox‘-very
B. M
Those vc.sr.oiB arc- fitted up wtb fine
accommodations tor passovyers
maku,-, this th. moat speedy,
b 8
lbr travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Pa save in
««.00. Cabin passage *5 00.
«oodstorwardodby th.s line to and from MonBath’ AB*“ta. Eastpori and

portion,

LIFE

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED

It

STEPHENSON,
121

■Uc—°f_

8.42
9.0C
9.30

Ot

Steamboat.

Company.

Sts.,

8.27

GRAND TRUNK

Of5*Ocean,

Syrup,

Havana White Sugars,
Havana Rrown Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

31—<12w

A. M

8.00

5.54
Westbrook,
6.18
Cumberland,
6.33
Yarmouth,
*
7.00
Freeport,
Oak Hill,
Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
W. IfATCH, Train Manager.
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1865.
sep30dtf

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to Insuring all kinds of

Refined Sugars,

cor-

Beal Estate lor Sale,
In Cape Elisabeth.

aplDdtf

Clayed Molasses,

Oct

Pc'rtlau'1.every WEL'NES-

i
!,h»

STOMACH AND

C. G. CLARK &

RETURNING will leave Portland for Brunswick
intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted
as follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

Issued.

Muscovado Molasses,

THOMAS

uTtchT11?v’ **1 f

U.

farther notice,

until

and a'l diseases of the

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER

and

5SP“0PEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPET
UAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies

Losses

FOE SALE BY

Now owned and occupied hy the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Declois & Jacksok, 58 Excliange Street.
J uly 6.—dtf

two

Cienfuegos Molasses,

julylldtt

finely located

The
nerof

7.30

FKANCON1A, Capt.

r^r*o!i=^:8ll,“W<X>I>'

tached, will leave Brunswick for Portland and mtermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:

Porto Rico Molasses,

BEEF, PORK,

«rdendil and fast Steamships
Can IF. IF. tiherano

*

INDIGESTION AND

LINE.

CHK,sAP£ahR
“®°“

Aiweli

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars, &c

New York Amber

SEMI-WEEKLY

On an<l atter Monday, October 2d, 1S65,
Freight Train, with Passenger Car at-

fIStppg“~pn

$1,537,000

J.

Shorbrook

SALE.

apriOti

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Liveipool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!

at

at 6 -15 A.

NOYES, Superintendent.

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

Binding Certificates Given

EDWIN

April 27, <865.

Assets $500,000

Organized

-

Valuable Real Estate!

train loares new depot Portland
Freight
daily.
-v

Company,
Assets

OF

p.

^gSgrr^Swieavo
?■1

$1,035,000

Merchandise.

Commercial St.

Beal Estate for Sale.
K Mlddl0
str“*'ka«™

J. B. TIIOR.VTON.

tl you are in want of
any kind 01 PRINTING)
cal) at the Daily Press Office.

place for Galves-

for Portlaud at 7 30 a. m. and 3 00

n

DYSPEPSIA!

proceeding from
anJt
fac,ka'lItdiseases
ana «?
Bowels.
is a
and

J

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

And

r

and after Monday next, trains will
Port and daily for Bath Augusta,
watervilie Kendall’s Mills and
Skowhogan, at 1 (JO
and on Saturdays only for Bath and
*.
Augusta s t
Slo P. M
The train from Portland at 1 P. m connects at Kendall’s KiUis with the t ain for Ban°*or
and other stations cast same
night Passengers from
Portland desiring to take this route, cun
purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the
conductor
in the cat s that they g»
through to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fores thatit shall cost tli m no
more by this loute han an v other.
Trains cue in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and
ever., day at 2 30

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,
Assets $200,000

solicited,

and 200

w

HEBE

New England Screw

Steamship Go

PRIVATE MEDICAL
-Wo. Si

One Bottle i3 guaranteed to euro the worst cseof
Dy spepsia in existeuc and one dose will instantly
relieve the ino-t agg. avated attacks of

T;

PORTLAND AKENNEBEC R.R.

$360,000

-WITH THE-

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wnarl.

Aug. 23—dti

H°i,sc Lot for Sale.
on t’*® corner of
Deeriug and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

ox

Oct

Oak Hill, in
bil rpje- li no V occupied by the subsciiber
BM 11; “t.bxt. Distance fi' oil Portland fifteen lninutes by linil.and thirty by the county
^
able term

_

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000

the centra' part ol the city.
Y. Z., Press Orttce,
aug5eodtl

Sept 13—d3m

Farm tor Sale,
Of 70 acres,

Assets

Charter Oak Insurance
of Hartford Conn.,

a

Freight trains loave Portland and Boston daily.
FKANC1S CHASE, Supt.
,,
Portland, April 3,1805—dtf

small genteel ten-

To load lumber at same
Philadelphia and Richmond.

Railroad Stable

the

OWN and

and tested

a

Leave Boat

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

#

Beaton at 8 4u

H.

29 Exchange St*

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B.. for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Horses for Sale.
on Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or family use.

Work;

A

family wrtboutchiMren,

—

Leave Portland for

$560,000

_

....

Phila.,

Assets

Wanted.

sows,

Builder, of the
Most Improved First Class

of

follows-—
Leave Atlantic
\

CAN HE POUND AT HIS

Remedy

Wharf Portland,
3(. |i
A —“A--yC:vcrv -Mondav Tuesday WednesThursday, Friday and Saturat
7 o’clock P Ji , and India Wharf,
day,
Boston,
every Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
a 0 o’clock P. M,
tare in Cabin
$2.00.
ia? Freight taken as usual
lie
company are not responsible for baggage to
iu value and that person«?^rSuo?Ut*°«XCeeUlnK
notlcffor** given aud paid for at tbo rate of
one passenger
every $5o0 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
Aug o, lboo.
fob.18,1803 —dtl

f\

Shippers

OBWl On and after April 3. 1365, Prssmwer
•:Tl*'""«i^'['rains leavo as follows

Y.,

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

Co.,

—I

run as

DR. j. B. HUGHES

-FOR--

3t John.

SACO g PORTSMOUTH R. R.

$607,000

Portland, Nov. t, 18G5.

Also,

ESTABLISHED IN 1630.

I

10—dtf#

Wanted.

Store to Let.

FOUNDRY MACHINE WORKS.
1IEALD

a

adjoining

seen’
*_

IIEALD'g

s-

Oct

goodremlt^vhich foUow the ELEVEN

sonal information of the
use of your honestly terme d Haiv

D

BY
ement,
Address X.

the

a fine
tA*ii

ocl2dlm

tenement suitable for one or two
families, with good water privileges.
address Tenement, Box 1503.

a

To Let.

wi^22i<iou2if!Sien,liirely

Boston, Oct. 10,1S65.

A

WM. J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.

time was
5“Sir—My wife for a
sorely troubled by her hair foiling out, long
anfl we ieared
bal,I» notwithstanding she
V16 alTC 'tlted remedies. She has

more or
a

so
mostly hard,
from eight to ten teet ol water can approar h it. Proposals tor the same addres ed lo JOB A. TURNER.
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, DC
Washington Street. Boston, stating loca ion, price
per acre, &c., will receive prompt attent:on.

desirable dwelling house No. 46 Brackett St.,
the residence of J. G. Tolford, Es-j.
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
*
Sept 26—dtf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

T

FOR

era*

less, of Wood Land;
heavy growth of wood,
situated that vessels drawing

thousand

acres,
it must be covered with
ONE
and

jbne23tf

PORTLAND

near

following Notices.

Portl 120), May 3J. 18G5.
This certifies that I
have used Johnson’s

Wanted to Purchase.

WANT
Please

THE

july25dtfis

july20’65eod'y

I.1ITITER

or

Tenement Wanted.

Commercial St.

For Sale and to Let.

COMPANY.

HAY, Agent, Portland.

JOiNi N'S

121

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37 j MidcPe St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle
St.,

Office and Depot, No. 502 Broadway, New York.
Du HumeintEvs is consulted daily at Ids
office,
personalty or by letter, as ubove, lor all forms ol
disease.
11. 11.

Gentlemen.
Remember that
J WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, tlian any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
ifil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m
Ladies

of N.

Assets

Wanted,

small

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
IIOMCEOP ATHIC

WANTED

STEPHENSON,

Oct 3—isdtf

| Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or

VETERINARY. SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case lo Vials,
$10 00
Vials
with directions,
Single
1 u0
These
Remedies by the Ca^e or single Box,
\k&
are sent to any
part of ho country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,

by a merchant and his wife (no children) two or three unfurnished Rooms, suitable for housekeepi g, or would take a good furnished
room with board in a quiet fain 11 v or small
boarding
house. Address Rooms, Box 1590, Portland Post
Office.
Oct 28—dim

to

To be Let.
A FOUR STORY BRICK STOKE, centrally located
dl on Exchange Street, suitable lor a Wholesale Dry

CASES.

35 Vials, Morocoo Case, and Book,
20 large Vials, in .MoroccdJ and
Book,
20 large Via 8, plain case, and
Book,
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to *5) and Book

apply

o.o

V

FAMILY

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

of
tnereon.
For particulars

Three Booms Wanted.

Agents

train leaves Portland at 8 A. M. and* eturmug is due in Portland at l
M.
s
Btag- connect with trai s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the -.owns north and east of this line.
c. M. MOUSE, Sul/.
tit *
.IT
T
Waterville
June
22 1S65.

Co., of N. Y.,

Assets

will be suitably rewarded by 1: aving the same at Mrs.
oet30dlw*
FESSENDEN’S, Deering Street*

or

Freight

Assets $1,000,000

STOLEN

Two

ton.

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Insurance

Will, until further notice,

8ty

Lorillard Insurance <?o., of N. Y.,

Enterprise

sj.

CENmumRoaT:

COMMENCE MONDAY, June 26th
Trams leave Portlaml Grand
11 unkbtauon. for Lewiston and
Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., aud 1.25 P. M.
For angor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M
Keturnin</-~Lea,vt) Lt-wiston at 6 20 A. M .and arrive in 1 urtlnnd at8 30 A
Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2 15 P. M
Both of
chose trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

The World’s Great

STEAMERS

Medical.

Dyspepsia Cure

Forest City, Lewi3ton and Montreal,

To

Niagara Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,300,000

Co.,

Supt.

Coe’s

Arrangement l

THE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Assets $1,518,000

North American Insurance

__

maine

Co., N. Y.,

SOME

$100.00

rep-

Co., N. Y.,
Assets $1,430,000

Assets of the New York

THE

SPECIFICS,

Metropolitan

DAN

CARPENTER,
n
a-,
Portland
Oct
26 It65_d f

n

arc

Insurance

Columbia Insurance

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an Inuia Rubber Tree during the
winter. Apply at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
Oct 19—dtf
147 Middle St.

JOKAS II. FERLET.

House and Land l'or Sale.
undersigned, a3 Guardian of the Estate ot
Charles H. Place, Charles n Kinsman, and

HUMPHREYS’
HOMfE OP A T1IIC

House,
House,

All

for Pit at on?*—Take no other•
Sold by druggists generally.

The following First Class Insurance Oflices
resented by this Agency, viz

Portland, Me., Oct. 25,18C5-dtf

Oct

Male from Cumberland Center,
Ten Acres of which are covered with WOOD.
One

Insurance in all it branches.

Strayed

the premises of S. T. Raymond, Cumberland
Mills, Oct. 13th. one Chestnut Mare, 6 years old,
3 white feet, striped face, light mane and tail.
Any one giving information to the subscribers, or
S. T. Raymond,where she
mayibe found,will be suita-

F\vOM

Conway, Barnett, Jackson Limington, Cornisb,l'orter freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. ii
At Buxton venter f«>r West
Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
south Limington
Limington, Limerick. Newfiold,
Parsonsfield and (Lsipee
At Sacearappa for South
Windham, Windham Hill,
and Worth Windham, daily

Assets $1,312,000

good

wliioli

l4/t'iIH.ei,eulineet
'tMdiab, bleep rails, Baldwin, Denmark, Bohago,
Bndgton, Lovell. lliram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,

Life and Accident

Fire, Marine,

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers!

corner

A HIoNt F.xqnNHe, RHirntc mid FrnPprfumc,
from the

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 a. M.
and 3 40 p. m
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. Sf. and 3 01
and 5 30 p M
The940A »i and 200 r m. train, will be freight
trains, with passenger cara attached
at Gorham for West Gorham,

Thirty Million Dollars,

Phoenix Insurance

A FARM IN IUMBERLANB!
Lost.
Dr. Cumming's, Park Street, and the
of State and Deering Streets,
containing about Seventy-Five Acres BETWEEN
Linen
AFARMLand, situated
Cnff and Gold Sleeve Button attached.
The finder
grant
Itnrfl

ipjjijg^SSSJtriiiiis

Medical.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!
Summer

On and alter Monday. Oot 30.
1865,
will leave as follows, until further

CSigSi)

the stite-

d4wg?a

WM. W. OLIVER,
RICHARD FRYE.

SALE!

FOB

An C wrier Wanted.
of goods was left at this office
more than
which had been previously ad,.****, mo1n^8 ago,
Unless called fur within four
weeks,
KSM*-}°.s"
aitei paving charges,
o
A a1<1 the amount,
of

right,

of

Oct. 21,1866_ocl23d2w

vet

Agents,
29 Exchange St., Portland,

PURCHASERS

r!

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

MAINE.

for County rights for a very valuable domestic invention. If introduced, would be
made use of by every family. It is entirely new, and
will be sure to meet with ready rale.
rights
will be sold ieasonable, guaranteeing good protits to
any one desiring to invest a small sum in a lucrative
Please call on the subscriber at
business.
the St
Lawrence House, corner of India and Middle Sts
Novembers, 1865.
dlw*

Steamboats.

YORK & CUMBERLAND R.

Insurance

striped

RICHARDSON’S WHARF.

ON

Railroads.

I SONS'

JOHN E. DOW

Wanted.

SALE !

—

[N.

The

to

Nov. 1st, at
can have the

APIECE

throe-story Brick Dwelling Houses, situafed
TWO,Peail
St., for sale cheap for Cash, if sold im-

mediately.

Stay w-ih

St

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.

For Sale.

hear Thee

mo

Gorham.

Insurance.

County

Portland, Oct 26.—d3w

And know Thee near—I cannot eee Thee now;
One w rd >f peace to still my bosom’s aching,
An.l -ay Th/ Lund upon my fevered brow.

And

premigaof.

For Sale.
rpwo Dwelling Houses In good order; a pleasant
1 anil desirable, location on Cumberland St. PosFor particilars inquire of
sess ion given first of Nov.

nfPfcttihust

eternal

Found.
Wednesday afternoon

by applying

same

pasturage.

^ A_ MTT0HEUj.
PROCTER, Lime Street, Portland.

Or JOHN C.
oct30d2w

ThiJfajn.yory lonely,

me to

in

^lslnn^

me, Lord! My dusty feel are weary,
Fair: would i Jean upon thy gentle arm;
*Ti* darkness now, t .e night is cold and dreary,
And fies are arpufcl xne; shield me Loru,
liflim.
^

to lure

WALLET,
A the
depot

two storv house and out-buildings.
barn: all in go d repair. To any geiitleman
is particularly
a country residence, this property

Stay with

Seekin,.

FbEEPOBT-

OF

Five minute:* walk from the Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 25 Acres
"'aU'1"
of good land, well fenced and
orchaiu.
ed, embracing hay-held, A
good
1 and

MiTift
«i fBiTiLlw

me,
The sunlit sinking in the crimson west:
M v heart is (hint, jSkea l the road before me,
Bat sti-1 must hosfSmon and take no rest.

stir wl'li me, LowT
Kor can 1 nuil the path

Wants, Lost and Found.

Valuable Heal Estate for Sale.

Stay With Me, Lord.

Stay with

Let.

Cheap.

second-hand FIRE FTM/‘vrj§WBsV OINKS, with Hose Carriages; all in
Vt ») good order.
_SE—2tr- Also, a lot o» Hose suitable fcr
Hand Fire Engines. Apply to
EZRA RUSSKT.L, Chlel Engineer,
Or A. P- MonOAJt, Chainnan Committee on Portland Fire Deportment.
junelGti
j.

Two

Northern Pacific Railroad.
FT\HE regular Annual Meeting of the Stockholder*
A of tho Northern paciiie Railroad Co panv, will
be belli at the room* of the Company, No. 87 Broadway, New York City, on MONDAY, l>ec,
twelve o’clock noon'
CHAS. S. PKRHAM, 8«e'y.
Oct 30—d 1 a w 4 w*

